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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The local association is the foundation upon which the profession~, 
'· 
: al organization of teachers is constructed. Within each local associa-
•I 
11 tion all teachers can participate actively in the work of the profession. 
! 
' I 
j It is here they can satisfy their immediate needs and determine their 
I 
, future requirements. 
i 
Here, they can strengthen and support their state 
i 
.\and national associations, 
~ J 
and thus improve and advance the profession-,· 
' 
.i I al status of teachers. 
l 
:I 
;i 
I 
i 
I 
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I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. What are teachers' associations 
and accomplishing at the local level? 
It is believed that effective local teachers 1 associations have a 
variety of interests and engage in many different activities . 
! Through inquiries about their memberships, programs, meetings, 
;! structures, and purposes, a range of their interests and accomplish-
;! 
,! ments may be obtained. Without the local teachers 1 associations the 
:i state and national associations could not exist; therefore, a study of 
.I 
'i what some local groups are doing and have accomplished is relevant 
~ j 
-- - .._._,. --=:~=~--~,-- -----=--~c:.-o- --- ·--------- ·:=·---~c:----'"'""--o-·-·---- ---"'"--==-:::'"::..,.,.-~-=-----" 
',to the well-being of the larger professional associations, which serve 
, to unify the local associations at the state and national levels. 
i 
2 
Importance of the study. The paucity of information in published 
',iliterature about the local associations, and current criticisms regard-
"ing the effectiveness of local associations, has indicated a need for a 
ii 
;: study of the operational patterns of teachers' associations at their 
source. Thus, it is assumed that a study of teachers' associations, in 
a selected area, can yield specific and pertinent information. From 
':these data more accurate generalizations may be phrased in regard to 
'I ,, 
!:the effectiveness of teachers' associations. 
,; 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Local teachers' associations will be found in nearly every city, 
!i i!town, county, and rural district in the United States. Although they 
I 
!vary greatly in size, structure, and emphasis on specific objectives, 
,' 
'I their primary purposes are to advance the interests of their members, 
!to promote the cause of education, and to build a teaching profession. 1 
'I Early Associations. The oldest form of teachers' associations 
'i 
ilis the local unit. Pioneers in the field of teachers' organizations were: 
:i 
ii ----:----
ii 1Theodore Day Martin, Building a Teaching Profession 
il(Middletown, N.Y.: Whitlock Press, 1957), pp. 118-119. 
I' 
:! 
,, 
't 
!I 
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'I il 
·,,.
1
· f d h . the Society o Associate Teac ers m New York City, in 1794; the 
il School Association in the County of Middlesex, Connecticut, in 1799; 
'I 
I,,  and the Associated Instructors of Youth in the Town of Boston and 
I!,  its Vicinity, in 1812. Also among the early education associations 
II 
:1 were the Free School Society of New York, in 1805, and the American 
'I II 
!; 
Lyceum Association, in 1827. By 1831, the latter, which was influ-
ential in the early years of the public school movement, had become 
a national federation of state associations, made up of local lyceums. 
The American Institute of Instruction had its origins in New 
England. Often called the mother of educational associations, it was 
supported by Ralph Waldo Emerson, Theodore Parker, Horace Mann, 
and Henry Barnard. "Its main purposes were to mobilize public 
support for free schools, to inspire instruction, and to raise standards 
2 
of qualifications for teachers. " 
The Western Literary Institute and College of Professional 
il Teachers was a regional association, with purposes similar to those 
:1 of the American Institute of Instruction. The greater part of its 
11 membership was drawn from the states of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, 
'I 
II 
i! 
H 2 T. M. Stinnett, The Teacher and Professional Organizations 
, (Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1953), p. 60. 
n ! ·~ ==T~~~~·==~··-~= ---~=~-~~~~~·=~~~~~-===·- -~----
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I! 3 
:j and Ohio. 
ij 
, The American Association for the Advancement of Education 
I 
:
1 
elected Horace Mann as its first president. "Its purposes were to 
ij promote public support and under standing of the public school move-
:I 
liment and to foster solidarity among those engaged in promoting edu-
,, 
I 4 
II cation thruout the United States." In 1858, this organization merged 
i! ,, 
1iwith the newly-formed National Teachers' Association and thus gave 
I 
'i !i support and 
5 J: I' 
strength to the organization of teachers on a national level. · 
I li 
i\ 
!I While teaching as an organized profession in the United States 
ii 
!I was in this embryonic stage of development, teachers also began to 
:! 
!I 
i' join together in state associations. "The first state teachers asso-
:1 dation was organized in 1840 in Alabama; followed by New York and 
li 6 
!!Rhode Island in 1845." When the parent organization of the NEA 
" " i! 
i'was founded in 1857, there were a total of eighteen state associations ~ 7 !I 
:\in operation. 
:I 
'I The National Teachers' Association was organized by forty-
1 
~~three educational leaders representing twelve states and the District 
:lof Columbia. Encouraged by the success of the newly-established 
3 . 
Ibld. ' p. 60. 
4 
Ibid. 
5 
Ibid. 
6 
Ibid. 
A 7 Ibid.' p. 61. 
-=-~-::-=-.=-:o-=:-c-='1f~""·~~~ 
state teachers' associations, presidents of ten state associations 
called upon the teachers of the nation to meet in Philadelphia, on 
August 26, 1857, to form a national association. They believed that 
what had been accomplished at the state level could be done for the 
whole nation by a National Association. 
8 
Development of the NEA. When the National Association of 
School Superintendents and the American Normal School Association 
merged with the National Teachers' Association in 1870, the National 
Education Association was formed. In 1906, the NEA was chartered 
by an Act of Congress and its full and official name was designated as 
9 
the National Education Association of the United States. 
From 1857 untill917, the NEA was directed primarily by 
administrators. During these years the membership consisted 
mainly of men in administrative positions, although women were 
accepted as members in 1867. In 1920, the NEA was reorganized and ll 
'I 
democratized to provide for greater participation of members in the !1 
,, 
l! 
future. It created the Representative Assembly, which would provide i! 
I' ,, 
" for representation of the state and local associations on the basis of !1 
8 Ibid. , 
9 Ibid. 
p. 80. 
10 
membership. The plan for representation is: 
. local associations are allowed one delegate for each 
100 of its NEA members or major fraction thereof. Each 
state and territorial association may elect one delegate for 
each 100 NEA members, or major fraction thereof, up to 
500 active members. Thereafter, one delegate is allowed 
for each 500 NEA members. 
6 
The Representative Assembly determines the overall policies 
and guides the action of the NEA. Approximately six thousand dele-
gates comprise the membership of this assembly, In addition to 
determining and implementing the policies of the NEA, these delegates 
serve on advisory committees and participate in conferences and work-
shops, where there are many opportunities to communicate with other 
NEA officers and staff members. Because these delegates are active 
also in the state and local associations, which are affiliated with the 
NEA, articulation among the three associational levels is facilitated. 11 
The slogan of the National Education Association, "A Million or 
by '64 .... n
12 
. d" . f . . . ff d 1 More 1s in 1cat1ve o 1ts contlnU1ng e ort an p an 
to solidify and unite the teaching profession on a nation-wide basis, by 
10Ibid., p. 82. 
11National Education Association, NEA Handbook for Local, 
State, and National Associations (Washington, D. C.: National 
Education Association, 1961), pp. 6-7 
12Ibid., p. 312 
!i 
7 
means of identification with a national association. "The key policy in 
this plan is membership in all organizations or in none. The plan must 
13 
be approved by the teachers themselves in local and state associations." 
The unified plan, whereby the member joins the local, state, 
and national associations simultaneously, is now in effect in seven 
states. Some states use an agreement plan, which is essentially the 
same as the unified plan, except that the teacher may belong to any one, 
or any two, or all three associations. This implies that the state 
association is in agreement with the unified plan of the NEA, however, 
its local associations are not ready to adopt the plan on a one hundred 
percent basis. 
Forty-one states use a standard enrollment form, which has 
been adopted for use with either the unified plan or the agreement plan. 
In the remaining states the methods of enrollment are varied. 
The 1961-62 NEA Handbook for local, state, and national asso-
ciations lists 56 state, district, and territorial associations, 7, 50 l 
affiliated locals, and a paid membership of 765, 616 in the membership 
14 
summary. 
13Ibid., p. 5 
14 Ibid., pp. 315-316 
NEA member ship and gains, from 1857 through 1961, are given 
r 
also in the NEA Handbook for 1961-62. Table I shows the growth of its i; 
F !i 
membership, in five year intervals, from 1915 through 1960. 
TABLE I 
NEA MEMBERSHIP AND GAINS IN FIVE YEAR INTERVALS 
1915-1960 
Year Membership Gain 
1915 ••••• 0. 7' 441 . ....... 
1920 ....... 52, 850 • •••••• 0 42,746 
1925 •••• 0 0 0 158, 103 ••• 0 ••••• 19, 247 
1930 0 0 0 ••• 0 172, 354 ......... 8, 572 
1935 • • • 0 ••• 160, 883 . .. ••• 0 0 0 0 6, 506 
1940 ....... 203,429 • •••• 0 ••• 1, 747 
194!1 ....... 331, 605 • 0 0 0 ••••• 59,758 
1950 ....... 453,797 • •• 0 ••• 0 • 26,270 
1955 0 ••••• 0 612, 716 ......... 51, 008 
1960 0 •• 0 ••• 713, 994 ......... 46,874 
Source: NEA Handbook (Washington, D. C. : National 
Education Association, 1961), p. 318. 
Goals of the NEA. The platform of the National Education 
li 
'' Association states that the program of the NEA is directed toward the ii 
11 15 
,
1 
attainment and furthering of the following goals: 
il 
:j 
il 
II 
'! 
i il 
·I 
15 
Ibid.' pp. 50-54. 
"' l! 
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9 
1. Educational opportunities for every individual to develop 
his full potential for responsible and useful citizenship and for 
intellectual and spiritual growth. 
2. Balanced educational programs to provide for the varied 
needs and talents of individual students and for the strength and 
progress of the nation. 
3. The services of a professionally prepared and competent 
educator in every professional position. 
4. School plant, equipment, and instructional materials 
approp~:iate to the educational needs of all learners. 
5. Effective organization, control, administration, and 
financial support of public education in every state. 
6. A local-state-federal partnership in the financial 
support of public education with the control of education 
residing in the states. 
7. Public under standing and appreciation of the vital role 
of education in our American democracy. 
8. Understanding and support of the teachers right to 
participate fully in public affairs. 
9. Fair standards of professional welfare for teachers. 
10. Professional associations that evoke the active 
participation of all educators in working toward the highest 
goals for education. 
Sixty-nine specific statements, which are given under the broad 
goals above, aid in the interpretation of the National Education Asso-
ii ciation 1 s program. 
!I 
I 
i! The objectives of the NEA are defined 
~ II 
"=· ~o~=4===-~~~~~~c 
ij 
li 
il 
il 
I 
in Section 2 of its 
10 
:i charter. This states: "That the purpose and objects of the said corp-
,, 
!i 
·I 
I 
II 
:! 
i: 
oration shall be to elevate the character and advance the interests of 
the profession of teaching and to promote the cause of education in the 
I' 
:I United States. " II 
16 
ii 
' I 
' I 
·I Development of the AFT. From 1794 to 1916, teachers' asso-
~~ ciations worked diligently and persistently to solve their problems, 
" !i however, the need was felt by some groups to unite with organized 
ii 
II labor in an effort to obtain more support for public education. The :1 
!I reasons for this movement are given by the Commission on Educational 1': 
II n !1 
II Reconstruction in the following paragraph: li 
'I The record shows that three basic considerations prompted 
:,·_1
1
. teachers to unite with other workers in the labor movement. 
' I 
I! 
iJ I, 
,, 
' 
:! 
I ,, 
!I, 
I 
' I 
One of these was the substandard economic conditions under which 
teachers worked in many communities. A second was the weak-
ness of existing teacher organizations, and their failure to im-
pro·•e the status of teachers. The, third was faith in education 
and belief in the crucial role that it should play in the preserva-
tion and development of our democratic way of life. 
!I In a leaflet issued by the American Federation of Teachers, 
'I plaining its history and program, it is stated that the A. F. of T. 
ex-
il 
lj 
II 
:, 16 
Ibid. ' p. 25. il il 
ii 17 Commission on Educational Reconstruction, Organizing I 1: 
li the Teaching Profession (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1955), p. 19. j'l 
" I! I 
r ' !! 
,·--"'· ----~- ~c=··--1~~-c~~~-=·-~•===•~~~· ~~-~~~~'-" --·.---:.·c---. ••-•-•--•==·,- -~---~-••••~t=~~~~~~-
11 I' ii 'I 
:1 ji,_ 
'I 
li i1 
II 
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor because "organized 
labor was the major instrumentality in establishing our system of free 
public schools, and has actively backed every public school improve-
IS 
. ment since. " 
The first group of teachers to seek formal affiliation with the 
American Federation of Labor, in 1902, was from San Antonio, Texas. 
The Chicago Teachers Federation, which organized in 1897, also 
affiliated with the Chicato Federation of Labor in 1902. "Two patterns 
of affiliation thus appeared at the outset. One pattern was affiliation 
with a national labor organization, the other with a local labor body. ,! 9 
From 1902 to 1916, very little progress was made in the 
teachers' union movement, however, a series of events influenced the 
Chicago teachers to take the lead in forming a national organization of 
classroom teachers. The Chicago teachers issued invitations to all 
teachers' organizations interested in affiliation with labor, or already 
affiliated with labor, to meet with them for this purpose. Although only 
18Questions and Answers About the American Federation of 
Teachers, Leaflet (Chicago: American Federation of Teachers), p. 5 
l9Myron Lieberman, Education as a Profession (Englewood 
.Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 300 
,, 
I' _-c-=o"':::c"""_-c~:::-_-_-..,._c:::_.,.,..,- ·--;--=·~=::c.-;· 
12 i! 
four locals sent delegates to the meeting in Chicago, on April 15, 1916, 
teachers' organizations in six cities received charters from the new II 
I I, 
organization. On May 9, 1916, their applications for affiliation with 
the American Federation of Labor wer~e granted. 
II 
II 
"However, from 1918 i! 
li 
to 1919, the number of AFT locals increased from 24, with a member- 11 
ship of less than 2, 000, to over 160, with a membership of close to 
20 
11, 000. " 
Table II shows the status of AFT membership in 1917, and, in 
five year intervals, from 1920 through 1955. 
TABLE II 
MEMBERSHIP IN THE AFT, 1917 AND 1920-1955 
1917 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
1950 
1955 
2,433 
9,808 
3,497 
6,872 
. 13, 705 
. 29, 907 
. 31, 089 
. 41, 415 
. 46. 583 
Source: Myron Lieberman, Education as a Profession 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 302, citing 
A Report by Carl J. Megel, President, to the American Convention 
of the Federation of Teachers (Chicago: American Federation of 
Teachers, 1955), p. 25. 
20 Ibid. , p. 301. 
1: 
" !! ,, 
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13 
Membership in the local and state federations is approximately 
the same as membership in the AFT, as teachers generally join these 
organizations when they enroll in the American Federation of Teachers. 
Although recent membership figures are not released for publication, 
it is estimated that the AFT enrolled 60,000 teachers in 1960. This is 
about four percent of the national total. 21 
:: 
The results of an election in New York City, in December, 1961, 
will increase the AFT's membership figures considerably. This elec-
tion determined that the United Federation of Teachers, an affiliate of 
the American Federation of Teachers, would represent the city's teach-
ing staff in all negotiations with the New York City Board of Education. 
The following paragraph gives a breakdown of the voting in this election, 
as reported by Eric Rhodes, director, of the New York City office of 
the NEA: 22 
Among the city's hundred-odd teacher organizations, two 
appeared on the ballot in addition to the UFT: the Teachers' 
Bargaining Organization (TBO), a coalition of ten of the pro-
fessional teacher associations, and the Teachers Union (TU), 
an independent trade union. Of the 43, 500 teachers eligible 
to vote, 33,052 cast ballots. UFT received 20, 045; TBO, 
9, 770; and TU, 2, 575. The remaining ballots were for "no 
organization" (662 votes) or void (67 ballots). 
21 Myron Lieberman, "The Battle for New York City's Teach-
ers," Phi Delta Kappan, XLIII pctober, 1961), 2. 
22Eric Rhodes, "The New York City Teacher Election," 
NEA Journal, 51 (February, 1962), 21. 
h [: 
Objectives of the AFT. The long-range objectives of the 
14 
,·American Federation of Teachers, as stated in its constitution, are 
given in a leaflet, which is issued by the AFT. 23 These objectives are: 
A. To bring associations of teachers into relations of 
mutual assistance and cooperation; 
B. To obtain for them all the rights to which they are 
entitled; 
C. To raise the standards of the teaching profession by 
securing the conditions essential to the best professional 
service; 
D. To promote such a democratization of the schools as will 
enable them better to equip their pupils to take their 
places in the industrial, social, and political life of the 
community, and 
E. To promote the welfare of the childhood of the nation by 
providing progressively better educational opportunity 
for all. 
The State Association. Although authority to operate the schools 
is delegated to local boards of education, through legislation, public 
, education in the United States is still the function and responsibility of 
~ i, each separate state. Programs for the improvement of public school 
: education and the welfare of teachers are developed and carried out 
' . h' db h 24 • w1t 1n an y eac state. 
By virtue of their unique positions, in representing the pro-
li fession on the state level, state education associations are effective 
" !. 
t: ----=-=----ii 23Questi~ns and Answers About the American Federation of 
:1 Teachers, op. c1t., p. 9 
I ---
n '""c=~~·=•··~·=~:4~~innett, OP.: cit. ,_.:e;~269·-"··= 
p 
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15 
i 
':agents in advancing the causes of education. They have been responsible 
''for the major gains made in public education. "State education associ-
ations speak for the organized profession before the state legislature, 
state departments of education, and meetings of lay organizations; and 
25 
they present viewpoints of the profession to the people." 
State assocations are usually affiliated with the National Educa-
· tion Association. Although they may vary greatly in size and effective-
~ i 
•; ness, they enroll the majority of the personnel of the public schools. 
26 
·i Rugg and Brooks say: 
,. 
~: From their large incomes, obtained from annual dues, 
they maintain professional secretaries, departmentalized 
office headquarters, monthly journals with professional 
editorial staffs, and public relation and information 
services. They hold annual state conventions, and through 
their field organizations reach into the local school systems 
of the state, Their legislative committees have worked 
vigorously for the improvement of the profession through 
higher salaries and legalized tenure. 
Development of the MTA. A leaflet, issued by the Massachu-
!, setts Teachers Assocation, dated July 15, 1955, gives an account of 
':the association. A brief resume of its history is presented in the 
,. 
i· [: 
25 Ibid., p. 70 
!l 26Harold Rugg and E. Marion Brooks, The Teacher in School 
li and Society (Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.: World Book Company, 1950), 
("\, ii p. 242. 
c·· . '·,===,·41=~ =· ~ ..... 
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~~ f 11 . 2 7 I! o ow1ng paragraphs: 
l: 
~: 
The original Massachusetts Teachers Association had its 
·beginnings in 1845 and continued to function as such until 1919. Its 
!i 
16 
;;membership was small and its activities were limited to holding meet-
r ~ 
,;;ngs and publishing a semi-monthly journal called The Massachusetts 
~ i 
·:Teacher. 
A movement to establish a federation of teachers associations 
':culminated in a meeting at Boston University on February 18, 1911, and 
.,the Massachusetts Teachers Federation was formed. From 1914 to 
, 
i' 1931, the MFT issued a magazine called Common Ground. 
i 
, 
In 1919, the original MTA merged with the MFT, because it was 
• believed that one organization would be more effective and better able 
::to serve the teaching profession. The journal Common Ground was the 
,!:official organ of the MFT until 1931, when this publication was designat-
;; ed, henceforth, as The Massachusetts Teacher. 
i' 
,i 
,, 
" I ,, 
:· 
:: 
The unified state association of teachers continued to be known 
as the Massachusetts Teachers Federation until 1953, when it was 
r-----
1: 27 Hugh Nixon and Doris E. Almy, A Bit of MTA-MFT ("\. li Leaflet (Boston: Massachusetts Teachers Association, 1955). History, , 
~cc=c ... <~lf=~,,~-~-~-· -- ·- ~--,,~,~-· • - -- --·•••--.-, .. -. = ~:.·' 
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17 
voted to change its name to the Massachusetts Teachers Association. 
From a membership of approximately 1, 200 persons, in 1911, 
' :jthe Massachusetts Teachers Association has grown to an association 
!·of educators with a current enrollment of more than 28, 000 members. 
' 
Objects of the MTA. The objects of the Massachusetts Teachers 
•: Association are stated in Article II of its constitution, which reads: 28 
The objects of the Association are: 
1. To encourage the organization of local teachers' 
associations . 
2. To bring the various associations of teachers throughout 
the state into relations of mutual assistance and coopera-
tion. 
3. To aid in the establishment of a fraternal feeling among 
teachers and organizations of teachers. 
4. To create a deeper sense of the dignity of the profession 
and the importance of the interests which it represents. 
5. To act as the agent of teachers' associations in providing 
opportunities for conferences and union of effort in matters 
of common interest. 
6. To increase the efficiency of education as a public service 
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
The Local Associations. It has been noted previously that 
i, professional associations of teachers in the United States have had a 
" long and interesting history. The beginnings and development of state 
I! 
ti t: , _____ _ 
i: 28constitution of the Massachusetts Teachers Association 
. ("', ··-·~:~i(~~st~n: .. M~ss":';~~~etts_T_e~eh~e_r~ ~-~~~e~:-_!ion, 1961). 
!i 
1: 
ii ~I 
:· 
-:- --u- ------::--
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18 
and national organizations were an outgrowth of the early endeavors of 
groups of educators, or persons interested in education, to provide 
, service, inspiration, and unity to the teaching profession, through 
:• 
1; membership in local and regional associations. From their efforts, 
:and the efforts of others who were concerned with their own welfare and 
!• the cause of education, "came the vigorous local teachers' associations 
.i now found in every city, as well as the state teachers' associations!'2 9 
The importance of local associations to the state and national 
i\ • • ii assoc1atwns is emphasized in the following statements of Huggett and 
: . 30 
.. Stmnett: 
;! 
' 
'': 
Without teachers' clubs or local associations, state or 
national teachers' organizations would not be very effective. 
General recognition of this principle is reflected in the 
efforts of state and national associations to keep their local 
organizations functioning effectively. They recognize that 
without strong support on the local level their own effective-
ness will be impaired. 
The reasons for the importance of local associations 
are threefold: (1) they furnish membership and give 
support for state and national associations; (2) they 
give assistance in the campaigns and projects which 
state and national groups conduct; (3) they are the media 
by which opinions and desires of teachers are channeled 
into action programs of state and national associations. 
!: ----::-2"'9_W_l-.l-l-iam- A. Yeager, Administration and the Teacher (New 
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1954), p. 482. 
' 
30 Albert J. Huggett and T. M. Stinnett, Professional Problems 
i!.:.o.::.f..:T:..e::..:a::..c::..:h::..e:..r:..;s (New York: Macmillan Company, 1956), p. 338. 
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The local association is the voice of the teacher in each 
1
; community. Through the local association each teacher can let it be 
19 
:I known what the teaching profession is and what it may become. He can 
also determine how the profession shall be interpreted to the public. 
A description of the local association is given in a booklet, 
issued by the NEA. 31 It says: 
Teachers in local school administrative units organize 
to advance professional interests and to promote school 
improvement. The common pattern is the pro-
fessional organization, affiliated with the state and 
national education associations. For the most 
part, the local association serves as an informal pro-
fessional organization to represent the teachers of the 
community. Its strength comes chiefly through expressions 
of professional opinion and recommendation. Its methods 
are mainly those of co-operation and education. 
Stinnett's views regarding the nature and potential force of the 
:local association are presented in the following paragraph: 32 
The local association is the "grass roots" unit 
of professional organization. It is where the democratic 
concept finds its best and most direct expression. It is 
the training ground for professional leadership. It is 
the medium thru which the voice of every teacher can be 
heard and translated, thru the channels of state and 
national associations, into educational policy. 
1
':--.,-,-----
li 31 Your Schools: Time for a Progress Report (Washington, 
:•D.C.: National Education Association, 1961), p. 15. 
32
stinnett, op. ;2!·, pp. 63-64. 
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It is generally accepted that most public school systems in the 
; United States will have one or more teachers' associations. "These 
local associations provide a basis for group action and constitute a 
·:significant social outlet for teachers. 1033 Furthermore, if it is to 
i·become a significant professional force, the local association should 
i 
cooperate and affiliate with its state and national associations. It should 
i be engaged professionally and actively at the local level on problems of 
! 
" d 0 1 0 t 34 ~l state an nat1ona 1mpor ance. 
There are some authorities, however, who hold entirely 
.. 
: opposite views about the importance and effectiveness of teachers 1 
!'organizations and, in particular, local teachers 1 associations. 
, 
;: L' b t t 35 l: 1e erman s a es: 
The foremost fact about teachers' organizations in 
the United States is their irrelevance in the national 
scene. Their futility in protecting the public interest 
and the legitimate vocational aspirations of teachers 
is a national tragedy, much more dangerous to our 
democratic institutions than the excessive power 
33willard S. Elsbree and E. Edmund Reutter, Staff Personnel in 
:,the Public Schools (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 371 
34 Lawrence Thomas et al., 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
,, 
-:P-:ec:rc-:-:sp._e_c_t_i v_e=o=-n_T_e_a_c_h_i_n_,.,.g (Englewood 
1961), p. 405. 
" i' 35 Myron Lieberman, The Future of Public 
!
1 
University of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 179. 
!, 
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" 
wielded by such familiar bogeys as "Madison Avenue, " 
"labor bosses," "captains of industry, " "military high 
brass," and the like. Because their organizations are 
weak, teachers are without power; because they are 
without power, power is exercised upon them to weaken 
and corrupt public education. 
21 
He says further, "Most local associations are not taken serious-
. ly, even by their own members. rr 36 And again, "As for the local 
education associations affiliated with the NEA, not even the NEA's own 
studies venture the claim that they typically wield any real power in 
th . . . ,.37 e1r commun1t1e s. 
Lieberman also says that educators 1 failure to develop an organ-
izational strategy, to facilitate the work of the local, state, and national 
associations, is responsible for their ineffectiveness. 38 
Objectives of Local Teachers' Associations. Huggett and 
Stinnett state that local teachers 1 associations have at least four object-
ives. These are: (1) social, (2) better salaries and improved work-
ing conditions for teachers in the system, (3) service to school and 
community, and (4) general advancement of the profession. rr 39 
36Ibid., p. 191 
38Ibid., p. 239 
37 Ibid. 
39Huggett, op. cit., p. 341 
;; 
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Yeager lists the purposes of local associations as, "(1) improv-
'iing the professional services of members; (2) building esprit de corps 
j:of the teaching staff; (3) improving teaching conditions and economic 
!:status at local, state, and national levels; (4) rendering community and 
I 
~ 40 
.civic services; and (5) interpreting the Association and the profession." 
,, 
' 
,. 
Hoffman is accredited with stating that the aims of local teachers 1 
'associations are: "(1) to promote professional welfare, (2) to con-
li ,, 
!!tribute to the cultural growth of members, (3) to foster a spirit of good 
lj 
., 
~: 
!!will and fellowship among members through social and recreational 
: f '1" . "41 
. aC1 1t1es. 
Activities of Local Teachers' Associations. The general pur-
.,poses of local teachers' associations also may be classified under the 
1 following broad objectives: (1) to improve the status of teachers; ,, 
: (2) to build and maintain the morale of teachers; (3) to advance the 
, causes of education; and (4) to improve and extend the professional 
J ,. 
;> 
!i services of teachers. In carrying out their programs, along the lines 
40Yeager, op. cit., p. 487. 
i! 41 Huggett, .Ql;!.. cit., p. 340, citing Status of Voluntary Teachers 
ii Associations in Cities of 100, 000 Population or More (Washington, 
il D. C.: U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin, 1930, No. 36, 1931), ,, 
"" !I pp. 1-5. 
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of these general purposes, local associations may engage in many and 
varied activities. These activities are designed to serve, strengthen, 
and unify the association, so that the members may perform their 
professional tasks more effectively, and enjoy their professional lives 
more fully. 
Because the activities of the local association may be assumed 
to grow out of the larger purposes of the association, the activities 
usually cluster about the following areas: "(1) membership, (2) social, 
(3) public relations, (4) program, (5) legislation, (6) teacher welfare 
and professional improvement, (7) economic status, and (8) interpret-
ing the profession to its membership and the public. 1142 
The 1948 study of local associations, conducted by the Research 
Division of the National Education Association, classified eighty-five 
activities of local associations under six purposes. These purposes 
are identified as the following: 43 
1. Improving the professional services of members 
2. Building esprit de corps of the teaching staff 
3. Improving teaching conditions and economic status -
efforts at the local level 
42 Yeager, op. cit., pp. 487-488. 
43National Education Association, "Local Associations at Work," 
Research Bulletin, XXVI (Washington, D. C.: National Education 
Association, October, 1948), _p. 119. 
--·~· ~ 
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4. 
5 
6. 
Ilnproving teaching conditions and economic status -
efforts at state and national levels 
Rendering community and civic services 
Interpreting the association and the profession . 
There is no single pattern of structure of local associations. It 
:, may be all-inclusive, departmentalized, or a single organization of 
' i' 
!; classroom teachers. "The form may be that of pure democracy, or it 
::may be a representative assembly. Classroom teachers predominate, 
i; 
!'and democratic procedures generally prevail. " 44 
i· 
i' 
i. 
" I' 
if 
Local associations are voluntary organizations with a major 
::objective; namely, to advance the interests of education. The effective-
!' 
:iness of a local association in achieving this goal depends upon the extent· 
I; 
I; 
i; to which its members participate in, and lend support to, its programs 
d 
!i and activities. There seems to be a greater realization among teachers . 
'I 
;. that organizations are only as good, and as strong, as their member-
,l 
!!ships. Teachers' professional associations are growing in membership 
' ~; 
t! 
land teachers are increasing their participation in their associations. 
Through cooperative effort, and through participation teachers will 
45 
''learn to function more effectively in their professional organizations. 
,, 
;~---------
II 
44 Yeager, op. cit., p. 487 
!: 
1
' 45 !i Harold E. Moore and Newell B. Walters, Personnel Adrninis-
ltration in Education (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1955), 
r"'. IP· 413 . 
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There is little evidence available regarding the desirable size 
for effective local associations, however, membership of twenty-five 
seems to be the minimum number that can operate effectively. If the 
number exceeds one hundred members it is difficult to ensure the 
. active participation of the members. There is also the possibility 
that the organization may become unwieldly. 46 
Primary activities of the teachers' association are determined 
by its purposes. Evolving from these primary activities are the 
• secondary activities, which serve to unify the organization as it works 
to achieve its goals. 4 7 
Although it may be considered as a secondary activity, .the 
·social aspect of local teachers' associations is important to its member-
·ship. Through participation in the activities of the organization teach-
ers have opportunities to socialize and communicate with one another. 
They may share interests, exchange ideas, and enjoy friendships. 
·Morale is maintained and improved when members participate in the 
social and recreational events, which are offered and sponsored by the 
local association. 
4 6Huggett, op. cit., p. 340. 
4711 Local Associations at Work," op. cit., p. 119. 
26 
r: 
Every meeting of the local association is a situation in which 
members can engage in face-to-face relationships. The potential for 
'· ! 
1~ 
' 
' 
improving human-relationships is unlimited. The potential for im-
proving the profession is great. 48 In fact, Martin says: 
The work of our state and national associations often 
seems far removed from the average teacher. He may 
live and retire without ever taking an active part in 
these organizations. He may pay dues and attend meet-
ings, but he may never raise his voice to utter a con-
viction; he may never lift his finger to further a project. 
In the local association, however, working among friends 
over problems of vital personal concern, he will have a 
feeling of belonging; he will be aware of an urge to take 
part. If he works, his interests will grow; he will become 
a better teacher; his community will be a better community; 
his profession will become a better profession. 
Every local association should sponsor a good public relations 
program, which will create a favorable educational climate in the 
community where the understanding of education begins. There will be 
:·publicity, therefore, each local association has the responsibility to 
,. k . d bl' . 49 
•: rna e 1t goo pu 1c1ty. Local associations may be assisted in this 
'· 
::program by the state and national organizations, which provide public 
;, 
!i 
I' 
relations services for their memberships. 
1'--------
i! 48M t' 't 123 124 ,. ar 1n, op. ~·• pp. - . 
li 
I! 4 9Beatrice L. Paulson, "No Lone- Wolf Teachers, 
I' ;J Journal of Education, 39 (February, 1959), p. 27. 
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The programs of local associations may vary according to the 
;; 
composition of the membership, and how the members conceive the role 
f' of the association, in relation to themselves and to the community. 
:·Generally, the programs should be well-balanced. They will include ,, 
' 
.'events which are social and cultural in nature, as well as work con-
cerned with the improvement of the conditions of employment and of the 
. !i profession. Elsbree writes: "In order to make an accurate appraisal 
I, 
.f of the programs of local teachers' associations, it would be necessary 
I/ to go directly to the minute books of the various societies. " 50 
" I; 
A history of the Brooklyn Teachers Association was compiled 
::and an analysis of its programs revealed that its members engaged in 
a wide range of activities. "The aims of the association, judged by the 
activities pursued, were professional improvement and increased 
opportunities for social intercourse. " 51 Although the programs and 
1. activities of this association may be atypical, they can serve as a 
;~ 
model and inspiration for other local associations. It is indicative of 
i: what a good, well-rounded program can accomplish for its members 
~; 
•' and for education. 
,) 
L 
.. 
" ii -----,:-::----
il 50Willard S. Elsbree, The American Teacher 
i' American Book Company, 1939), P. 520. 
(New York: 
II! 51 
,..., ,I Ibid, p. 521 
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The local association should be cognizant of, and well-informed 
; about, the legislative programs of the state and national associations. 
··i 
11 
f.rts membership should support the state's legislative campaigns, read 
,, 
[,the state journals and attend state institutes, conferences and conven-
' tiona. 
Professional cooperation on three levels is necessary if legis-
' lation is to be enacted, or inhibited, to improve education. The 
national organization represents the nation's teachers before Congress 
and Federal Agencies; the state association represents the teachers of 
the state before the State Legislature and the State Department of Edu-
, cation; the local association represents the teachers of a community 
1: before the School Board and other local legislative bodies. 52 
In an address to the NEA Convention in 1955, Arthur F. Corey 
, said: "Professional prestige cannot be forced, bought, legislated or 
stolen. 
i:! 
~· 
In truth, it must be earned through the quality of service 
i' rendered by the members of the group. In the long run, the function 
' I~ 
1: of the professional association of teachers is to help its members give 
52sylvia Brotman, How To Be a Pro, Booklet (Washington, 
C.: National Education Association, Membership Division, 1958) 
··-· 
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t: ,. 
t: better service and thus to enhance the prestige of the profession. " 53 
Although it is essential for the local association to work for the 
' i; advancement of education, through the improved and increased pro-
fessional services of its members, it should work also for the welfare 
of its members. Improvement in the welfare of teachers will increase 
~ : 
~ i 
11 the effectiveness and efficiency of teachers. "Thus the objective of 
fl 
[' improved education and teacher welfare are mutually supporting--not 
conflicting. 1154 
The economic status of teachers is related to the areas of teach-
:: er welfare, professional improvement, and legislation. Teachers' 
Ji 
li associations engage actively at the local level in salary and profession-!: li 
ii 
·I 
al improvement programs. By continuing their efforts to improve the 
'I !: 
,. conditions' of teaching and the services of members, the economic status 
·• of the teaching profession is advanced in many communities of the 
:' nation. "Efforts by local education associations to improve teaching 
i: conditions at state and national levels usually take the form of 
;1 
•: ---------
~ 53 . 165 Day, op. c1t., p. , 
" :1 Convention by ArthurF. Corey, 
ii Teachers Association. 
citing an Address to the 1955 NEA 
Executive Secretary of the California 
.. 54 
,I N. E. Duff, "Local Association, Key to Progress, 11 
1
'1 Minnesota Journal of Education, 38 (April, 1958), 26. 
("' i 
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' 55 legislative activ1ty. " 
The local association has the responsibility of interpreting the 
profession to the membership and to the public. This may be done 
through regular meetings, reports of officers, chairmen and delegates, 
newsletters, and the public press. Furthermore, it is accomplished 
each time the members participate in home-school relationships and 
community affairs. 
Interpretation of the program of the association is continuous. 
"The work of interpreting the association to its own membership is 
never finished. It must go forward in a number of different channels 
if even a substantial proportion of the members are really to know 
h . . d h h . . d' 'd 1 'b'l' . •56 w at 1s be1ng done an w at t eu m lVl ua respons1 1 1t1es are.' 
Through the efforts of an alert and informed membership the local 
association will be interpreted to the public. 
55
"Local Associations at Work," op. cit., p. 130. 
56 Ibid, p. 132 
.... ,.., ... 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PROCEDURE 
Purposes. The purposes of this study are: (1) to gather infer-
ii mation about local teachers' associations from the reports of their 
·I ~ i 
ii own officers, and, from the collected data, (2) to make a more 
~; 
!: 
1, accurate appraisal of the status, and effectiveness, of local teachers' 
associations in a selected area. 
Population for the Study. A definitive study of teachers 1 
assocations, in a selected area, should include all local associations 
;I 
11 of teachers functioning in that area. This study reports on the status 
! of thirty-nine local teachers 1 associations, which represent the 
majority of the teachers employed in the public school systems of the 
,1 thirty-four cities and towns of Essex County, Massachusetts. Thirty-
" 
,, 
;1 ,. 
one associations are affiliated with the Massachusetts Teachers 
Association. Eight are teachers' unions, which are affiliates of the 
American Federation of Teachers. 
Teachers' associations affiliated only with the Massachusetts 
i· Teachers Association function in each of the following cities and towns:. 
i 
"' 1! Andover, Boxford, Beverly, Danvers, Essex, Georgetown, Hamilton, 
... ·=c·-¥- ~·"·~~ ·.···c•~cc·=c=·~c-=•=·o•c -- -=-==·==~-· ·· ···-j, 
1: 
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Haverhill, Ipswich, Lynnfield, Manchester, Marblehead, Middleton, 
Nahant, Newbury, Newburyport, North Andover, Rockport, Rowley, 
Topsfield, Salisbury, Saugus, Swampscott, and Wenham. 
The teachers in the towns of Merrimac, Groveland, and West 
Newbury are represented by one association, which is affiliated with 
, the Massachusetts Teachers Association. 
Teachers of Grades 7-12 in Boxford, Middleton, and Topsfield 
are represented by one association, which is an affiliate of the Massa-
chusetts Teachers Association. In each of these towns the elementary 
, school teachers have their own associations. 
In Amesbury, Gloucester, Lynn, Methuen, and Salem, teachers 
, are affiliated with either the Massachusetts Teachers Association or 
the American Federation of Teachers. 
Teachers in the cities of Lawrence and Peabody are affiliated 
only with the American Federation of Teachers, as is the instructional 
,staff,of the Essex County Vocational and Agricultural Institute, in 
Hathorne (Danvers). 
The Instrument. As stated previously, a purpose of the study 
.was to gather information about the activities of teachers 1 associations 
:i q 
I 
d 
-:f"'lf-~- -+-~=~--
'! 
!,I 
1 
in Essex County, Massachusetts. By means of an interview with one 
of the officers of each local association, it was assumed that a range 
of the programs, activities, and accomplishments of the thirty-nine 
associations could be obtained. To meet the needs of this objective, 
a questionnaire of fifty items was devised, with the expectation that 
its use would yield the desired information. 
The questionnaire was set-up to obtain information in regard to 
I 
'I the following: (1) membership; {2) programs, activities, and meet-~~~ ings; (3) organization, purposes, and accomplishments; and (4) 
" 'i 
experience and status of the president, and the status of previous 
presidents, at the time of their election to office. A breakdown of the 
questionnaire shows that questions 1 through 12 pertain to membership;!: 
questions 13 through 27 inquire about programs, activities, and meet-
ings; questions 28 through 46 request information about organization, 
purposes, and accomplishments; and questions 47 through 50 relate to J' 
leadership and status. 
In an effort to gather sufficient and adequate information about 
each teachers' association and organization, and to encourage 
responses to the questionnaire, several types of questions were 
[I jl 
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l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Those requiring a Yes or No answer 
(Questions l, 2, 14, 19, 22, 28, 30, 39, 40, 41, 44, and 
45) 
Total: 12. 
Those requiring an answer expressed numerically 
(Questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21, 24, 34, 35, 
38, 47, and 48) 
Total: 16 
Those requiring a short answer, or a statement 
(Questions 20, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31. 32, 33, 36, 37, 49, 
and 50) 
Total: 12 
Those requiring a check-of£ type of answer 
(Questions 8, 13, 15, 16, 29, and 46) 
Total: 6 
Those requiring a personal judgment type of answer 
«:luestions 17, 18, 42, and 43) 
i ' 
1! Total: 4 !, 
,, ,·,,· 
li ' 
'•I ,, !I 
li Although question 14 requires a Yes or No answer it also in- fi 
I' ,I 
:.'
'1 1,1,· volves a personal opinion. Questions 15 and 16 are identified as those 
II !1;_' 
'I II requiring a check-of£ type of answer, however, they also express a l!'i 
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[,personal opinion. ~I I II i' 
II ,, 
II 
t! 
17, 18, 20, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, II 
l1 
The open-end questions are: 
!,33, 36, 37, 42, and 43. 
II 
,, 
These fourteen questions require a short " I' ll 
tl 
il 
I' In either case the person interviewed 
1
1 
II 
:!answer, or a personal judgment. 
I' 
ilwas 
II 
I' ,I
asked for an expression of his opinion. 
,, 
ii The Method. In the preliminary phase of the study, interviews 
iiwere held with the Executive Secretary, the Director of Research, and 
il 
lithe Director of Professional Relations of the Massachusetts Teachers 
t 
t 
[Association. Contacts were established also with the area representa-
i.tives of the American Federation of Teachers, 
i: 
II concluded. 
:' 
and interviews were 
tj 
J! 
,[ 
[! 
r 
During these preliminary interviews, the purposes and nature of li 
ii 
study were explained, rapport was established, and the names and 
iladdresses of the presidents of the local associations and organizations 
,, 
<I 
ilo£ teachers were obtained. 
il 
These names and addresses were checked 
fiwith telephone directories and, with the telephone numbers, were 
II 
!\recorded for future use. 
il I! 
1
. The data were accumulated by means of an interview with each of II ~~ e thirty-nine presidents of the local teachers' associations and organ- !i '~ 11 ~~zations. The interviews were conducted an~-c~~~l;te!,~~-t';!:~~~_'le o: L"~~~ 
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li In all but eight instances, the persons contacted had no previous know!--,; 
I II 
!I edge of the kinds of questions which were to be asked, therefore, the 1[ 
'II 11 I majority of responses given were spontaneous. •! I i! 
!I I! 
il Face-to-face interviews were held with the presidents of eight Ill.; 
I• MTA affiliated associations. The presidents of twenty-three associa-
'l II, 
il tions were contacted by telephone for the desired information. \! 
II II 
! Ji 
The data for the AFT organizations were obtained through ~~ 
\ similar methods. However, the AFT presidents were contacted in I! 
il !i 
Jl advance by one of their state representatives, who distributed copies il 
!J I 
1 of the questionnaire and explained the nature and purposes of the study :i 
to them. 
By request, and agreement, the questionnaire was revised 
II 
II 
,! 
li 
'I 
lj 
I' II I II il slightly for use with AFT groups. 
il 
Questions 1 through 12 were re- li 
tl 
i' 
il II 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
.I 
II 
II 
ij 
I 
analyzed. Those suitable for use with the union locals were identified 
Ji 
as questions 1 through 7 on the revised instrument. A further change II 
in the questionnaire was to substitute the term "organization" for the 
term 11 association 11 • If the reader wishes to compare this question-
naire with that used with the MTA affiliated associations, he may 
refer to the Appendices A and B. 
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Face-to-face interviews were held with the presidents of three 
Ji AFT affiliated locals. The presidents of the remaining five teachers 1 
~~unions were contacted by telephone for the desired information. 
!I 
An analysis of the data, obtained from the interviews with the 
I 
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1 
presidents of thirty-nine local teachers 1 associations, is reported in )! 
L 
1: Chapter III. The information obtained during the interviews is recorded li 
~I I 
![on data sheets in Appendix C. li 
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CHAPTER Ill 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
ii 
/i Questionnaires were used to obtain the information, which is 
'I li recorded on data 
r 
sheets for each of the thirty-nine local teachers 1 
il associations, 
!I 
' 
in Essex County, Massachusetts. 
!I coverage was accomplished. 
li 
ii 
One hundred percent 
H 
I 
IJ 
Thirty-one associations are affiliated with the Massachusetts 
ii 
" 
I! 
II 
,, 
li ;l 
I: ,, 
li 
ii 
1: 
t 
I' )i 
ii 
1
1
1. Teachers Association. Eight are union locals, affiliated with the f! !· I' 
" I 
-1 ~~ 
, American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations. ii 
'_-I r_ ! 1' il For the purposes of this study, all are considered as local associations·li 
!I There is no attempt made at comparison. il 
il 
1: Interviews were held with the presidents of each local teachers 1 
·; 
I· ,, 
'I association. 
'i 
During the interviews the presidents responded to the 
ii series of prepared questions. 
!: 
il provided the data for the study. 
i' 
,I 
,I 
Their answers and personal opinions 
!i 
II 
!i 
!I As stated previously, in an effort to obtain pertinent and adequat~ 
I' 
The 1 
H 
il 
J' information, several different types of questions were employed. 
i responses to many of the questions would not lend themselves to i' 
1: 
Thus, it was determined that the answers to each question li 
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li 
:1 would be recorded on three separate data sheets for each association. 
II 
iJI£ the reader wishes for more specific and detailed information than is 
il 
1: d 
" 
" 'I 
1: ,, 
•I 
il il given in the analysis, he may refer to the data sheets, which are [I 
.. J 
il incorporated in an alphabetical arrangement in Appendix C of this study ·II 
11 ,, 
!I t: 
1
j The fifty questions, and the analysis of each question, are 1! 
I li ~~~grouped under the following main headings: I. Membership; i! 
,, 
it tt 
II II. Programe, Activities, and Meetings; Ill. Organization, Purposes, i! 
q 'I 
il and Accomplishments; and IV. Experience and Status of the Presidents,!: 
~~~ ~ I and the Status of the Previous Four Presidents at the Time of Their II 
,, '1. 
!1 I 
il Election to Office. i! 
'I I· 
'.· I' :1 I 
[1' An attempt has been made, in the analysis, to point out the high- I!. 
I I. 
' I' jjlights, or the unusual efforts, activities, and accomplishments of local i] 
r, I 
,. 
[I associations. An effort also has been made to bring together likenesses I 
,, 
II 
II and variances of the local associations. 
11 
II 
!I 
'I II I. Membership 
11 Question 1. 
i association? 
Is the local association exclusively a teachers' 
'I I: 
1[ 
I 
jl 
,I 
'I i 
16 presidents reported Yes. 
23 presidents reported No. 
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Question Z. Is there more than one class of membership? 
lZ presidents reported Yes. 
Z7 presidents reported No. 
Question 3. How many teachers are employed in the 
school system? 
The total number of teachers employed in the public school 
systems of Essex County, as reported by the presidents of thirty~nine 
local associations, is approximately 4, 494. 
Some presidents did not differentiate between teachers and other 
members of the instructional staff. The response given to this ques-
tion depended upon each president's interpretation of a teacher. 
Question 4. Of the total number of teachers employed in 
the school system, how many belong to the local association? 
Total: Z, 646 
Some presidents did not differentiate between teachers and 
other members of the instructional staff. Their interpretation of a 
teacher was either in the broad or narrow sense of the term. 
Question 5. Of the total number of teachers employed in 
the school system, how many belong to the Massachusetts Teachers 
Association? 
Total: Z, 596 
.. , . ,_- i: 
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Some presidents did not diiferentiate between teachers and other 
members of the instructional staff. The answers received depended 
·upon each president's interpretation of a teacher. 
The difference (50 members), between the total number of 
teachers in the local associations (Question 4) and the total number of 
teachers who are members of the MTA, is due to those who are ad-
mitted to membership in the local associations under certain conditions,· 
such as associate membership. 
Question 6. Of the total number of teachers employed in 
I' the school system, how many belong to the National Education 
Association? 
Total: 396 
The NEA membership drive was still open, at the time these 
' i 
!'figures were received. It is assumed that the final count will exceed 
!· 
' ~ 
, the figures reported here. Some teachers and administrative personneli• 
t' 
have life memberships, or enroll individually, therefore, their names 
sometimes are not included in the records of the separate associations. 
Question 7. Of the total number of teachers employed in the'• 
local school system, how many belong to the American Federation of 
Teachers? 
The presidents of three union locals reported that they enrolled 
the majority of the teachers in their respective school systems. The 
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president of one union local reported that the local enrolled approxi-
mately 180 members. The presidents of four union locals reported 
a combined membership of 227 members. 
Question 8. If there is more than one class of membership, 
who belongs ? 
Although only 11 presidents of MTA affiliated associations 
reported that their associations had more than one class of member-
ship, the responses to this question revealed that 12 associations 
enrolled school superintendents, 27 associations enrolled the central 
office staff (supervisory personnel), 32 associations enrolled principals, 
and 9 associations enrolled personnel, such as nurses, secretaries, 
and others. 
One AFT local, reported as having more than one class of 
membership, enrolled principals. Others, reported as having only 
one class of membership, however, did report that they enrolled 
principals as members. 
Question 9. If the local association has more than one class 
of membership, how many persons eligible for membership belong to 
the local association? 
Of the 11 presidents reporting that the associations had more 
than one class of membership, only 8 were able to give a breakdown of 
f"'\ the membership figures. A total of 73 members, other than teachers, 
.. 
11 were reported as belonging to the local associations. 
" :! Question 10. If the local association has more than one 
'· 43 
·I 
: class of membership, how many persons eligible for membership belong 
lito the MTA? 
il 
•I , 
Of the ll presidents reporting that the associations had more 
than one class of membership, only 8 were able to give a breakdown of 
"the membership figures. A total of 40 members, other than teachers, 
,I 
i! 
were reported as belonging to the MTA. 
ii 
1• Question ll. If the local association has more than one II i! class of membership, how many persons eligible for membership belong 
' to the NEA? 
\! 
Of the ll presidents reporting that the association had more 
' 1.'' than one class of membership, only five were able to give a breakdown 
~: 
I 
I' jl 
I• Question 12. If the local association has more than one 
I 
I 
i! 
class of membership, how many persons eligible for membership 
belong to the A. F. T. Local? 
There was no yield to this question, as it was omitted from the 
questionnaire used with the union locals. 
;: 
·' 
It did not apply to the MTA 
" l; 
:! affiliated associations. Although principals and supervisors are 
i\ admitted to membership in the AFT Locals, only one class of member-
L ,. 
recognized. 
II. Programs, Activities, and Meetings 
Question 13. What kinds of programs has the teachers' 
,, association supported or sponsored, during the past three years? 
i: (1958-59; 1959-60; 1960-61) 
ii 
il 
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i' The tabulation of the data, obtained from the responses to this 
•I 
" 
1! question, indicated the following: 
i• 
I 
'· 
' ]i 
i' 
I. 
a. 37 associations support or sponsor salary programs. 
b. 32 associations support or sponsor publicity, or 
public relations programs. 
c. 25 associatfons support or sponsor teacher welfare 
programs. 
d. 37 associations support or sponsor social programs. 
e. 13 associations support or sponsor curricular programs. 
f. 26 associations support or sponsor professional 
improvement programs. 
g. 33 associations support or sponsor legislative 
programs. 
h. 14 associations support or sponsor programs other 
than those specifically mentioned on the questionnaire. 
1n the course of the interviews additional information was 
i obtained, regarding the programs of the teachers 1 associations. 
'I 
1i has been summarized in the following paragraphs: 
This 
"" 1: -=,==*=~·- '·"~···--·= c-· .. 
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Salary Programs. Salary programs and teacher welfare pro-
grams are synonymous programs of many associations. The improve-
ment of salary schedules is a continuous endeavor. It is the primary 
objective of the majority of local associations. Teacher welfare re-
' quests frequently are included in the requests for salary improvements, 
and are studied and handled by committees in charge of the salary pro-
grams. Sometimes salary programs are designated by such names as 
professional improvement, professional practices, and professional 
standard programs. 
Publicity, or Public Relations Programs. Many presidents 
reported that the associations had publicity, or public relations pro-
grams. Several associations have full-fledged publicity programs. 
Others have designated one person to take charge of the program. 
Occasionally, a newspaper reporter is assigned by the local press to 
cover and report on the school (and association} news. 
The publicity accompanying the raising of funds for scholarship 
programs, the featuring of special events for this purpose, and the 
awarding of scholarships, are a part of the associations' public rela-
tions (and sometimes professional improvement} programs. The public 
is usually invited to participate in these events. 
-···-·----
-- --~ ·-· 
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One president reported that the teachers' association sponsored 
a luncheon with a civic organization, and featured a speaker of interest 
to the public. Others had dinner meetings and testimonials to honor out-
standing citizens and members of the profession. Associations span-
sored and participated in community drives and projects. Among these 
were the United Fund drives and Red Cross drives (Bloodmobile}. 
Associations also raised money to assist underpriviledged children, 
needy families, and other charitable organizations. Still others made 
donations of money, or books, to local libraries. Several associations 
contributed to the WGBH (educational television, Channel 2} building 
fund drive. Associations were hosts to regional conferences and meet-
ings of other education associations in the community. 
The purpose of the publicity program, or public relations pro-
gram, is to build a better image of the profession. 
Teacher Welfare Programs. It has been stated previously that 
. teacher welfare programs are closely related to the salary programs, 
and are often handled by the salary committees, or sub-committees of 
the salary committees. Teacher welfare includes study and action pro-
grams for benefits which cover pensions, retirement, insurance, 
hospitalization, sick leave and personal time, (and sending flowers and 
messages of cheer or condolence to members}. Gains made in these 
fringe benefits contribute to the improvement of working conditions. 
Speakers and representatives from the county and state levels are 
often scheduled to appear before the associations to explain some of 
these areas of teacher welfare to the memberships. 
Social Programs. The social program is an active program of 
the majority of associations. Its purpose is to promote friendships and 
fellowship among the members of the teaching profession. Some asso-
ciations have meetings which are purely social in nature. One presi-
dent reported that the members enjoyed meetings with each other at 
all times. They make arrangements to meet during the summer 
months, as well as during the school year. 
Many associations combine their social programs with their 
business meetings, or the social programs are an integral part of 
other programs and events. In others the social aspect is of secondary 
importance and all meetings are primarily professional improvement 
or business meetings. 
Curricular Programs. Some presidents reported that the 
CJ.l:tricular programs were cooperative undertakings of both the associa-
tion and the administration. Others stated that is was not a full-fledged 
program, however, they expected to be more active in this field in the 
·-·----- ===~--- -.. 
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future. One president reported that its membership took the lead in 
sponsoring a curricular program. This was a pre-school conference, 
which was entirely arranged and carried out by the teachers 1 association. 
, Two presidents reported that their memberships participated in special 
activities during American Education Week. Others cooperated with 
the administration in this effort. 
Professional Improvement Programs. The professional im-
provement programs of teachers 1 associations evolved around the 
sponsoring of lectures of interest to the teaching profession and to the 
public. The purpose was generally to raise money for scholarships, 
which are granted to high school students interested in studying for the 
teaching profession. Other types of professional improvement programs 
were: attending conferences; special lectures and programs for members 
of the profession; panel discussions on merit and self-evaluation; study 
groups; building of professional libraries; and, cooperating with the ad-
ministration in workshops. 
Legislative Programs. The legislative programs of the 
·majority of the associations are designed to inform their memberships 
about the legislative activities and programs at the county and state 
levels. In some associations one person is designated to follow legisla-
.. -"" 
tion and to report on steps taken. In others it is an individual effort of 
::·-
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sending letters and telegrams to the state representatives. Most asso-
ciations requested their members to support the legislative program of 
the state association. 
Others. Other types of programs, not specifically stated on 
the questionnaire, or mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, were {1) 
cultural; (2) civilian defense; (3) ethics; (4) retirement; (5) NEA; 
(6) educational and cultural (lectures for scholarships, Book Fair, Arts 
and Crafts Fair, and Childreni'S Art Exhibit); (7) membership; (8) 
representation at all school committee meetings; {9) honoring outstand-
ing persons in the profession or in the community; {10) social service; 
and, (11~ contributions to organizations and institutions in the commun-
ity. 
Question 14. Do you feel that the members of the teachers' 
association generally support and participate in the major programs 
and activities of the local association? 
34 presidents reporte9. Yes. 
5 presidents reported No. 
Question 15. How would you classify the attendance of the 
members at the meetings of the local association? 
11 presidents reported that all meetings are well-attezuied., 
' (Exce11entJ 
Jr_ 
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14 presidents reported that most meetings are well-
attended. (Good} 
13 presidents reported that some meetings are well-
attended. The attendance of members fluctuated, depending upon the 
time and nature of the meetings. (Fair) 
1 president reported that there was poor attendance at 
most meetings. This was interpreted to mean that the members were 
not interested in the meetings of the local association. 
Question 16. How would you rate the participation of the 
members in the various activities sponsored by the association? 
18 presidents reported that all activities are well-
supported. (The participation is excellent. ) 
13 presidents reported that the majority of activities 
receive support. (The participation is good. ) 
7 presidents reported that some activities are well-
supported. (The participation is fair. ) 
1 president reported that there is little interest in the 
sponsored activities. This indicated that the participation of the mem-
bers in the activities of the local association was poor. 
Question 17. What reason{s) can you give which could 
account for a high degree of interest in the programs and activities 
of the local association? 
[J 
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The analysis of the various responses to this question deter-
mined that a high degree of interest in the programs and activities of 
the local associations could be attributed to seJeral factors. These 
factors, and the number of presidents stating that a specific factor was 
responsible for the high degree of interest, are the following: 
7 presidents reported that the professionalism of the 
membership was a reason for a high degree of interest. 
4 presidents reported that the size of the group (or 
community) was a reason for a high degree of interest. 
8 presidents reported that the kinds and quality of meetings 
were reasons for a high degree of interest. 
3 presidents reported that planned programs and meetings 
were reasons for a high degree of interest. 
2 presidents reported that teacher -planned and teacher-
directed programs were reasons for a high degree of interest. 
9 presidents reported that esprit de corps of the members 
was a reason for a high degree of interest. 
8 presidents reported that programs concerning salary and 
. personal welfare were reasons for a high degree of interest. 
4 presidents reported that leadership was responsible for 
· a high degree of interest. 
BOSTON UNIVERSIT' 
EDUCATION liBRARY 
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The presidents of four associations gave no reason(s) for 
a high degree of interest in the programs and activities of the local 
associations. 
Question 18. What reason(s) can you give which could 
account for apathy on the part of the members in the programs and 
activities of the association? 
The analysis of the replies to this question indicated that the 
reasons for apathy could be grouped as follows: (1) teacher work-load; 
(2) time element; (3) geographic location of the teachers (many 
teachers do not live in the communities in which they work; (4) school 
hours of work within the same system are different; (5) some teachers 
are self-satisfied; (6) merit situation; and (7) conflict of interests. 
Other reasons given were: ineffective leadership; personnel 
changes in the schools; some members are not interested in routine 
business; people need to be stimulated; divided allegiance; age 
differentials; and infrequent opportunities to meet. 
The presidents of 16 associations did not reply to this 
question. Three presidents stated that only a minority of the members 
are apathetic, or that apathy is not noticeable. 
Question 19. Are some of the programs and meetings 
planned for the year in advance? 
r.--
30 presidents reported Yes. 
9 presidents reported No. 
Question 20. Why are the programs and meetings 
planned for the year in advance? 
53 
The reasons, and the number of presidents reporting on these 
reasons, are classified as follows: 
9 presidents reported that programs and meetings are 
planned for the year in advance by tradition. 
2 presidents reported that the by-laws determined if the 
programs and meetings are planned for the year in advance. 
8 presidents reported that programs and meetings are 
planned for the year in advance to prepare or meet a school calendar, 
and to avoid conflicting dates. 
8 presidents reported that programs and meetings are 
planned for the year in advance because good organizations require it. 
5 presidents reported that the programs and meetings are 
planned for the year in advance in order to schedule speakers. 
9 presidents reported that the programs and meetings are 
planned for the year in advance in order to inform the members of the 
association. Advanced planning builds interest and encourages partici-
pation in the programs and meetings of the associations. 
:: 
- -=-
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9 presidents reported that the association did not plan the 
programs and meetings for the year in advance. 
Question 21. How many planned programs and meetings 
are scheduled for the year 1961-1962? 
The number of planned programs and meetings, reported by 
the presidents of thirty-nine local associations, ranged from 0 through 
25. The breakdown is as follows: 
Planned Programs and Meetings 
0-5 6-10 ll or more 
programs and meetings programs and meetings programs and meet-
ings 
22 associations 14 associations 3 associations 
Question 22. Are some of the programs and meetings 
planned from meeting to rneeting? 
33 presidents reported Yes. 
6 presidents reported No. 
Question 23. Why are the programs and meetings planned 
from meeting to meeting? 
The answers to this question indicated that programs and meet-
ings are planned from meeting to meeting for the following reasons: 
(l) as the need arises; (2) when unanticipated things develop and action 
needs to be taken; (3) to attend to immediate business; (4) unfinished 
business necessitates other meetings; (5) tradition; (6) good 
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organizations require it; (7} the silJe of the association allows for in-
formal meetings; (8) emergencies; (9) to keep the interest going and 
the members busy; (10} the members initiate and carry out the pro-
grams; and (11} it is convenient to do so. 
Question Z4. How many unscheduled programs and meet-
ings are anticipated for the year 1961-196Z? 
The number of unscheduled programs and meetings anticipated 
for the year 1961-196Z ranged from 0 through lZ. The breakdown is as 
follows: 
Unscheduled Programs and Meetings 
0-5 6-10 ll or more 
3Z associations 6 associations 1 association 
The presidents of 15 associations reported that they did not 
anticipate any unscheduled programs and meetings in 1961-196Z. 
Although the programs and meetings of one association were 
planned for the year in advance, the president stated that 8 un-
scheduled programs and meetings were anticipated for the year 1961-
196Z. This is a recently-formed organization, which may account for 
the large number of unscheduled programs and meetings reported, in 
addition to those regularly scheduled. 
!j 
' 
i; 
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Question 25. What was the special nature of every meet-
ing held in 1960-1961? 
The responses to this question disclosed that the memberships 
of thirty-nine local teachers' associations were engaged in numerous 
,. and varied activities. Although some of the presidents could notre-
,call the specific nature of each and every meeting held in 1960-1961, 
i, their responses to this question did provide more than sufficient 
,, 
information. From the information given, further insight was obtained 
<about their meetings, their programs, and their activities. 
For the purposes of examining the special nature of these meet-
ings, they have been brought together and placed under several broad 
~;categories, which are: 
[: 
(1) general business meetings; (2) social 
' (\ 
meetings; (3) professional meetings; and (4) others. 
(1) The general business meetings frequently were the regular-
scheduled meetings of the associations. Here, the work and affairs 
of the associations are explained to the memberships, and sanctioned 
by the memberships. These meetings ranged from routine business to 
., the planning and executing of some of the vital work of the associations. 
1i Sometimes they were preceded by a social get-together, or a social 
•I 
::hour followed. At other times they were combined with professional 
li type meetings, during which speakers explained the programs, work, 
,..... !i 
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and services of the national, state, and county associations, or lectured 
·: on problems and trends in education. 
i, 
,, 
' 
' i 
~! 
' ~ i 
,, 
·, 
' 
,. 
i 
The general business meetings were concerned with the follow-
ing areas: 
(a) salaries and merit rating; 
(b) memberships (how to increase them and how to pro-
mote solidarity among the members of the profession); 
(c) teacher welfare (to improve the working conditions for 
teachers and to counsel them in regard to salaries, 
sick leave, retirement and pension policies); 
(d) constitutions (to frame and ratify new ones, or to 
revise old ones); 
(e) legislation (to take a stand on, or support, legislation); 
(f) election of officers; 
(g) introduction of new members; 
(h) planning programs and activities; 
(i) routine business (to assign delegates, and to receive 
reports from committees; and 
(j) sabbatical leave. 
(2) The social meetings centered around occasions when the 
gathered for dinners, banquets, suppers, luncheons, and 
!l 
--- --·~-,--­~ 
teas. This type of meeting is essential to an active organization, 
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,; because of the opportunities it affords to exchange ideas, to be with 
friends, and to make new friends. It promotes good will and fellowship 
among the members of the profession, and, on occasions, involves 
other citizens of the community in the social life of the associations. 
The activities engaged in were holding dinners, banquets, 
';luncheons, receptions, teas, and cookouts, for the following purposes: 
(a) to welcome and introduce new teachers; 
(b) to welcome new superintendents and other administra-
tive personnel; 
(c) to honor the Future Teachers of America; 
(d) to honor retiring teachers and administrative personnel; 
(e) to honor teachers with service; 
(f) to honor school committee members; 
(g) to honor outstanding persons or citizens; and 
(h) to socialize professionally. 
The social meetings also provide opportunities 
;; wherein the officers of the associations can communicate with their 
~) 
~' 
'!memberships, and thus carry out specific phases of their programs. 
~ ' 
-=:----~--=-= 
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I. 
Informal get-togethers are popular with some memberships. 
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' Those reported included covered dish suppers, cook-outs, lobster 
, roasts, chicken barbecues, and smorgasbords. One association holds 
!' 
an "Eating and Greeting Tea" and another has a "Teachers-Parents 
Tea11 • 
There is no particular time at which these associations tend to 
socialize, although the receptions to introduce personnel new to the 
" 
school system usually are held near the beginning of the school year, 
i" and the dinners and banquets honoring teachers and other school 
':personnel usually are held near the close of the school year. In between 
F 
,! 
li 
these traditionally-held social meetings, associations have Christmas 
! 
~' 
socials, Valentine socials, mid-winter supper meetings, and other 
1: kinds of social events. 
(3) Professional meetings were occasions when the member-
;' ships were given opportunities to increase their knowledge and to 
I 
extend their understandings of the current problems confronting edu-
~ I 
li cators, and to listen to the presentation of timely topics of interest to 
educators. Professional programs and meetings included the following: 
(a) The national, state, and county associations furnished 
speakers for professional type meetings. 
~---- '""': 
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(b) Professors from nearby colleges and universities 
were guest speakers, or consultants. 
(c) Several associations were hosts for regional confer-
ences, which were arranged by the county association. 
(d) Publishers' representatives introduced, or presented, 
methods and materials to implement new trends in 
teaching. 
(e) Panel discussions were held. 
(f) A pre-school conference was planned and carried out 
by the association. 
(g) An art workshop was initiated and sponsored by the 
teachers 1 association. 
Many presidents reported that the associations' scholarship 
programs were professional endeavors, and one of their major 
activities and programs. 
(4) Other types of meetings, and activities emanating from 
these meetings, were: 
(a) Meetings that concerned fund-raising for the scholar-
ship programs. The activities engaged in were: card 
parties, basketball games, style shows, dances,and 
lectures. 
li ,I 
~~ 
II ,, 
" I 
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(b) Meetings that were political in nature. The activities 
were rallies, panel discussions, forums, and issuing 
of questionnaires. These activities involved the school 
committees and mayoral candidates. 
(c) Meetings that were cultural in nature. Among these 
were lectures and a concert. They were primarily 
fund-raising activities for the scholarship programs. 
One president reported that members of the associa-
:/ tion performed with a city-civic group of singers, 
,; during the Christmas season. 
:.' 
(d) Another president reported that the association held 
many meetings during the year to determine the action 
to be taken in regard to a court case, and to follow it 
through. 
Question 26. What kinds of professional programs does 
the association sponsor? 
The analysis of this question deter.mined that the professional 
" programs of the local teachers' associations are mainly the following: 
li !I (1) awarding of scholarships; (2) lectures to raise funds for scholar-
1· 
'
1 ships; (3) lectures for personal improvement and curriculum improve-
li 
'; 
ii 
,. ment; (4) presenting gifts to town libraries, and the building of pro-
l~ 
,..... I! fessional libraries; (5) the recognition of outstanding citizens; 
""",, "==~"4 
I! 
I' II ll 
II 
I 
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(6) panel discussions about timely and interesting topics; (7) pre-
school conference and regional conferences; (8) meetings with MTA 
representatives; (9) sending delegates to conferences; (1 0) American 
Education Week activities; (11) state extension courses, and courses 
at state colleges; ( 12) films on ethics and team teaching; {13) survey 
I: to determine the degree of professional awareness of the members; 
!! 
(14) concert; and (15) book fair. 
Eight associations were reported as not having professional 
programs. Three presidents reported that there was very little 
activity in this area. 
Question 27. What kinds of social events does the associa-
tion sponsor? 
The analysis of the responses to this question disclosed that 
the local teachers' associations sponsored the following kinds of social 
ii events: 
~I 
:' 
,, 
,. 
,. 
f~ 
•(1 
( 1) Receptions 
(a) for new members 
(b) for an exchange teacher from Brazil 
(c) for retiring members 
for the Future Teachers of America 
" 
' 
ll 
ii 
II 
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(b) seasonal teas, at Christmas 
(c) Teachers-Parents teas 
(d) Sunday tea, at the children's art exhibit 
(e) at the Wenham Museum 
(3) Dinner Meetings 
(a) for retiring teachers 
(b) Christmas socials 
(c) final socials 
(d) dinner dances 
( 4) Banquets 
(a) final, or annual, banquets 
(b) to honor retiring teachers 
(c) honors assembly, for retiring teachers and teachers 
with service 
(5) Supper Meetings 
(a) mid-winter social 
(b) buffet suppers 
(6) Picnics and Cookouts 
(7) Luncheons 
( 8) Seasonal Socials 
~~~-~ -------- . -; -
II 
!i 
I' 
~: ,, 
1\ 
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(c) Spring socials 
(9) Dances 
(a) dinner dances 
[' (b) folk dances 
(c) square and round dances 
( 10) Fashion Shows 
(11) Others: These included a concert, basketball game, bowl-
ing teams, a variety show, a boat trip on the Merrimac, a 
trip to Sturbridge Village, a sports night, and travelogues. 
The breakdown of the response to this question is as follows: 
14 presidents reported that the associations sponsored 
receptions. 
12 presidents reported that the associations sponsored teas. 
20 presidents reported that the associations had dinner-
meetings. 
9 presidents reported that the associations held banquets. 
5 presidents reported that supper meetings were held. 
10 presidents reported that the associations held picnics 
and cookouts. 
10 presidents reported that seasonal socials were held. 
2 presidents reported that the associations sponsored 
" 
-~~-tt;"- ---~--
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luncheons. 
4 presidents reported that the associations held dances. 
,, 
r 
One president said that the association had not held any social 
·, events, as they are a newly-organized association. Several presidents 
ll 
!; II reported that the associations met socially with other associations. 
n 
i' One president stated that all meetings are wholly professional in nature, 
,. 
Ill. Organization, Purposes, and Accomplishments 
;: Question 28. Does the association have standing 
•: committees? 
\i Thirty-eight associations have standing committees. One 
!I president reported that the association did not have standing commit-
This is understandable, in view of the fact that the association li tees. 
I' 
ri has fewer than 10 members. It is in the same town with an active AFT 
!I 
li 
i! 
' 
local, which enrolls the majority of the teachers in the school system 
as members. 
Question 29. If the association has standing committees 
'1 do they fit into any of the following classifications? 
,, 
' 
'· 
a. Salary 
b. Publicity (Public Relations) 
c. Retirement 
d. Membership 
e. Welfare 
f. Social 
g. 
h. 
i. 
Professional Improvement 
Ways and Means 
Prc~Jlor_a,I!l~··~--"~·--~ _ ... _ 
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j. Legislative 
k. Others 
The analysis of this question determined that the local teachers' 
1 
associations have the following standing committees: 
;i 
:'' 
'!\ 
' 
( 
l: 
il 
[i 
I 
II ~: 
!I 
II 
,, 
!i 
., 
li 
1: I! 
I 
·' ij 
!\ 
~' 
(a) 36 associations have salary committees. 
(b) 28 associations have publicity, or public relations, 
committees. 
(c) 13 associations have retirement committees. 
(d) 23 associations have membership com.mittees. 
(e) 16 associations have welfare committees. 
(f) 28 associations have social committees. 
{g) 19 associations have professional improvement 
committees. 
(h) 11 associations have ways and .means committees. 
(i) 22 associations have program committees. 
(j) 24 associations have legislative committees. 
(k) 18 associations have standing committees other than 
those listed on the questionnaire. Among these 
committees, those mentioned two or more times, are 
nominating committees, sunshine committees, and 
scholarship committees. There are also standing 
committees, which are designated as working 
,. 
II ,, 
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conditions, staff fund, citizenship (NEA and ethics), 
finance, refreshments, book, professional library, 
fellowship, NEA, yearbook, and a committee of dele-
gates to meet with other affiliated organizations. 
r 
, Question 30. Have any other committees been set up for 
,'special purposes during the past two years? (1960-61; 1961-62) 
': 
24 presidents reported Yes. 
15 presidents reported No. 
Question 31. What are these committees? 
The analysis of the responses to this question indicated that 
':there were many special purpose committees. Those most frequently 
ii 
!!·mentioned were scholarship committees and committees to study and 
i! revise the constitutions and the by-laws of the associations. 
rl 
li Committees were set up to arrange for conferences. There 
were social, hospitality, and gift and hospitality committees. In the 
I, 
area of teacher welfare there were committees identified as personnel 
[1 policy, retirement, welfare, and insurance. Special committees made 
~~ ~ i arrangements for a retirement party and a testimonial dinner. 
Committees also studied merit salary, school problems, 
need for paid secretaries, and school lunch programs. 
ll 
.... ,-,~ ... 
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i' Some special purpose committees were designated as ethics, adjust-
!! 
ment, professional rights and responsibilities, personnel and policy, 
professional status, teacher improvement and betterment, and pro-
fe ssional relations. 
Question 32. What have these special purpose 
:, accomplished since they were established? 
I' 
committees 
:i 
" ' i: Twenty associations having special purpose committees 
accomplished their objectives since the committees were established. 
One association was still working toward its goal. Three presidents 
reported that the special purpose committees have been set up, but 
have not functioned yet. 
Among the many accomplishments of the special purpose 
committees were the following: curriculum revision; extension of sick 
leave; salary gains and professional improvement; money raised for 
books, gifts, and scholarships; scholarships established; scholarships 
increased; new and revised constitutions; revised by-laws; establish-
li ment of satisfactory policies with the administration and the school r; 
!i board; reorganized association; reception; testimonial; change in the 
l, 
'
1 school lunch programs; pre-school conference; and programs for 
~'i 
!i American Education Week. 
i 
!j 
I 
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Question 33. 
board? 
Who makes up the personnel of the policy-
The analysis of this question determined that the policy-making 
boards of the local teachers 1 associations may be fairly simple or 
quite complex in structure. Some of the following combinations of 
personnel were reported: 
Three associations have three officers. They are a president, 
a secretary, and a treasurer. 
Seven associations have four officers. These are a president, 
a vice-president, a secretary, and a treasurer. 
One president reported that the classroom teachers were the 
policy-making board of the association. 
Another president reported that the policy-making board of the 
i! local association was a council, composed of four officers from the 
ii 
elementary level and four officers from the high school level. They 
served two year ter.ms and alternated as presiding officers of the 
~; The remaining associations have policy -making boards that are 
•\ 
!: 
I! composed of a president, a vice-president, a secretary, a treasurer 
li 
!I and others, or 
"' li 
a president, a secretary, a treasurer, and others. 
::--, 
. " ~~=r-- ~~-- .. ~--- ·---- -·-
i ~I 
I 
I 
I ,, 
l: 
!\ 
' 
., 
,, 
' 
i: 
•r So.me of the variations are; 
ii 
! ~
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lst. and 2nd. vice presidents; two or 
!: three secretaries (recording, corresponding, and financial); building 
n ,. 
!· representatives; delegates; boards of directors, selected from teach-
ing and administrative personnel; directors from each level; chair.men 
of the various committees; representatives of the supervisory and 
administrative personnel; principal in an advisory capacity; sergeant-
at-ar.ms; historian; and a parliamentarian. 
Question 34. How many menbers are there on this board? 
The analysis of the replies to this question determined that the 
;; personnel of the policy-making board ranged from 3 members through 
1: 44 members. The breakdown is as follows: 
~! 
,, 
•' ~ : 
•,1 
Members of the Policy-Making Board 
1
·: 
3-8 members 
' Jl 11 18 associations 
li 
'· I· ( 
9-14 members 15-20 members 
10 associations 6 associations 
21 or more 
members 
5 associations 
Question 35. How many meetings were held by the policy-
making board in 1960-1961? 
i! 
' 
The number of meetings held by the policy-making boards of 
i thirty-four teachers' associations ranged from 2 through 36. 
!: 
!1 breakdown is as follows: 
Meetings of the Policy-Making Boards 
The 
I! 2-5 meetings 6-10 meetings 11 or more meetings 
- it, ' ' 
f . ,===4 1~-~-~~0Cl~:-lOn-~- n-. 
I' I ,, 
/( 
I! ji ,. 
,. 
'1 
16 associations 5 associations 
~: --
---- --.-r- ''lJ c- --
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One president reported that the association is a newly-formed 
, group, therefore no board meetings were held in 1960-1961. All meet-
:i ings were organizational. 
One president reported that this question would not apply, 
"because the local was a newly-organized group and the entire member-
ship participates in the policy-making. 
; ~ One president reported that the constitution was revised and the 
i! structure of the association was changed in 1960-1961. The policy-
;' 
I' 
!' making board is functioning for the first time this year. Previously, 
,, 
;· 
~ : 
li li 
the entire membership had participated in the policy-making. 
One president reported that no meetings of the board were held. 
One president did not know how many meetings were held by the 
II policy-making board in 1960-1961. 
One president reported that the policy-making board held 36 
I 
1: meetings in 1960-1961. A new constitution was written, which 
!' 
;: accounted for the unusually large number of meetings of the board. 
i1 The president of this association reported that 8 meetings may be 
li 
i; considered as an average number of meetings held by the policy-making 
;: 
i'. 
- - -u ~~- --~--·-::_ -
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Question 36. What is the main function of the policy-making 
i; board? 
The president of one local teachers' association aptly defined 
the policy-making board as a smaller group that takes up the work of 
i the larger group. 
Several presidents stated that the main function of the policy-
making boards was to serve as interim committees, which assumed the 
general management of the associations between meetings. 
One president said that the policy-making board was empowered , 
!' to grant almost anything within reason. Another president reported 
.~ 
li 
( 
I! 
that its function was to protect the teachers in their legitimate rights 
and interests, and salaries, at all times. 
Other functions of the policy-making boards were reported as 
::being the following: (1) to establish policies; (2) to expedite policies; 
t: ,, 
!, (3) to refine policies and to approve action before presenting the 
,, 
problems or plans to the members; (4) to plan meetings; (5) to 
i allocate funds; (6) to set up committees; (7) to bring in constructive 
i: 
" 
' i' ideas; (8) to discuss different issues; (9) to make any and all decisions; 
\; 
i! (10) to make recommendations; (ll) to accept constitutional ammend-
,, menta; and (12) to be of real service to the teachers. 
!I 
II 
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Question 37. What is (are) the major purpose (purposes) 
of the association? 
The presidents of 10 associations stated that the purposes of 
·, their associations were patterned directly after the professional, 
,, 
" 
:: social, and ethical purposes of the Massachusetts Teachers Associa-
,' tion. One president reported that the association's purposes were 
rl 
i;, 
~! 
adapted from those of the National Education Association. The presi-
,· dents of 3 union locals stated that their purposes were the same as 
0; 
I those of the American Federation of Teachers. 
Others reported that their purposes were the following: (1) the 
improvement of teacher relations; (2) to obtain better recognition of 
~~ li teachers; (3) to secure higher salaries; (4) to provide social and 
,, 
[; 
I intellectual stimulation to the membership; (5) to form a tie-in with 
li 
,1 the state and national associations; (6) to act as a link between the 
I\ I! superintendent and the teachers; (7) to present a united front; ( 8) to 
" 
,, 
:' improve school and community relations; (9) to improve the school 
curriculum; (10) to promote the highest type of professional practices, 
,. 
!! and (11) to urge all members to be students of education. 
II q ,, 
,, i' Question 38. When was the last revision made in the 
" 1: by-laws? 
II 
I 
,J 
I\ 
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fi 
';by-laws between 1949-1955. The presidents of the remaining associa-,, 
' 
'i tions did not know when the last revisions of the by-laws had been 
1: 
iimade. 
i.! 
A breakdown of the responses follows: 
~ i 
ij by-laws? 
ii 
2 associations revised the by-laws in 1962; 
13 associations revised the by-laws in 1961; 
2 associations revised the by-laws in 1960; 
10 associations revised the by-laws in 1959; 
2 associations revised the by-laws in 1958; 
2 associations revised the by-laws in 1955; 
1 association revised the by-laws in 1954; 
1 association revised the by-laws in 1952; 
1 association revised the by-laws in 1949; 
5 presidents did not know the date of the last revision 
of the by-laws. 
Question 39. Are there any plans for a revision of the 
J! 15 presidents reported that there were plans for a revision of 
!i 
II 
:; the by-laws. 
" [! 
'i 
24 presidents reported that there were no plans for a revision 
I, ,, 
~of the by-laws. 
'I 
I 
I 
,! 
II 
II 
" ~! 
'I I, 
!i 
fi 
:J 
; ~ 
' 
'th' ? 
1i 1s year 
.I 
n 
Question 40. Are revisions being made in the by-laws 
I! 
13 presidents reported that revisions are being made in the 
i: 
·' ;1 by-laws this year. 
J! 
ji 
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I 
!! 26 presidents reported that revisions are not being made in the 
i' 
'i by-laws this year. 
·! 
Question 41. 
::of the by-laws? 
Are committees now at work on a revision 
;: 
~! p 
,. 
tj 
14 presidents reported that committees are now at work on a 
II revision of the by-laws. 
!i 
i1 
1: 
25 presidents reported that committees are not at work on a 
': revision of the by-laws. 
' 
'· 
~I 
Question 42. Is there any one thing that you consider a 
accomplishment of the association in 1959-1960? 
The presidents of 13 associations reported salary increases, 
!, and gains in fringe benefits, as major accomplishments. 
i' 
" 
n 
!I 
' 
The presidents of 6 associations reported that their scholarship 
i' programs were major accomplishments. 
,. 
The presidents of 9 associations reported that there were no 
accomplishments in 1959-60. The presidents of 4 associations 
II ;; 
I! 
li 
i) 
:; 
-~ 
!I 
-I 
·' il stated that there were no major accomplishments, unless the salary 
. 
~ ; 
i' 
" committees 1 efforts, and small gains 
j:. 
in salaries, were considered. 
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il The president of l association also reported that there was no major 
II 
i! accomplishment, unless the scholarship fund lecture could be con-
j: 
' !: sidered as such. 
!i 
li Other accomplishments reported were the following: (1) im.-
i! 
' i; provement in the outlook of the teachers, regarding the value of the 
' 
i• [j association; (2) increased solidarity of the membership; (3) a closer 
i! bond and better communication between the school board and the 
11 
i! teachers; (4) success in organizing new associations and union locals; 
! )I 
II ii (5) progress made on merger; (6) instigated a court case (merit salary); 
II !, 
:; (7) curriculum study; (8) change in ability grouping; (9) revised 
lr . 
!i constitution; (10) contributions by the teachers' association to the 
H !! 
" i' hospital drive and blood drive of the community. 
I! 
I! 
f· 
:: 
'j 
i: ;i major 
Question 43. Is there any one thing that you consider a 
accomplishment of the association in 1960-1961? 
i~ Accomplishments of the local teachers' associations were 
., 
!\ 
!r primarily in the area of salary increases, which included improve-
ji 
i! ments in the fringe benefits of the salary programs, and in the area 
li 
I 
1i of scholarships, which included fund-raising, increasing, and 
I establishing scholarships for students interested in the field of teaching. 
~ 
II 
II I 
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One association reported that its major accomplishment was 
. 100"/o membership in all professional associations, with members 
active on the county, state, and national levels. 
The presidents of 9 associations reported that there were no 
major accomplishments. The presidents of 2 associations stated that 
'there were no major accomplishments, unless salary increases were 
considered as such. 
Several presidents reported that there were improvements in 
' public -relations. The presidents of 2 union locals reported that the 
! 
. unions received recognition by the school committees. 
One association took a stand against the school committee, 
· because of discrimination in the salary schedule and proposals. A 
·:union local took issue with the school committee because it had broken 
its bi-lateral agreement with the union. 
Other accomplishments were reported as the following: (1) 
political action was taken by the teachers; (2) the defense of a teacher 
in a court case; (3) a pre-school conference; (4) the organization of 
an association; (5) the merger of two groups into a council; (6) the 
revision of a constitution; (7) successful fund-raising activities; 
! 
( 8) 
successful culmination of the hospital drive; (9) increased solidarity 
j~ ~ 
" 
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ii of the membership; and (10) curriculum improvements. 
1: 
" i' Question 44. Are the schools closed for the county 
ii convention? 
1: 
' !' 38 presidents reported Yes. 
1 president reported No. 
Question 45. If the schools are not closed for the county 
1: convention is there an alternate plan for a meeting of the entire 
faculty? 
il 
i 
I' 
This question did not apply to the thirty eight associations whose 
i; • \! pres1dents answered in the affirmative to Question 44. 
~! 
II 
,I 
The president of one association reported Yes. 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
Question 46. Is the alternate plan one of the following? 
ij 
I· 
'I a. Institute 
I' b. Pre -school conference or workshop 
I ,, 
I! 
,j 
c. During-school conference or workshop 
d. Post-school conference or workshop 
jl e. Others 
,, 
I 
" !1 
II 
The president of one association reported that a pre-school 
!I 
If 
conference and two during-school workshops replaced the county con-
!! vention. The entire faculty met as a unit and was involved in the 
i! 
I 
I 
I 
1 conference and workshops. 
'i 
;: 
,; 
II 
" 
il Although the county convention is sponsored by the Essex 
~County Teachers Association, which is affiliated with the Massachusetts" 
II 
II 
II 
"" ... -. 
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Teachers Association, the members of the American Federation of 
i: ,. 
ii Teachers meet in the same city on the same day. Teachers in cities 
:I 
and towns with both MTA and AFT groups are given the choice of ii 
1: 
attending either one of the two conferences. Teachers in cities with 
only AFT affiliation are also released from school for the purpose of 
attending either the AFT conference or the Essex County convention. 
IV. Experience and Status of the Presidents, and the Status of 
the Previous Four Presidents, at the Time of Their 
Election to Office 
' Question 47. 
!: local school system? 
How many years of service do you have in the 
1; 
!i 
., 
! 
The responses to this question determined that the years of 
i; service of the presidents in the local school systems ranged from 2 
;i 
ii through 32 years. The breakdown is as follows: 
~I 
;1 
'' Years of Service 
2-5 years 6-10 years 
" 15 presidents 12 presidents 
11 years 
or more 
12 presidents 
f, 
Question 48. How many years have you taught in the local 
:• school system? 
!! 
li 
!] 
1·, 
The analysis of the replies to this question determined that the 
ll teaching experience of the presidents in the local school systems 
~. 
II 
I; 
II 
li 
I 
' 
"' .. 
' ,, 
--- -- __ ..;;.___ __ ....:c.:...::::-- ·-~ 
r ranged from 0 through 32 years. The breakdown is as follows: 
I 
i' \! 
.I 
It !I 0-5 years 
II 
i! 
Years of Service 
6-10 years 
11 years 
or more 
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1! 17 presidents 11 presidents 11 presidents 
:! 
Question 49. What job did you hold in the local school 
system at the time you were elected to office? 
The analysis of the responses to this question disclosed that 
thirty presidents of local teachers' associations were teachers at the [! 
I' d !: time of their election to office. Two presidents were teacher-s and 
il ,. 
,. counselors. Two presidents were teachers and heads of departments. 
" ·, 
~ : 
!i One president was a teacher and supervisor of industrial arts. 
il 
The remaining four presidents were a director of testing and 
administrator, a graduate foreman and assistant instructor, a super-
i: 
:i visor of reading, and a director of instrumental music. 
Question 50. What jobs did the previous four presidents of 
if the association hold in the school system at the time they were elected 
;: to office? 
II 
. 
. 
!\ 
ln 1960-61, the presidents of 27 associations were teachers, at 
the time of their election to office. The presidents of 4 associations 
were heads of departments. The other seven presidents were a 
1j teacher-supervisor, a teacher-coach, an instructor of agriculture, a 
'I II director of athletics, a guidance director, an art supervisor, and an 
ll ti :1 
11 
il 
lj I 
I! 
I 
' 
···~· 
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!i 
., assistant principal. One association was not organized at this time. 
' 
I 
]i 
In 1959-60, the presidents of 24 associations were teachers, at 
., 
the time of their election to office. Two associations were not organ-
ized at this time. One president could not recall the status of the 
i 
:' 
president who served during this year. The presidents of 4 associa-
,, 
1
' tions were supervisors. !. The presidents of 4 associations were 
!· principals, or persons in administrative type positions. 
;! 
The other 
1; 
,
1 
four presidents were a guidance director, a teacher of music, an 
.i instructor of English, and a head of a department. 
'I 
!I 
ii :I 
j! 
ii 
" •I 
In 1958-59, the presidents of 24 associations were teachers, at 
the time of their election to office. Five associations were not organ-
ized at this time. One president could not recall the status of the 
il president of the association during this year. The presidents of 5 
,, 
li !i il 
i' 
·' 
':l 
associations were principals, or persons in administrative type 
positions. The other four presidents were a supervisor, a head of a 
department, an instructor of mathematics, and a teacher of music. 
In 1957-58, the presidents of 22 associations were teachers, at 
li the time of their election to office. Six associations were not organ-
)! 
' 
!• ized at this time. One president could not recall the status of the 
•: 
jf II president during this year. The presidents of 6 associations were 
!I 
u ;1 
'I !! 
11 
' ii 
!j 
II 
. , tc 
il 
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!i principals, or persons in adtninistrative positions. The presidents of 
:: 
'' 2 associations were supervisors. One president was an instructor of 
\i 
I! science, and the other president was the head of a department. 
;· ,, 
i! 
!i 
i! ,, 
i·i 
i I, 
., 
I' 
I ,, 
' 
" :t 
II 
'I I· II 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
83 
When this study was undertaken, it was believed that effective 
teachers' associations have a wide variety of interests and engage in 
, many different kinds of activities. Furthermore, it was assumed that 
, the study of local teachers' associations, in a selected area, would 
yield specific and pertinent information about their memberships, 
programs, activities, meetings, organizations, purposes, and 
:accomplishments. In addition, some idea of the status of their presi-
dents was desired. 
The purposes of the study were (1) to obtain a range of the 
, interests, activities, and accomplishments of the local teachers' 
associations in Essex County, Massachusetts, and (2) from the 
analyses of the accumulated data, to make more accurate statements 
about the effectiveness of local teachers' associations. 
---~-
Although the population for the study was limited to only thirty-
nine local teachers' associations, all the local teachers' associations 
in Essex County, Massachusetts, were involved. One hundred percent 
coverage of the local associations in this area was attained. 
In an effort to obtain sufficient and relevant information about 
f*f .. ~ ... 
,, 
il 
' 
l 
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' 
,leach local teachers' association, it was necessary to utilize a lengthy 
.1 
![questionnaire, which consisted of fifty items. The responses to the 
I 
liquestions were obtained from the presidents of each local association, 
' ! 
:;during a telephone interview, or a face-to-face interview. Each 
~ i 
i! 
,!response was analyzed, and then grouped for further analysis. 
'.!, 
The quest for adequate and particular information was com-
1Jplicated further by the necessity of using several different kinds of 
II 
![questions to acquire the desired information. The responses to many 
I 
!I of the questions yielded data that were singular to each association. 
i When analyzed, much of the data could not be tabulated; therefore, it 
,, 
il ;i 
::was decided that the likenesses and differences of the thirty-nine local .. 
. , 
!I ,, 
·I 
';:teachers 1 associations would be brought together in the analysis of each 
:i 
i . iquestwn. The unusual efforts, activities, and accomplishments of some i 
,, 
!i I of the local teachers' 
I 
associations also were pointed out in the analyses 1 
.I i of the data. 
For specific information about each local teachers' association 
'i the reader is advised to refer to the data sheets, which are arranged 
:; in alphabetical order, by associations, in Appendix C. 
The fifty questions, and the analysis of each question, were 
i 
~~grouped in the Analysis (Chapter Ill) under the following areas: 
! 
u 
:r 
'i 
I' 
ii l 
I 
' 
' ! 
'• 
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i I Memberships (Questions 1-12); II Programs, Activities, and 
i' Meetings (Questions 13-27); Ill Organization, Purposes, and 
!i Accomplishments (Questions 28-46): and IV Experience and Status of 
' the President, and the Status of the Four Previous Presidents, at the 
,, 
!! Time of Their Election to Office (Questions 47-50). ,, 
' 
,, For summary purposes, the highlights of the study of the thirty-
•: nine local teachers 1 associations are considered to be the following: 
!: 
1. The presidents of 23 associations reported that the local 
associations were not exclusively for teachers. Twelve associations 
enrolled school superintendents, twenty-seven associations enrolled 
the central office staff (supervisory personnel), thirty-two associa-
I: tions enrolled principals, and nine associations enrolled other classes 
!• 
!: 
:• of school personnel. 
i; 
fi 
•' ,, 
In their membership enrollments, the majority of local teachers 1 
1; 
!I associations did not differentiate between teachers as members and 
I· ,, 
,, 
:i 
: administrators and supervisors as members. The presidents of 2 7 
\l ,. 
i· associations reported that there was only one class of membership in 
the local association. All members were considered teachers. 
2. Memberships in the Massachusetts Teachers Association 
ft 
!: f"'' i
1 
approximate the combined memberships 
· ---="*--=---~~=-ccc.--~------- -= - -- --~-------
1! 
of the local teachers' 
!I 
I 
i 
1 ~ 
I 
I 
"~ 
.I 
I 
j associations, which are affiliated with the MTA. This indicates that 
I 
i the majority of teachers are joining the state association when they 
i 
! 
join the local associations. 
3. Memberships in the National Education Association lag 
greatly behind the memberships of both the MTA and the affiliated 
local associations. This indicates that teachers are not joining the 
national association when they join the state association and the local 
;: associations. 
,: 
li 
,, 
4. Membership figures for 5 AFT locals were obtained from 
•i 
.ithe presidents of the teachers' unions. 
,, 
The presidents of the other 3 
i 
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•j locals reported that the unions enrolled the majority of the teachers in 
I 
1 the school systems. 
ii !! 
il 
'! 
!i 5. The presidents of 34 associations felt that the members 
ii 
' ,.
I, 
'I 
!j supported and participated in the major programs and activities of the 
H r 
,Jlocal associations. 
' i 
:: 
i 
The programs reported most frequently were the following: 
' il {a) 37 associations have salary programs; {b) 37 associations have 
1\ social programs; (c) 33 associations have legislative programs; and 
;: 
I! 
,i {d) 32 associations have publicity, or public relations, programs. 
'I I• 
'I 
J 
I! 
i 
rl 
il 
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Only one president reported that there was little interest in the 
programs and activities of the local associations. 
6. Esprit de corps of the memberships, the kinds and quality 
·of the meetings, interest in salary and personal welfare programs, and 
the professionalism of the memberships were principal reasons given 
for the presence of a high degree of interest in the programs and 
'activities of the local associations. 
7. The programs and meetings of 30 associations are planned 
· for the year in advance for the following reasons: (a) tradition; 
{b) to inform the memberships; (c) to prepare or meet a school 
calendar; {d) to schedule speakers; and (e) good organizations 
require it. 
Programs and meetings also are planned from meeting to meet-
ing, as the needs arise. 
8. Although most associations sponsor and promote profession-
al programs, 8 associations were reported as not having professional 
:. programs. The presidents of 3 associations reported that there was 
'very little activity in this area. Scholarship programs were con-
side red as professional endeavors of many local teachers' associations.' 
;.;. 
'i 
: 
~,__-- -- ~---·-
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9. The most frequently reported standing committees were the 
following: (a) salary; (b) publicity, or public relations; (c) social; 
and (d) legislative committees. The presidents of 24 associations 
stated that committees have been set up for special purposes, during 
the past two years. Those most frequently mentioned were (a) scholar-' 
.'ship committees and (b) committees to study and revise the constitu-
tions and by-laws of the associations. The presidents of 20 associations 
stated that the special purpose committees have accomplished their 
objectives since they were established. 
10. The personnel of the policy-making boards ranged from a 
':minimum of 3 officers to a maximum of 44 members. One of the unique 
,policy-making boards was a council, composed of four officers from 
I 
the elementary level and four officers from the junior high school and 
1high school levels. This board of eight officers served two year terms 
:and alternated as the presiding officers of the association. 
11. Revisions have been made in the by-laws of 29 local 
teachers' associations during the past five years. The presidents of 
: 15 associations reported that there were future plans for revision of 
, the by-laws. 
12. The major accomplishments of the local teachers' associa-
1tions, in 1959-1960 and 1960-1961, were in the areas of salary 
l' -
~----
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:improvements and scholarships. The presidents of 9 associations 
reported that there were no major accomplishments, in 1959-1960, or 
!in 1960-1961. Several presidents said that there were no major 
accomplishments, unless salary increases were considered as such. 
Ona president reported that a major accomplishment in 1959-
! 1960 was an improvement in the outlook of teachers, regarding the value 
of the association. 
The major accomplishment of 1 association, in 1960-1961, was 
lOOo/o membership in all professional associations, with the members 
; active on the county, state, and national levels. 
13. One school system does not close the schools for the county 
convention. In lieu of the county convention, the teachers' association 
planned and participated in a pre-school conference. Two during-school 
workshops also were held. 
14. The presidents of 15 associations have had less than six 
·years of service in the local school system. In 1961-1962, the presi-
. dents of 30 associations were teachers at the time of their election to 
. office. The presidents of 9 associations were administrators or 
. supervisory personnel. 
---~---
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There is a slight upward trend in the direction of teachers 
:asswning leadership roles in the local teachers' associations. This 
:could mean that teachers are more willing to accept their professional 
:responsibilities in the local associations, or that administrators are 
'Withdrawing from the leadership roles of the local associations. 
The key to the major purposes of local teachers' associations 
,.is found in such words as "to promote, 11 "to improve,'' "to strengthen, 11 
:"to support," and "to advance" the professional standing of teachers, 
'the welfare of teachers, the educational benefits to children, and the 
status of education. 
The memberships of local teachers' associations engage in many 
, different kinds of activities and have a wide variety of interests. From 
'the reports of their own officers, it may be said that the majority of 
;teachers participate in and support the programs and activities of their 
local associations. 
Local teachers' associations engage in nwnerous and varied 
activities, which serve their purposes and implement their programs. 
Although there were many likenesses among local teachers' 
associations there were also many differences among them. Local 
,teachers 1 associations are flexible and adaptable organizations, 
il 
li 
I 
i' 
' 
·' 
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designed to meet the needs of the teachers and the profession. 
Because primary source information about local teachers' 
associations is limited, and little is known about their patterns of 
.: operation, the following studies are suggested for further research in 
this area: 
(1) A comparison study of the local teachers 1 associations in 
Essex County, Massachusetts, with the local teachers' associations in 
a selected area of approximate population. 
(2) A status study of local teachers 1 associations in selected 
urban areas of Massachusetts. 
(3) A status study of local teachers' associations in selected 
rural areas of Massachusetts. 
(4) A duplicate of this study, at some future time, to determine 
the kinds and extent of changes in the activities, interests, programs, 
: purposes, and accomplishments of these local associations. 
• 
. ';~·.;. 
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APPENDIX A - THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
USED WITH MTA AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS 
Name of the Association: 
City or Town: 
Name of the Person Interviewed: 
Date of the Interview: 
1. Is the local association exclusively a teachers' association: 
Yes No 
--
2. Is there more than one class of membership? 
Yes _______ No ____ __ 
3. How many teachers are employed in the school system? 
4. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the local association? 
5. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the Massachusetts Teachers Association? 
6. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the National Education Association? 
7. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the American Federation of Teachers Local? 
8. If there is more than one class of membership who belongs? 
_____ a. Superintendent 
____ b. Central Office Staff 
____ c. Principals 
____ d. Others (e. g. nurses, dieticians, etc.} 
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9. If the local association has more than one class of membership, 
how many persons eligible for membership belong to the local 
association? 
10. If the local association has more than one class of membership, 
how many persons eligible for membership belong to the M. T. A. ? 
11. If the local association has more than one class of membership, 
how many persons eligible for member ship belong to the N. E. A. ? 
12. If the local association has more than one class of membership, 
how many persons eligible for membership belong to the A. F. T. 
Local? 
13. What kinds of programs has the teachers' association supported 
or sponsored, during the past three years? (1958-59; 1959-60; 
1960-61) 
___ a. Salary 
b. Publicity (Public Relations) 
---c. Teacher Welfare 
d. Social 
---e. Curricular 
f. Professional Improvement 
--- g. Legislative 
--- h. Others 
--
14. Do you feel that the members of the teachers' association 
generally support and participate in the major programs and 
activities of the local association? Yes No 
---
15. How would you classify the attendance of the members at the 
meetings of the local association? 
a. All meetings are well-attended (Excellent) 
--- b. Most meetings are well-attended (Good) 
---c. Some meetings are well-attended (Fair) 
(e. g. attendance fluctuates 
depending upon the time and 
nature of the meetings) 
d. Poor attendance at most meetings (Poor) 
--- (Lack of interest) 
16. How would you rate the participation of the members in the 
various activities sponsored by the association? 
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a. All activities are well-supported (Excellent) 
---
___ b. Majority of activities receive 
support (Good) 
___ c. Some activities are well-supported (Fair) 
___ d. Little interest in the sponsored 
activities (Poor) 
17. What reason(s) can you give which could account for a high degree 
of interest in the programs and activities of the teachers 
association? 
-------------------------------------
18. What reason(s) can you give which could account for apathy, on 
the part of the members, in the programs and activities of the 
association? 
-------------------------------------
19. Are some of the programs and meetings planned for the year in 
advance? Yes No 
--
20. Why are the programs and meetings planned for the year in 
advance? 
---------------------------------------
21. How many planned programs and meetings are scheduled for the 
year 1961-1962? 
22. Are some of the programs and meetings planned from meeting 
to meeting? Yes No 
-----
23. Why are the programs and meetings planned from meeting to 
meeting? __________________________ __ 
24. How many unscheduled programs and meetings are anticipated 
for the year 1961-1962? 
25. What was the special nature of every meeting held in 1960-1961? 
" 
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26. What kinds of professional programs does the association 
sponsor? ---------------------------
27. What kinds of social events does the association sponsor? 
28. Does the association have standing committees? 
Yes No 
--- ---
29. I£ the association has standing committees do they fit into any of 
the following classifications? 
a. Salary 
---
---b. Publicity (Public Relations) 
c. Retirement 
-- d. Membership 
---
e. Welfare 
--f. Social 
--- g. Professional Improvement 
---
---h. Ways and Means 
i. Program 
--- j. Legislative 
--- k. Others 
--
30. Have any other committees been set up for special purposes during 
the past two years? (1960-61; 1961-62) Yes No 
---
31. What are these committees? 
32. What have these special purpose committees accomplished since 
they were established? ---------------------
33. Who makes up the personnel of the policy-making board? 
34. How many members are there on this board? 
35. How many meetings were held by the policy-making board in 
1960-1961? 
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36. What is the main function of the policy-making board? 
37. What is {are) the major purpose (purposes) of the association? 
38. When was the last revision made in the by-laws? 
39. Are there any plans for a revision of the by-laws? 
Yes No 
----' ---
40. Are revisions being .made in the by-laws this year? 
Yes No 
--- ---
41. Are committees now at work on a revision of the by-laws? 
Yes No 
---
42. Is there any one thing that you consider a major accomplishment 
of the association in 1959-60? ----------------
43. Is there any one thing that you consider a major accomplishment 
of the association in 1960-1961? ---------------
44. Are the schools closed for the county convention? 
Yes. ___ No __ _ 
45. If the schools are not closed for the county convention is there an 
alternate plan for a meeting of the entire faculty? 
46. Is the alternate plan one of the following? 
___ a. Institute 
Yes No 
___ b. Pre-school conference or workshop 
___ c. During-school conference or workshop 
___ d. Post-school conference or workshop 
___ e. Others 
---
47. How many years of service do you have in the local school 
system 
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48. How many years have you taught in the local school system? 
49. What job did you hold in the local school system at the time you 
were elected to office? 
50. What jobs did the previous four presidents of the association hold 
in the school system at the time they were elected to office? 
1960-61 
1959-60 
1958-59 
1957-58 
BOSTON UNIYERSIT': 
EDUCATtON LIBRP"'Io 
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APPENDIX B - THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
USED WITH AFT AFFILIATED LOCALS 
Name of the Organization: 
City of Town: 
Name of the Person Interviewed: 
Date of the Interview: 
1. Is the local organization exclusively a teachers' organization? 
Yes No 
--
2. Is there more than one class of membership? 
Yes No 
---
3. How many teachers are employed in the school system? 
4. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the local organization? 
5. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the state organization? 
6. Of the total number of teachers employed in the school system, 
how many belong to the national organization? 
7. If there is more than one class of membership who belongs? 
a. Superintendent 
---b. Central Office Staff 
___ c. Principals 
d. Others (e.g. nurses, dieticians, etc.) 
---
Note: Questions 1-12, page 1 and 2, of the questionnaire used with MTA 
affiliated groups, have been re-analyzed and the above are felt 
to be suitable for use with AFT groups. Questions 13-50 are the 
same for both groups, except that the term organization is 
substituted for the term association. 
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13. What kinds of progra.Ins has the teachers' organization supported 
or sponsored, during the past three years? (1958-59; 1959-60; 
1960 -61) 
___ a. Salary 
___ b. Publicity (Public Relations) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
---
--- d. Social 
e. Curricular 
---
---f. Professional Improvement 
___ g. Legislative 
h. Others 
---
14. Do you feel that the members of the teachers' organization 
generally support and participate in the major programs and 
activities of the local organization? Yes No __ _ 
15. How would you classify the attendance of the members at the 
meetings of the local organization? 
___ a. All meetings are well-attended {Excellent) 
___ b. Most meetings are well-attended {Good) 
___ c. Some meetings are well-attended {Fair) 
(e. g. attendance fluctuates 
depending upon the time and 
nature of the meetings) 
___ d. Poor attendance at most meetings {Poor) 
(Lack of interest) 
16. How would you rate the participation of the members in the 
various activities sponsored by the organization? 
___ a. All activities are well-supported (Excellent) 
___ b. Majority of activities receive support (Good} 
___ c. Some activities are well-supported {Fair) 
___ d. Little interest in the sponsored 
activities {Poor) 
17. What reason{s) can you give which could account for a high degree 
of interest in the programs and activities of the teachers 
organization? -------------------------
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18. What reason(s) can you give which could account for apathy on the 
part of the members, in the programs and activities of the 
organization? 
19. Are some of the programs and meetings planned for the year in 
advance? Yes No 
--
20. Why are the programs and meetings planned for the year in 
advance? 
21. How many planned programs and meetings are scheduled for the 
year 1961-62? 
22. Are some 
meeting? 
of the programs and meetings planned from meeting to 
Yes No 
---
23. Why are the programs and meetings planned from meeting to 
meeting? 
24. How many unscheduled programs and meetings are anticipated 
for the year 1961-62? 
25. What was the special nature of every meeting held in 1960-1961? 
26. What kinds of professional programs does the organization 
sponsor? 
27. What kinds of social events does the organization sponsor? 
28. Does the organization have standing committees? 
Yes No 
--
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· 29. If the organization has standing committees do they fit into any of 
the following classifications? 
___ a. Salary 
___ b. Publicity (Public Relations) 
c. Retirement 
---
---d. Membership 
e. Welfare 
--- £. Social 
---
---g. Professional Improvement 
___ h. Ways and Means 
___ i. Program 
___ j. Legislative 
k. Others 
---
30. Have any other committees been set up for special purposes during 
the past two years? (1960-61; 1961-62) Yes No 
---
31. What are these committees? 
32. What have these special purpose committees accomplished since 
they were established?--------------------
33. Who makes up the personnel of the policy-making board? 
34. How many members are there on this board? 
35. How many meetings were held by the policy-making board in 
1960-1961? 
36. What is the main function of the policy-making board? 
37. What is (are) the major purpose (purposes) of the organization? 
38. When was the last revision made in the by-laws? 
39. Are there any plans for a revision of the by-laws? 
Yes No 
--- ----
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40. Are revisions being made in the by-laws this year? 
Yes No 
----' ---
41. Are committees now at work on a revision of the by-laws? 
Yes No 
---
42. Is there any one thing that you consider a major accomplishment 
of the organization in 1959-60? 
43. Is there any one thing that you consider a major accomplishment 
of the organization in 1960-61? 
44. Are the schools closed for the county convention? 
Yes No 
--- ----
45. If the schools are not closed for the county convention is there an 
alternate plan for a meeting of the entire faculty? 
46. Is the alternate plan one of the following? 
a. Institute 
---
Yes No 
b. Pre-school conference or workshop 
---
___ c. During-school conference or workshop 
d. Po at-school conference or workshop 
---
e. Others 
---
---
'47. How many years of service do you have in the local school 
system? 
, 48. How many years have you taught in the local school system? 
49. What job did you hold in the local school system at the time you 
were elected to office? 
50. What jobs did the previous four presidents 
in the school system at the time they were 
1960-61 
1959-60 
1958-59 
1957-58 
of the organization hold 
elected to office? 
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APPENDIX C - DATA SHEETS 
··~ . 
Name r .Amesbury Classroom 
Teachers Association 
1. !OCclusively for teachers 
Yes..!.,_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 72 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
II'!' A 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT _ ....... s ... s ___ _ 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - 'llho belongs 
a. Superintendent 
--.;b. Central Office 
Staff 
__ c. Principals 
_ ___;do others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how IIIBilY 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the :MTA 
ll. If' oore than one class of 
membership - how rnan;r 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-]961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
--..--e. Curricular 
X f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
_ __:h• others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
--
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
.......,x,.....;b. Good 
__ c. Fair 
__d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
__ x._a.. l!tx:cellent 
-o Good 
__ c. Fair 
_......;d• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
High morale of the teaching 
profession 
18. Reason(s} for apathy 
Does not apply 
]9. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes..x._ No_ 
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Name 1 Amesbury Classroom 
Teachers Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Good organizations 
r84luire it. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
; 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from neeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from neeting to meeting 
Good organizations require it. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
4 emergency meetings regarding 
a court case · 
nata Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Lecture series - l per 
month - total ot 8 
27. Kinds of social events 
Teachers' reception for new 
members 
28. standing committees 
Yes_x__ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
x b. Publicity (P.R.) 
~c. Retirement 
x d. :Membership 
x e. Welfare 
x fo Social 
x g. Prot. Impr. 
_ __;ho Wa:ys and )(eans 
x i. Program 
x j. legislative 
_ __;k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes.,L_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Defense Fund Committee 
Scholarship Committee 
32. Accomplishmerrt:.s of special 
purpose committees 
Their o~jectives 
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Name 1 Amesbury Classroom 
Teachers Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; 
secretary; treasurer; past 
president, or delegates 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
12 
36. Jrain function of board 
Te establish policies 
37. Major purpOii(s) of 
association 
To strengthen and support 
teachers; to raise standards 
of profession (general wel-
fare and quality} 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_!_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_No_L 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No.....l.... 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Scholarships 
Data Sheet 3 
43. 1fajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Defense ef a teacher 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes-L- No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute -
--o. Pre-sohool conf. 
---- or workshop 
c. During-sohool 
--- conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-sohool conf. 
or workshop 
47. rotal yrs. of service 
of president in local 
sohool system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school SYStem 
5o. 
Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher 
• 
l959-6o Teacher 
195B-59 ___ T .... , .a .. c"'h""er"'-----
1957-58 Teacher 
llO 
Name I Jmesb111"7 Teachers 
Association 
1. '!x:clusively for teachers 
Yes....1,_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No x 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system Osrer 100 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
JITA 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
1. NUmber belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
--\a. Superintendent 
_ __:b• Central Office 
Staff 
__ c.. Principals 
d. others 
--
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JITA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how l1lllliY 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
( 1958-1961} 
a. Salary 
--\b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare _ __; 
X d. Social 
_ __:e• Curricular 
_......;f• Prof. Impr. 
-~g. legislative 
_ ___,:h• others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes-L.No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
_ __;b. Good 
c. Fair 
_ __;d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
x a. !tx:cellent 
__ b. Good 
_ __;C• Fair 
__ .d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
lnw each other well; few in 
number J support each other 
18. Reason( s) for apathy 
]9. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes_ No~ 
111 
Namea Amesbury Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
21. NUmber of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from lll!leting to lll!leting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from lll!leting to meeting 
Things carry over; unfinished 
business 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and lll!letings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Business meetings (to figure 
out how to get new members); 
dinner and reception for 
retiring teacher; dinner and 
business meeting 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Meet with district representatives 
regarding salary; scholarship 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Dinners; reception for retiring 
teacher 
28. standing committees 
Yes_ No~ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
--:a• Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
__ c. Retirement 
__ d. :Membership 
__ _:eo Welfare 
__ f. Social 
--~g. Prof. Impr. 
_......;h• Wqs and :Means 
i. Program 
----'j. legislative 
__ ..;k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes2_No_ 
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
Committee for the fetirement 
party; social 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Reception to retired teacher 
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Namea Amesbury Teachere 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; secretary; 
treasurer 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-6l 
36. 'Main function of board 
To carry out or make policy 
37. Major purpoee(s) of 
association 
To support the educational 
program of the town 
38. Last revision of by-
laws ? 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_!_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_!_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No__!_ 
42. llajor accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Scholarship ($100) 
Data Sheet 3 
43. 11ajor accomplishment 
in l96o-6l 
Scholarship ($100) 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes-'- No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
::Jl• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system -...Jlu:8i....---
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
J.ocal school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher. elementary' 
sghgol .· 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-6l Art sunervisor 
1959..00 Art supervisor 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
113 
Name 1 Andover Teachers 
Association 
l. :!x:clusi vely for teachers 
Yes_ No X 
2. )[ore than one class of 
membership 
Yes_No._x_ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system .lpprqy, 160 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
154 
, • Number belonging to 
ITA 154 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 15 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - llho belongs 
a. Superintendent -~x-\b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principals 
x d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the ITA 
ll. If oore than one class of 
membership - how lll3l\Y 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(l9S8-196l} 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
I c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
I f. Prof. Impr. 
I g. Is g:l.s lati ve 
x h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes..!_ No 
lS. Attendance at meetings 
---ia. Excellent 
_,_b. Good 
X c. Fair 
__ d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. :!x:cellent 
--xb. Good 
__ c. Fair 
_ __;do Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
CGIIIIbine business with 
social meetings 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Old guard teachers split on 
salaries. Young people interested 
and concerned from security angle. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
!or yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
114 
Name a Andover Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
Tradition te held certain 
meetings 
21. Number of planned progr81118 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
6 
22. Plan progra= and meetings 
from neeting to meeting 
Yes_!_ No~-
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from neeting to meeting 
Have one every two months, by 
tradition. At meeting plan 
the next meeting. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
progr81118 and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Dinner meeting, to introduce 
new teachers; salary meetings; 
general meetings; MTA represent-
ative; scholarship; teacher 
welfare; publishers about 
reading, etc.; dinner meeting 
and recognition of retiring 
teachers; concert; county and 
local affairs 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
progr81118 
Scholarship program; concert; 
presented a plaque to a retiring 
school committeeman; newsletter 
27. Kinds of social events 
Concert; dinners (country club) ; 
coffee and refreshments at 
meetings 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
__ x_a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
_,_.c. Retirement 
X d. lo!embership 
X e. Welfare 
X fo Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
X h. W~cy"s and lleans 
X i. Program 
__ j. legislative 
__ ..;k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_!_ No 
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
Concert 
County Conference 
32. Accomplishmerrts of special 
purpose committees 
Plan programs 
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Namea Andover Teachers 
Association 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; eec-
.retary; treasurer; past pres-
ident; building representatives 
(6) 34. Number of members on 
board 11 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
Annrex. 6 
36. Jlain function of board 
To refine problems and 
approve action before pre-
senting program to members 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
To improve the professional 
standing of teachers 
38. last revision of by-
laws 1959 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_x_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_x_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No....L.. 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Improvement in outlook of the 
teachers regarding value of 
the association. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Salary--ratio fer administrators 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes X No 
--
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49o 
5o. 
Yes_ No_ 
Kind of alternate plan 
a. Iristi tute · · 
---"'h. Pre-school coni'. 
- or workshop 
c. During-school 
--- coni'. or workshop 
_d. Post-school con!. 
or workshop 
Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
Job of president at 
time of election to 
Office Qpi dance CQJJD§e) or~ 
and mat,h teacher 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 p;r. ef Athletic" 
l959-6o Teagher--Elom. 
1958-59 Principal--EJam, 
1957-58 Assistant ~1ngipal 
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Name 1 Beverly Teachers 
Association 
1. ~elusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
emplo,yed in school 
system --~3~0~5------­
Total instr. staff 4. Number belonging to 
local association 
258 
5. Number belonging to 
ltl'A ---"2:ll5S:L-.---
6. Number belonging to 
NEA __ .lj34~~o----
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
x a. Superintendent 
x b. Central Office 
Staff 
x c. Principals 
__ d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the ltl'A 
11. If 100re than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
]2. If more than one class of 
membership - how maey 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
X f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Legislative 
h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No_ 
l5. Attendance at meetings 
a. l!:x:cellent 
X b. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
actiVities 
X a. l!tlccellent 
b. Good 
c. Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Leadership 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
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Busy schedules; work load, courses, 
personal life; infrequent opportunity 
to meet; geographical location of teachers 
]9. Plail programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes~ No_ 
Namea Beverly Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
By-laws state 3 meetings per 
year; tradition; to meet the 
known meeds and itinerary 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes _____ No--1-._ 
2.3. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
None 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Regular business; pre-school 
meetings for orientation and 
conference; mid-winter bus-
iness and social meetinR; 
final business meeting 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Pre-school conference 
27. Kinds of social events 
Teas; mid-winter supper meeting; 
final banquet; bowling teams 
28. standing committees 
Yes_LNo_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
...J..._C• Retirement 
__._d. 'Membership 
x e. Welfare 
X f. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. -x~h. Ways and J(eans 
i. Program 
-x j. Legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes.J_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Pre-school Conference; American 
Education Week; Ethics; By-laws 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Put on pre-school conference; 
display for education week; 
attend school committee meetings 
and report to executive board; 
revising by-laws 
118 
~ 
' ' 
Names Beverly Teachers 
Association 
.3.3. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; sec-
retary; treasurer; board of direc-
tors(includes teachers and adm.) 
.34. Number of members on 
board 
.35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
6-S 
.36. !lain function of board 
T~ determine policy and 
allocate funds 
.37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
To improve the educational 
benefits of the children of 
Beverly.; all other functions 
are subsidiary. To provide 
social and intellectual 
stimulation to membership 
.38. last revision of by-
laws 1961 (Publ. 195.3) 
.39. Plans for revision 
Yes_!_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_!_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_L_No_ 
42. llajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
No, unless consider salary 
committee's efforts (received 
increase). 
Data Sheet .3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Major improvements made in public-
relations; salary increase; pre-
school conference 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_ No...,L_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_l_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Tnsti tute -
x b. Pre-school coni'. 
or workshop 
~c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
--D_ 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Director ef Testing{ 
acJmi ni strat or . 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Head ar Sc Dept 
1959-6o Principal 
1958-59 Principal 
1957-58 Teacher 
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Name I Boxford Teachers 
Association 
1. lkclnsively for teachers 
Yes...1.- No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No x 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,ved in school 
system 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
liT A 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
--i:a. Superintendent 
_,___;b• Central Office 
Staff 
I Co Principals 
_ __;d• others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the ll'l'A 
11. If oore than one class of 
membership - how man;y 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how maey 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-]961) 
a. Salary 
-_::b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
~-X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
--=--X f. Prof. Impr. 
x g. legislative 
_ __;h• others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_x_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
x a. Excellent 
__ b .• Good 
c. Fair 
--d:. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. :!x:cellent 
----..b. Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Hew organization and teachers 
wanted it. 
18. Reason( s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes-X-Ho_ 
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Name 1 Boxford Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
To have an aim or direction 
for meetings. 
21. Number of planned progrBliiB 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
; 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Special events come up • 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
The association was being planned 
in 1960-61. Had organizational 
meeting; MTA consultant assisted 
in the planning stage. 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
None 
27. Kinds of social events 
Luncheon; tea 
26. standing committees 
Yes_L.No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
--:a• Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-d. Membership 
_ __;eo Welfare 
x fo Social 
---!g. Prof. Impr. 
_ __..:h• Wqs and Means 
y io Program 
x j. Legislative 
_ __..:k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_L 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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,.., 
Name 1 Boxford Teachers 
Association 
.3.3o Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; 
secretary; treasurer 
.34. Number of members on 
board 
.35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
.. .:: (ExceP.t or_g_anizational) 
;;N• \lain funcnon of boaro 
To plan meetings 
.37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
Purposes patterned after 
those of MTA, Teachers felt 
need to belong to a larger 
group, as school was growing, 
.38. Last revision of by-
laws 1961 
.39. Plans for revision 
Yes No X 
-
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No X 
-
41. Committee now at work 
Yes No X 
-
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
None 
Data Sheet .3 
43. 'lrajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Organizational year 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes..!__ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
-
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute 
::Jl. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c • During-school 
cont. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49 • Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Il&cba;t 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Hilla 1959-6o ligca 1958-59 H&ms: 1957-58 HDDa 
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• 
Name 1 Danvers Teachers 
Association 
1. !OCclusively for teachers 
Yes_No I 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No._.x __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 1'51. 
(204 total personnel) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
134 
(Includes administrators) 
5. Number belonging to 
ll'l'A 134 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 42 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
staff 
9· 
10. 
11. 
X Co Principals 
x d. others 
If more than one class 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
If more than one class 
membership - haw many 
belong to the ll'l'A 
If more than one class 
membership - haw maey 
belong to NEA 
of 
of 
of 
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Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how maey 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
X f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. legislative 
h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Ex:cellent 
bo Good 
I c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. !txcellent 
-rb. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason( s) for high 
degree of interest 
Suppart legislative or professional 
improvement programs 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Waiting to see what merit system will 
bring about. LGw attendance at social 
events. 19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes_z_No_ 
Name1 Danvers Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
By constitution have 4 gen-
eral meetings and 3 executive 
board meetings per year. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
YeS__Jl_ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
.from meeting to meeting 
As need arises 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Reception and luncheon for new 
teachers; Christmas social; 
Valentine social; dinner for 
retiring teachers in May; bus-
iness meetings in regard to 
salary -- constantly, since 
beginning of year; meetings with 
school board for sabbaticals; 
general meetings for revision 
of the constitution 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Co-sponsored lecture by past 
president of MTA; American 
Education Week; WGBH fund-
raising 27. Kiiids of social events 
Receptions; dinners; luncheons; 
Valentine social; dance; 
Christmas party 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_LNo_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Retirement 
--x-d. 'Membership 
e. Welfare 
-x=-...:f. Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
-..~h. Ways and 'Means 
X i. Program 
-;r--j. Legislative 
__ ...:k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_!_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Professional Rights and Respon-
sibilities; Scholarship 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Set up to protect any teacher 
from any administrative or out-
side pressure. 
Raised $2,400 for scholarships 
and retirement gifts. 
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Names Danvers Teachers 
Association 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; Vice-pres.; treas.; 
recording seer.; corres-
ponding seer.; building 
representatives 34. Number of members on 
board lS 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
10 
36. lfain function of board 
Can grant almost anything 
within reason. 
37. lfajor purpose(s) of 
association 
Improvement of teacher 
relations 
38. last revision of by-
laws 1961 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_L_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes...:L.. No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes-X- No_ 
42. lfajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Salary--$400 increase 
Data Sheet 3 
43. lfajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Stand against school committee 
vecause of discrimination in 
salary schedule and proposal 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes~ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
46. 
47. 
48. 
5o. 
Yes_ No_ 
Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
:=t>• Pre-school conf. 
_c. 
or workshop 
During-school 
conf. or workshop 
Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Engl j ah teacher-Jr·~ 
High School ' 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-6l..J.iGC:A==!P:Il.,.~e:.as..,. ,..,..:~to.ee:aal:Jchwe~r:.... 
1959-6o Co-ves·, teacher 
1958-59--,;j;T.e.eawr:.thi.Cell:r-----
1957-58 Teacher 
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Name 1 Eeeex Teachers Club 
1. lkclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,yed in school 
system l7 
(Includes 2 part-time) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
15 
>• Number belonging to 
JITA l3 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA. 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
I c. Principals d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - h011' many 
belong to the JITA 
11. If roore than one class of 
membership - h011' many 
be long to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1,958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
__ c. Teacher Welfare 
X do Social 
_ __;e. Curricular 
--......-'f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
_.,._:h• others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
--
15. Attendance at meetings 
I a. Excellent 
__ b. Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
a.cti vi ties 
a. Jkcellent 
-b. Good 
X c. Fair 
d. Poor __ , 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Hone 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
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In small town difficult to do much in 
wq of salaries. Acceptance of what 
local group w~ts. Teachers satisfied. 
1,9. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
Name a Essex Teachers Club 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Small school; sort of informal; 
lllllllY t hinge going on, so have 
meetings when convenient. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
9 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Nearly every one that amounted 
to anything concerned salary. 
Routine business; assigning 
delegates; reporting back, Meet-
ing in preparation for county 
convention. Christmas social; 
dinner. (Opening social - -
introduction of new teachers - -
~andled by administration and 
town.) 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
None 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Christmas social and final social; 
dinners 
28. Standing committees 
Yes~ No _____ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
--d. :Membership 
e. Welfare -=x-~f. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. 
--;h. Ways and :Means 
i. Program 
---'j. lsgislative 
k. others 
---
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_!_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Names Essex Teachers Club 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; secretary; 
treasurer 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
10 
36. Jrain function of board 
To set up agenda for general 
meetinp:s 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
For better recognition of 
teachers; for securing 
higher salaries; effort to
1
get 
town to recognize teachers 
need for adequate salaries. 
,38. Last revision of by-
laws Before 1959 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes No X 
---
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_L. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_L 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
None 
Data Sheet 3 
4.3. lfajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes--1.. No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ liisti tute · -
::J>• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system __ ...,2;--__ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
2 
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office Teacher-socia1 stud1es, 
readj na-, gym 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Teacher 
1959-6o Teacher music 
1958-59 Teacher--music 
1957-58 Teacher--English 
Name: Georgetown Teachers 
Association 
1. l!lx:clusivel.y for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 44 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
2 
ITA 21 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 0 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. I! more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
-xr--ib. Central Office 
starr 
~~c. Principals 
X d. others 
9. I! more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JITA 
ll. If mre than one class of 
membership - how ll1liii1 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(:1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
__,_b .• Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
x do Social 
__ e.. Curricular 
r. Prof. Impr. ~x~g. legislative 
_ ___:h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_ No_!_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
__ _,a. Excellent 
--..--b. Good 
X Co Fair 
__ d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
_......,a. l!bccellent 
___,.,......;b• Good 
X Co Fair 
___ d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Interest centers around 
topics concerning welfare 
and salaries 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Everyone actively 
engaged in other things -
time element. ]9. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
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Name 1 Georgetown Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
21. Number of planned progr81118 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
Npne 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from lllileting to meeting 
Yes_LNo_ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from lllleting to meeting 
To keep topics in line with 
current happenings, 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Did very little, Held one or 
two business-type meetings and 
one social at the end of the 
year. 
nata Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
None 
27. Kinds of social events 
Evening banquet and social meeting 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_L_No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary ~;;X-:b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-d. )(embership 
_;;X...;e• Welfare 
_.::;X...;f. Social 
----.:g• Prof. Impr. 
-~h. Wa:ys and )(eans 
-;;;.x_.i. Program 
X j. legislative 
_ _..:ko others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_!_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Names Georgetown Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; 
secretary; treasurer 
34. Number of members on 
board _...:43:----
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 1960-61 
36. Jlain function of board 
To authorize type of yearly 
program. To help the president 
set up committees 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
To bind teaching staff to-
gether in a closer relation-
ship. To form a tie-in with 
state and national associations; 
to act as a unit in legislative 
matters 
38. last revision of by-
laws P• not lmaw 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No...L.. 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No...L.. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No.....L,_ 
Ia. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Cannot say that there was 
anything. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Cannot think of anything of 
improtance. 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes....!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute · · 
::J>• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. pOst-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
5o. 
time of election to 
office Teacher--Jr. Hi £h 
Schoel 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
• 
196o-61 ~eacbe;c-lil gb Scbool 
1959-6o ? 
1958-59 ? 
1957-58 ? 
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Names Gloucester Federation 
of Teachers: 
Local 1361 
1. &elusively for teachers 
Yes....,!_ No __ 
2. ){ore than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,yed in school 
system 218 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
VlA 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 21 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
__ ... a. Superintendent 
b. Central Office --~ starr 
Co Principals 
--d. others --~ 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how lll!lllY 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class or 
membership - how many 
belong to the VlA 
U. If rwre than one class of 
membership - how man;y 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how man;y 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds or programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
X fo Prof. Impr. 
x g. Isgislative 
_ _...:h• others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
--x;;--ib. Good 
c. Fair 
--d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. Bx:cellent ~X-.;bo Good 
Co Fair 
--: d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Motivation for joining; 
understanding of labor's 
strength and support 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Not noticeable 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
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Name 1 Gl.crucester Federation 
of Teachers: Local 1361 
20. Reason(s) fo~ planning 
for year in advance 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
None 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from DBeting to meeting 
Yes__ll_ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from DBeting to meeting 
Usually planned monthly, for 
convenience of members and 
around other programs. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
10 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
All business meetings, regarding 
membership, working conditions, 
and teachers' welfare. (Obtained 
a duty free lunch period after 
survey made.) Issued a question-
naire to all candidates of the 
school committee (political). 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
None, as yet 
27. Kinds of social events 
None, as yet 
28. standing committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committee11 
X a. Salary 
x bo Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
y-d. 'Membership 
--~e. Welfare 
__ ..;f• Social 
_ __,g. Prof. Impr. 
_ _...:ho Ways and 'Means 
i. Program 
---'j. legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Survey of lunch programs in all 
schools - - type of program and 
time of lunches. 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Changes in school lunch program in 
2 schools. Considering the best 
type of program for all concerned. 
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Names Gloucester Federation 
of Teachers: Local 1361 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; sec-
retary; treasurer. Members 
vote on all issues. 
34. Number of members on 
board 21 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
Wplll d nat apply. 
36. )fain function of board 
Do not have one. If had one it 
would expedite matters; bring 
business before members. 
37. Jfajor purpoee(s) of 
association 
Democracy and education. 
To bring about a more demo-
cratic type of education 
than we have today. Also, 
to gain collective pargaining 
contract with school committee. 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1959 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_L 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_.L. 
41. Co!IBlli ttee now at wor_k 
Yes No X 
--
42. Jfajor accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Organizational year. This 
fact stirred the school 
committee into action. 
Received salary increase. 
Data Sheet .3 
4.3. 'lfajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Group of teachers took action in 
politics. Sent questionnaire 
to school committee. 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
:::J>• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Tnet.nnctor-tcacher ~ 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher 
l959-6o 1 8 59 ______ _ 
1957-58 _____ _ 
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Names Gloucester Teachers 
Association 
1. lkclllsively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3o Total number of teachers 
empleyed in school 
system 219 
(Total staff: 235) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
(131 including adm. 5. Number belonging to 
107 
JITA 107 
(131 including adm.) 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA o 
1. Number belonging to 
AF'l' 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
--ib. Central Office 
Staff 
Co Principals 
--d. others 
_.....; 
9· If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JITA 
ll. If m::>re than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(]958-]961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
--f. Prof. Impr. -~x'""'g. legislative 
-h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes...,L_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
--ia. Excellent 
~:-b. Good 
X c. Fair 
__ d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
--;a• !Bx:cellent 
__,,......b. Good 
X c. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Interest in salary and 
welfare; issues concerned 
with general welfare. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Lack of interest in 
area of discussion. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes_!_ No_ 
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Name a G!,.oucester Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for planning 
for year in advance 
T• inform membership; to show 
members that action is beinR 
taken. 
21. NUmber of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
22. Plan program9 and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Unscheduled things turn up and 
action needs to be taken. 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Picnic; panel discussion; card 
parties for scholarship fund; 
covered dish supper; ~al 
business meetings to ratify 
new constitution; general 
meetings and discussions; tea 
for F.T.A.; retirement dinner 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
program9 
Cape Ann conference for retire-
ment, insurance, and salaries- -
host; also schedule MTA speakers 
27. Kinds of social events 
Picnics; lobster dinner; tea for 
F.T.A.; Christmas tea 
28. Standing committees 
Yes__x_No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
x b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-d. 'Membership 
e. Welfare 
__ x_;f. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. 
_.....,h. Ways and Jleans 
x io Program 
__ j. legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes__.L. No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Personnel Policy (welfare and 
benefits) 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
This is a new committee. 
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Names Gloucester Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; 
Corresponding seer.; recording 
seer.; financial secretary; treas.; 
:r;-epresentat:i.._ves 3u. Number or members on 
board 15 
35. 
(Unusual) 
.36. llain function of board 
Plan programs; plan business 
meetings; discussion; decide 
policy; take action 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
To promote the financial, 
educational, and social 
growth of teachers 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1961 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_l_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes-I... No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes-I...No_ 
42. llajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
New salary schedule 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jfajor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Constitution revised 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes X No 
--
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristitute · 
::p. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system __ 2 __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher--Jr. High 
5chng1 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-6l Teacher 
l959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
• 
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Names Hamilton Teachers Club 
l. lkcl.usively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 56 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
45 
(49, including principals) 
5. Number belonging to 
IITA 
(50 , inc 1 uding adm, ) 
45 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 10 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - llho belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
x b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principals 
_ ___.:d• others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 5 
(4 principals and supt.) 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the MTA 
5 
u. 
(4 principals and supt,) 
If mre than one class of 
membership - how llllUlY 
be long to NEA 
1 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how maey 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
__,,--c• Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
__,,--e• Curricular 
X fo Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
--
15. Attendance at meetings 
_._a. Excellent 
__,,....-b. Good 
X c. Fair 
_ __;d• Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
__,,.......a. Bx:cellent 
X b. Good 
__ .c. Fair 
_ __;d• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
General good spirit; 
principal has an interest-
good effect on group, 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
New people need to be 
stimulated, Lack of 
interest in program. 
]9. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
-
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Name a Hamilton Teachers Club 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
Te schedule speakers; to aa&ble 
teachers to make plans; te meet 
the monthly calendar 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes_ll__ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Open dates on program; good 
idea to leave some dates 
open for things that might 
develop 
24. Nuiilber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
None 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Pre-school coffee hour; business 
meeting and social hour at pres-
ident's home; business meeting 
and tea at Wenham Museum; lec-
ture by Dr. Jervis (open to 
the public); association and 
parents meeting; dinner honoring 
retiring teachers; reception to 
retiring superintendent and 
principal; final business meet-
ing 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
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Speakers; lectures (public invited); 
Book Fair; gift to new town library 
27. Kinds of social events 
Teas; buffet supper; banquets; 
coffee hours; basketball game; 
picnics; receptions 
28. standing committees 
Yes~ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
_ ___,a. Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
__ c. Retirement 
_ __:do 'Membership 
_ __;e• Welfare 
---'r. Social 
-....-ig. Prof. Impr. 
X h. Ways and Ileana 
X i. Program 
__ j. legislative 
_ ___:ko others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes X No 
--
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
Schelarship; Hospitality; 
Salary; Retirement; Legislation; 
Civil Defense 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
New scholarship policy; hospitality -
functions at every meeting, plus 
special events; keep abreast of 
new trends and report at business 
meetings 
Name I Hamilton Teachers Club 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; 
secretary; treasurer 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-61 
36. Jlain function of board 
Te clear the plans for the 
meetings and approve them. 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
Professional, social, and 
ethical; similar to the 
purposes ef the MTA 
38. I.ast revision of by-
laws 1955 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_!_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes No_!_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_x_ 
b2. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 19S9-6o 
Beek Fair; basketball game-
for scholarship fund 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-6l 
Boek Fair-for scholarship fund; 
public meeting-lecture by Dr. 
Jervis 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes X No 
--
4S. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
47. 
48. 
49. 
a~ Jnstitute · · 
---"b. Pre-school conf. 
-· or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system lC 
Total ;rrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
lC 
Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Icacbax: 
So. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher 
l.9S9-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
l9S7-S8 Teacher 
• 
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Names Hathorne Federation 
of Teachers 
l. Bx:clusively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No, __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 31 
(J4, including actm.) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
l!'l'A 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 26 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
b. Central Office 
Staff 
c. Principals 
do others 
Not allowed by charter, 
9· If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JITA 
u. If mre than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
J2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(]958-]961} 
X a. Salary 
! b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
X f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. legislative 
h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
-
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
b. Good 
X c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. !tx:cellent 
-~b· Good 
Co Fair 
--:d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
More interest in own 
professional advancement 
and that of education, 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Not any at present, 
Have accomplished a lot, 
]9. Plan programs and meetings 
tor yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
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Name 1 Hathorne Federation 
of Teachers 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Do not plan for full year --
6 months basis for meetings. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from 1113eting to meeting 
Yes~ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from 1113eting to meeting 
Same things carry over; 3 
planned meetings needed to 
amend the constitution. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
3 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Concerned with working con-
ditions, pensions, retirement, 
and hours of work. Recommend-
ations made to Board of Trustees 
regarding working conditions. 
Two 6 month programs are in-
volved, as school is open for 
the entire year. Students 
have an academic and a work 
program. 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Co-sponsor of the Essex County 
AFT program at the Hotel 
Hawthorne. 
27. Kinds of social events 
Participate with others (local 
and state organizations) 
28. standing collllllittees 
Yes~ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Retirement 
-x-d. l!embership 
X e. Welfare 
---'f. Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
.....,,.-:ho Ways and )leans 
X i. Program 
X j. Legislative 
X k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_._ 
31. Na1113s of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Name I Hathorne Federation 
ef Teachers 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
President; vice-president; 
treasurer; financial seer.; 
recording seer. 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
Approx ,~ 
36. Vain function of board 
Sets up and approves schedule 
of meetings; accepts consti-
tutional 8111endments; prepares 
election 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
Te improve selves and work-
ing conditions; to improve 
general atmosphere of the 
school; to organize; to be 
representative of the total 
group 
38. Ia.st revision of by-
laws 1 g6J 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_x_No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes..L_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes....,x_No_ 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
P~ raises; classification 
chanpes 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes X No 
--
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute · · 
:::J>. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
- conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
--- or workshop 
47. Total ;rrs. of service 
of president in local 
school s;rstem 1 7 
48. Total ;rrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office 'iradnat,e foz:emap; ~ 
qpsj s* an* ipa±ruc±or 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Instructer--Agric, 
l959-6o Instructor--Engl. 
1958-59 Tnatructor-Math. 
1957-58 In•+ructnr--Sc. 
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Name 1 Haverhill Teachers 
Association 
1. lhclusi vely for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes__!_ No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 345 
4o Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
286 
J!TA 281 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA. 80 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If' more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
staff 
X Co Principals 
X d. others 
9· If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the J!TA 
ll. If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13o Kinds of programs 
( 1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
x d. Social 
e. Curricular 
--;;--X t. Prot. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
_ __,h. others 
l4o Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes~ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
_ __;b. Good 
Co Fair 
_ __;d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
actiVities 
X a. lhcellent 
b. Good 
--c. Fair 
d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Htgh interest in salary 
and retirement programs. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Too much extra activity 
after school - courses, 
P. T .A. , etc. 
Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
19. 
Yes~ No_ 
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Name a Haverhill Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Planned this year; did not 
support previous programs. 
President and officers given 
a vote of confidence. 
21. NUmber of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
4 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
2.3. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting _to meeting 
To call in more members; to 
iron out problems 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
None 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Started courses--state extension 
and at Lowell State College 
27. Kinds of social events 
Dinner dance; style show for 
scholarship fund; honors assem-
bly for teachers with service 
28. standing committees 
Yes_L No 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
1 a. Salary 
1 b. Publicity (P.R.) 
1 c. Retirement 
1 d. :Membership 
1 e. Welfare 
I f. Social 
I g. Prof. Impr. 
I h. Ways and :Means 
1 i. Program 
I j. legislative 
I k. others 
.30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_L No_ Business and social meetings 
combined. Set up agenda at general 
meetings; take action on anything .31. Names of special purpose 
that might be of importance. committees 
Luncheon; welcome to new teachers Adjustment Committee 
at. .. evenit.g 11arty; harvest dinner-
buffet; basketball game-teachers 
and varsity; style show; banquet 
for retiring teachers and teach- 32. 
ers with service 
A.ccomplishmerrt.s of special 
purpose committees 
Setting this up now. Represen-
tatives from districts (Bradford, 
Riverside), elementary, trade, and 
high schools 
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Names Haverhill Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; (1st. 
and 2nd.) reo. seer.; corres. 
seer.; treas.; directors 
34. Number of members on 
board 11. 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
36. vain function of board 
To bring in anything that 
might be constructive and 
place it before the board. 
37. Major purpOii(s) of 
association 
To leek eut fer the wel-
fare ef all teachers; 
link between supt. and 
teachers for salary and 
grievances; social 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1961 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_!_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_!_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes No X 
--
42. :Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Closer bend between the school 
board and teachers; better 
communication 
Data Sheet 3 
4.3• Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Closer bond between the teachers 
and the school board ( same as /142) 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes X No 
--
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c. During-school 
~onf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
5o. 
Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Toagher 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-6l Asa:ietant pringipal 
1959-6o Assistant prjncipal 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
• 
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Jllame1 Ipswich teachers 
Association 
1. !lx:clusively for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. )lore than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ Jllo. __ 
3o Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 76 
4o Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
65 
MrA 65 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 1 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
x bo Central Office 
staff 
X Co Principals 
X d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 10 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JITA 
10 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
7 
U7 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13o Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.} 
Co Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
X :r. Prof. Impro 
X g. Isgislative 
X h. others 
l4o 
(Ethics) 
Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_ No X 
-
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
b. Good 
X Co Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. !lx:cellent 
b. Good 
X Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
18. Reason(s) :for apathy 
Double session; many teachers 
live out of town; various levels 
of awareness of the profession; 
time of meetings. 
1,9. Plan programs and meetings 
:for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
Name t Ipswich Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
Can arrange for better program; 
traditional; scheduling 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from :nesting to meeting 
Yes__1__ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from :nesting to meeting 
To take care of unanticipated 
and unfinished business; takes 
time to arrive at decisions 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Ethics--field representative 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Films--ethics; .apeakers; survey--
to develop professional awareness; 
delegates to conferences 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Christmas party; annual banquet; 
square and round dance 
28. Standing committees 
Yes-L- No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
.l: a. Salary 
_ f ._b. Publicity (P.R.) 
:L c. Retirement 
-y· -d. llembership 
e. Welfare 
--""'f. Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
_.....:h• Ways and lleans 
i. Program 
.....,X,_.;j. legislative 
_.....:k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_!_ No_ 
31. from MTA; ethics--pane:J_,drama, 
roll-pl¢ng; lecture Dr. 
Kvaraceus (public invited); art 
director--creativity; square and 
round dance; fellowship and scholar-
ship; annual meeting; host to 
Names of special purpose 
committees 
Constitution Committee 
By-laws Committee 
Essex County Association--retire- 32. Accomplishments of special 
ment conference; 2 meetings on purpose committees 
salary 
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Names Ipswich Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; past pres.; build-
ing representatives 
34. Number of members on 
board _,.:10:::..., __ 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
8 
36. Jrain function of beard 
To make policy; function 
primarily as a program 
cemmittee; see that there 
is a program (agenda) 
37. Major purp01e(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests 
of teacher; to create a 
deeper sense of the profes-
sion; to increase the 
efficiency of education and 
service; te form a cleser 
bond among teachers 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1960 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes No X 
-.-
40. Revision this year 
Yes No X 
--
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_L 
42. Jfajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Hospital drive; bloGd drive; 
revised constitution 
Data Sheet 3 
43• Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Hospital drive culminated (raised 
$3800 ); scholarship club; public 
meeting ( invited town group) 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_L_No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristitute · 
----c. Pre-school con!. 
-· or workshop 
_c. During-school 
con!. or workshop 
d. Post-school con!. 
--- or workshop 
47. ~otal yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Ql aaaroom teacher ., 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-6l Teacher 
1959-6o Tegcher 
1958-59 Admjpjs+ra+er 
1957-58 •dminie*ra*ar 
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Hamer Lawrence Teachers Union : 
Local 1019; AFT,AFL-CIO 
1. !OCclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 335 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
'· Number belonging to 
liT A 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA. 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT Majority 
8. It more than one class of 
membership - llho belongs 
.....,,_.-\a. Superintendent 
x b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principals 
_ __:do others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JiTA 
ll. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA. 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how ma~ 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
l a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
l Co Teacher Welfare 
l d. Social 
l e. Curricular 
l f. Prof. Impr. 
l g. Isgislative 
h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activ.i.ties 
Yes__L No_ 
~. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
X b. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
l a. !OCcellent b. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Program is teacher-directed; 
have interest in that they 
have planned. 
18. Reason(s) for apat~ 
19. 
Typical of all organizations; 
always some who do not 
participate. 
Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
YeS_jL_ No_ 
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Name 1 Lawrence Teachers Union: 
Local 1019; AFT, AFL-CIO 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Censtitution provides for 
certain meetings on certain 
date--no meandering 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
25 
; 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
As things cGIJle up and require 
action, meetings are necessary, 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
None 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Business meetings--all scheduled; 
cookout--first of year; banquet--
middle of year; banquet--May; 
city-civic group of singers at 
Christmas 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Scholarship-to Lawrence student; 
have meetings with state group 
at M,I,T.; speakers 
27. Kinds of social events 
Cookouts; dinner meetings; 
banquets; carol singing 
28. standing committees 
Yes....L.. No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
~c. Retirement 
I do Members hip 
I e. Welfare 
f. Social -~--:g. Prof. Impr. 
_ _:h• Ways and lleans 
io Program 
-:;--j. Legislative 
_ __;k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Cemmittee on Curriculum Study 
and School Problems; Welfare 
32. AccomPlishments of special 
purpose committees 
Curriculum revised in elementary 
schools; satisfactory policy 
established for practice teaching 
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Name 1 Lawrence Teachers Utrlon: 
Local 1019l.AFT, .AFt-CIO 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; 2 seer.; 
treas.; chairmen ef all 
standing committees 
34. Number of members on 
board 20 
35. Number of ~etings held 
by board in 1960-61 
18 
36. :Main function of board 
To handle anything of aa 
emergency nature between 
meetings; suggest course of 
action 
37• :Major purpol!le(s) of 
association 
To maintain and improve 
salaries, tenure, pensions, 
seniority rights, conditions 
of employment -- in general; 
for teachers and to improve 
the school system fer the 
pupils 
38. Last revision of by-
laws J96J 
39· Plans for revision 
Yes...x._ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes....I....... No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes....I.......No_ 
42. :Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Salary improvement; change in 
ability grouping plan 
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Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Further salary improvement; recog-
nition of union, by schoo+ committee, 
as spokesman for teachers 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system _..;;:2""7 __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
27 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher -- head of • 
Latin dept. 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Heed •f Latip dept. 
1959-6o Head of I.atin dopt. 
1958-59 Head pf T.atip dept. 
1957c.o.58 Head gf !.at.in dAl)t. 
Name J Lynn Teachers 
Association 
1. lkclusi vely for teachers 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 600 (Approx1mate) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
)00 
(Approximate) 
5. Number belonging to 
MTA 300 
(Approximate) 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA Membership drive 
still on 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
a. If more than one class of 
membership - lllho belongs 
a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
staff (Deputy Supt.) 
X c. Principals 
d. others 
9· If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
lOo If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the J4TA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X Co Teacher Welfare 
x d. Social 
e. Curricular 
-:-:x-f· • Prof. Impr. 
x g. legislative 
h. others _ __; 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
--
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
__ b. Good 
c. Fair 
--
_ __;d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. lkcellent 
b. Good 
--
__ c. Fair 
_ __;do Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Types and variety of interests 
in programs. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
]9. Plan programs and meetings 
tor yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
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Name a LYJUl Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
To doeide upcm the types of 
programs and to schedule them. 
21. NUmber of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes_ No_z._ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
:from meeting to meeting 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
•n· 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
To pr .. ote the professional 
solidarity of teachers; to 
promote the cause of education 
by securing adequate salaries, 
remedial and progressive legie.. 
lation, and to increase sick 
benefits paid to members after 
16th. dq of absence. 
nata Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
All programs are professional. 
27. Kinds of social events 
All meetings are concerned with 
advancing the profession. 
28. standing committees 
Yes_._ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
1 a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
I c. Retirement 
I d. :Membership 
X e. Welfare 
X f. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. 
h. Ways and :Means 
I i. Program 
X j. legislative k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No...A,_ 
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Names ~ Teachers 
Association 
.3.3. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; 1st. and 2nd. vice-
pres.; 3 secretaries; treas.; 
6 directors; representatives 
.34. Number of members on 
board 44 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 1960-61 
10 
.36. :Main function of board 
To protect teachers ia 
legitimate rights and interests 
and salaries at all times 
37. Yajor purpoae(s) of 
association 
S1111e as #25 and #36 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1949 
.39. Plans for revision 
Yes......!_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_!_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_!_ No_ 
42. :Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Solidarity of membership 
and saJ.ary increases for 
all teachers 
Data Sheet .3 
4.3. Major accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Similar to previous year 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes-X-No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
47. 
a~ Institute · 
--c. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
o£fice Teacher==Ir High sc~ool 
50. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
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196o-61 Teach•r:-Ir Hjgb School 
1959-6o Tepcher==Ir Hj gh School 
1958-59 Principale-Elem 
1957-58 Principal--Elgm 
Name a Llfnn Teachers' Union: 
Local 1037 
1. '!x:clusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,red in school 
system 6oo 
(Approximate} 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
liT A 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT Majority 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
"""";;'-\a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
d. others 
--
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JITA 
11. If mre than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
( ]958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X Co Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
X f. Prof. Impr. 
li: g. Isgislative 
h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
--
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
b. Good 
X c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. :!ltcellent 
X b. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
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Planned meetings and programs; 
follow suggestions of membership. 
18. Reason(s) for apat~ 
Courses; extra work 
]9. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
Name 1 Lynn Teachers Union: 
Local 1037 
20. Reason(s) fo~ planning 
for year in advance 
Have scheduled meetings so 
there will be no conflict 
with other scheduled events. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes_x___ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Something comes up-an issue 1 
or a speaker they would like 
to hear. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
Hme 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Oct.-general business 
Nov.--salaries 
Dec.-legislation 
Jan.-pensions 
Feb.--discipline 
Mar.-insurance 
Apr.--collective bargaining 
May-preparations for banquet 
June-annual election and reception 
to retiring officers and 
teachers 
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Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Sponsor county and state confer-
ence in conjunction with other 
groups; also areas mentioned in #25. 
27. Kinds of social events 
Dinner and dance nenings; reception 
and tea to new teachers; fashion 
show; variety show 
28. standing committees 
Yes_LNo_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Retirement 
X d. Membership 
X e. Welfare 
X f. Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
_ _..:ho Ways and Means 
io Program 
-;x--j. Legislative 
_ _..:ko others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes X No 
--
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Scholarship 
Political Education 
Insurance 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Raised money; book awards for Jr. 
Hip:h; awards for high and trade 
schools; political rally; increased 
insurance and hospitalization 
benefits 
Namea Lynn Teachers' Union: Data Sheet 3 
Local 1037 
33. Personnel of policy- 43• llajor accomplishment 
making board in 196o-61 
Pres.; 1st. and 2nd. vice-pres.; 7% salary increase; better 
treas.; 3 secretaries; sergeant-at- insurance and hospitalization 
arms; chairmen; building represen- benefits 
tatives 
34. NUmber of members on 
35. 
board 3.5 
Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
9 
.36. Jlain function of board 
To transact business between 
meetings 
37. Jlajor purp~lt(s) of 
association 
To promote the professional 
welfare of the teachers of 
Lynn and the educational 
advancement of the children 
of the Lynn Public Schools 
38. Last revision of by-
laws Hl6J 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_.No-L.,. 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ NO-L.,. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_x_ 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Salary increases 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes X No 
--
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristitute · · 
:::::p. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
- cont. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
- or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher--elemeptart 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-6lreacher 
1959-6o ..Ieaa~c::.thu=ell:"'------1958-59~Taea~~o~owhctU:.-----
1957-58 Teacb•n 
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Hamer Lynnfield Teachers 
Association 
1. lkclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 103 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
88 
ITA 88 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
--..;b. Central Office 
staff 
__ c. Principals 
_ __;d• others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - hOW' many 
belong to the JITA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - hOW' many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
-=-X d. Social 
_ __;e. Curricular 
___ f. Prof. Impr. 
_ __,g. legislative 
__ _:h• others 
14• Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes-L_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
---ib. Good 
X c. Fair 
__ d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. lkcellent 
b. Good 
--·c. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Interested in salary programs, 
and in social activities. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Teacher workload - all 
working to capacity. 
19· Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
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Name 3 IQJm!ield Teachers 
Asseciation 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Te give pregr1111 te inceming 
teachers; to bu!ld up interest. 
21. Number or planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from Eating to meeting 
Yes_ No_.x...__ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
f'rom Eating to meeting 
24. Number or unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for ]961-62 
Nape 
25. Special nature or meetings 
in ]96o-61 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds or professional 
programs 
Scholarship fund - Scholarship 
cammittee arranges this ( e!!icial 
nme is Ways and Means) 
27. Kinds or social events 
Reception - tea; Christmas social; 
coffee and light refreshments at 
each meeting. 
28. standing committees 
Yes..x_ No_ 
29. Classification or standing 
committees 
x a. Salary 
__ b,. Publicity (P.R.) 
Co Retirement 
-d. Membership 
_ _;•• Welfare 
X f. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. 
--y-h. Ways and lleans 
i. Program 
-----j. Legislative 
x k. others 
30. Spacial purpose committees 
Yes.JL_ No_ Reception te new teachers (tea); 
salary meeting (entire membership) ;31 election or officers. • Names of special purpose 
committees 
Planning a Professional Relations 
Cemmittee (Appeal Cammittee) 
32. Accomplishmerrts of spacial 
purpose committees 
Has net functioned yet. 
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Names Lynnfield Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
4 efficers; chairmen of 
standing committees; one 
representative from each 
11chool 34. Number of members on 
board 15 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
36. Jlain function of board 
Carry out general activities 
and policies; exercise all 
powers and prerogatives 
37. Major purpoee(s) of 
association 
To promote the best interests 
of democratic education; to 
nurture cooperation, profes-
sional grewth and good fellow-
ship; secure cooperation in 
activities (integral part 
of educational program) 
38. Last revision of by-
laws Da pgt kpgw. 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_No_x_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_No_x_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_x_ 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Providing scholarships 
for students; salary im-
provements 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Providing scholarships for 
students; salary improvements 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes....L_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute · 
-o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-High Schno1 
So. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Teacher 
1959cz6o Qui dance director 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 T•acher 
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Name I Manchester Teachers Club 
1. l!b:clusively for teachers 
Yes_No-=X-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No . .:;.X_ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 46 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
40 
ll'l'A 40 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 15 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
x b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principals 
_ ___;d• others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the l!.TA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(]958-]961) 
-..:L-a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
x c. Teacher Welfare 
x d. Social 
e. Curricular 
-xf. Prof. Impr. 
x g. lsgislative 
_ __;h. others 
14• Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. l!lx:cellent 
__ b:• Good 
c. Fair 
--d:. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
-..-;a• Rx:cellent 
x b. Good 
_.;;;_c·. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Leadership; more committee 
activity; more projects; 
more aware of prof. resp. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Local apathy- merit has 
something to do with it. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
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Name a Manchester Teachers Club 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Certain things planned by 
tradition. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
' 22. Plan programe and meetings 
:from meeting to meeting 
Yes_LNo_ 
2.3. Reason(s) for planning 
:from meeting to meeting 
As need arises. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Picnic at beach; salary meetings 
(2); Christmas social--dinner; 
business meetings--usually one 
per month (8); election of 
officers at final meeting 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Mental health lectures (3) 
2 7. Kinds of' social events 
Picnic; Christmas social--
dinner 
28. standing committees 
Yes__x_No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X bo Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
--y-d. Membership 
e. Welfare 
_ __;f. Social 
....:I.-..g• Prof. Impr. 
-~h. Ways and Means 
i. Program 
-_ _,j. legislative 
_ __;k• others 
.30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_L No_ 
.31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Constitution 
Project Committee 
Gift and Hospitality 
.32. Accomplishment:.s of special 
purpose committees 
Project--lectures; Christmas 
gift fund-donation to charitable 
organization; revising constitution 
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Name I Manchester Teachers Club 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; directors from 
each level 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-61 
12 
36. Jfain function of beard 
To run the organization 
smoothly and to be a real 
service to teachers 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
Te promote the interest ef 
the teacher; to promote a 
closer bond among them; to 
create a deeper sense of 
the dignity of the profes-
sion; to increase efficiency 
ef education 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1954 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes...!.... No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes...!_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes X No 
--
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-60 
None, unless consider salary 
gains; school committee met 
with salary group. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None, unless consider salary gains; 
school committee met with salary 
group. 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_LNo_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
---c. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
_or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Snpervi ser of r•adi ft.g 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teac;her--EJ em· 
1959-6o Teacher-=slr. High 
1958-59 Tea.cher--El em. 
1957-58 Teacher Hj gh 
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Name 1 Marblehead Teachers 
Association 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
172 system 
(Total staff) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
164 
ITA 152 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 26 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
-.X:--..;b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principals 
_ __;do others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the :uTA 
11. If oore than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Data Sheet l 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT-----
Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
x a. Salary 
-~b. Publicity (P.R.) x c. Teacher Welfare 
__ d. Social 
e. Curricular 
-f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
X h. others 
(Scholarship) 
Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
"""':':"x-;b. Good 
c. Fair 
--d·. Poor 
Participation in 
activities 
----.;a• l!bccellent 
b. Good 
-..,,..-X c. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
High level, professional type 
of meetings; interesting 
speakers. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
In minority - majority 
interested. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes_LNo_ 
' Name a Marblehead Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Wise to plan; timing is im-
portant; to get calendar ready; 
to avoid conflict of dates 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
' 22. ·Plan programs and meetings 
from Eating to meeting 
Yes..x._No_ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
froin Eating to meeting 
As need arises; no reason not 
to have them, if necessary. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-6l 
General meeting in Oct.; Mr. 
Hebert--MTA--Feb.(benefits of 
belonging to association); 
emening meeting--salary--Apr., 
superintendent answered ques-
tions; G.E.movie 11 Team Teach-
ing"--May; final meeting--
election of new officers--
coffee hour--speaker and 
annual reports 
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Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Speaker for professional improve-
ment; programs--curriculum improve-
ment 
27. Kinds of social events 
Usual social events at opening 
meeting in fall; Christmas meeting 
(dinner affair); picnic 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_x_No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Sala.ry 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
_x__c. Retirement 
__ d. Membership 
x e. Welfare 
_ __:f• Social 
--:g• Prof. Impr. 
-~h. Ways and Means 
X io Program 
X j. Legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No__t_ 
31. Na1113s of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Names Marblehead Teachers 
AssGciatiea 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-prea.; seer.; 
treas.; representative from 
each building 
34. Number of members on 
board 19 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
5 
36. 'Main function of board 
It is a smaller group which 
takes up the work of the 
larger group; plans meetings 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests of 
teachers; to create a closer 
bond among them; to create 
a deeper sense of the dig-
nity of the profession 
38. 
39. 
Last revision of by-
laws 1958 
( Approx:!Jnate) 
Plans for revision 
Yes __ No_!_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_No_L 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_L 
!a. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Salary cODIDlittee secured a 
sizable increase; recognition 
beyond Master's megree 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes....x_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
~· Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system _....:;1;;:;5 __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
15 
office Teacher--Jr. High • 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Heid of dent. 
1959-6o Reaciing supervisor 
1958-59 Tea.cher--Jr. High 
1957-58 Temporary principal 
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Name1 Masconomet Teachers 
Association 
1. Bxclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one clsss of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
emplu.yed in school 
system 62 
(6.5 total) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
62 
(6.5 total) 
5. Number belonging to 
l!'l'A 35 
(38 total) 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 21 
(24 j)otal) 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
x a. Superintendent 
x b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principals 
d. others 
--
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 3 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the l!'l'A 
3 
11. If roore than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
3 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
--x-b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X Co Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
--x-f. Prof. Impr. 
x g. Iegislstive 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
__,.,x___,b. Good 
__ c:• Fair 
__ d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. Bxcellent 
-b. Good 
Co Fair 
--d:. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
New faculty- highly selected 
as a team; good feeling 
and enthusiasm. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes..A,_ No_ 
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Name 1 Masconomet Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Scheduling is important; 
schedule in the spring to 
get meetings on the school 
program. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
; 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
f'rom meeting to meeting 
For immediate business--things 
that need to be attended to. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for }961-62 
None 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
General business; American 
Education Week--co-sponsored 
with the district; all meetings 
were business meetings • 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Program for Education Week; 
speakers and lectures 
27. Kinds of social events 
Reception for exchange teacher 
from Brazil 
28. standing committees 
Yes..x.,_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
x b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
do :Membership 
_ _;e• Welfare 
x fo Social 
....:l.,_go Prof o Impr. 
_ _.:h• Ways and )leans 
i. Program 
-----j. Legislative 
x ko others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Memorial Fund Committee 
House Committee (to improve 
faculty room) 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Still working toward goals. 
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Name: Masconomet Teachers 
Association 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; 2 sec-
retaries; 2 treasurers; 2 
delegates; parliamentarian 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
4 
36. Main function of board 
T.o make recommendations to 
total group; to appoint 
committee chairmen 
37. Major purpoe&(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests 
of teachers; to form a 
closer bond among them; 
to create a deeper sense 
of the dignity of the profes-
sion; te increase the 
efficiency of education 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1952 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_x_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_L_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ NO....L_ 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
To get group organized 
in a new school; substantial 
salary raise; scholarship 
fund 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Scholarship fund 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_L No 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yea No 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
expo of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-••nnselor 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher--$nc St 
l959-6o Teacher--Sec. St. 
195B-59~N!Iloll.lnes;_ ___ _ 
1957-58__.N,..o"""""'------
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Hamer Methuen Federation 
of Teachers: 
Local 1332 
1. '!x:clusivel:y for teachers 
Yes_:_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 150 
(ApproXimate) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
,. Number belonging to 
JITA 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT Majority 
a. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
X bo Central Office 
Staff 
6 Co Principals 
do others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the II.TA 
ll. If m:>re than one class of 
membership - how rnaiey' 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
a. Salary X 
b. Publicity (P.R.) 
Co Teacher Welfare 
x: d. Social 
e. Curricular 
-f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes___£ No_ 
lS. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
b. Good 
X c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. '!x:cellent 
-b. Good 
__ c. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
All working for strength 
and sociability, 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
None 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes...,L_ No_ 
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Name a Methuen Federation 
of Teachers: Local 1332 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Interested in fund-raising 
for scholarships. Plan for 
that purpose. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
YeS_jt__ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Reminders issued for each 
meeting; to keep all busy; 
to keep interest going. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
None 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Business meetings; worked for 
recognition from school board; 
2 dinner meetings 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
None, as yet. Taking one project 
at a time-one per year. Inter-
ested in increasing membership. 
27. Kinds of social events 
Dinner-meetings--very enjoyable 
and well-attended 
28. standing committees 
Yes X No 
--
29. Classification of standing 
committee11 
X a. Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-x--d. :Membership 
_--:e• Welfare 
.X fo Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
-r-h. Ways and Means 
X io Program 
-----j. Legislative 
_ __;ko others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_!_ No_ 
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
Scholarship 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Exceeded goal. 
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Name: Methuen Federation 
of Teachers: Local 1332 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; sergeant-at-arms 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-6l 
36. Jlain function of board 
Plan agenda for meetings 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
To improve working conditions 
for teachers 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1959 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes No X 
-.-
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No.JL. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No_L 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Just started; organizational 
year 
Data Sheet 3 
43. 'Major accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Worked for growth; recognition 
by school board; salary increased 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes...x._ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
---
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute · 
--o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
do Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system _,32:::_,. __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
32 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-Jr. High: • 
He&d of Science Dept. 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-6l Teagher-...J'r. Hi¢ 
1959-6o Teacher--High 
1958-59 N~me 
1957-58"7.Ng"'n .. ,'-------
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Names Methuen Teachers Club 
1. lhclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,yed in school 
system 166 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
71 
ll'l'A 71 
6, Number belonging to 
NEA 6 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. It more than one class of 
membership- who belongs· 
__,-;a• Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X Co Principala 
_ __;do others 
9· It more than one class of 
membership - how m8ny 
belong to the local 
association 
10. It more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JI.TA 
llo It I!Dr9 than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
-xf. Prof. Impr. 
X g. legislative 
x h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
.....,x,.....,:b. Good 
c. Fair 
_ __;d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. lhcellent 
_ __;b• Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Everyone has a lot more 
enthusiasm; try to make 
it more personal. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes_!_ No_ 
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Name 8 Methuen Teachers Club Data Sheet 2 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
General idea of types of 
meetings--planned tentatively 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Establisliing a professional 
library; scholarship program 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
To settle immediate business 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
Hgpe 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Reception to new members; travelog; 
Mr. Hebert--MTA--provieione for 
retirement; social and dinner 
meeting 
27. Kinds of social events 
Reception and tea; dinner 
meetings 
28. standing committees 
Yes X No 
--
29. Classification of standing 
committeea 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-r-d. l!embership 
_..__;e• Welfare 
X f. Social 
..___,g. Prof. Impr. 
X h. Ways and J.!eans 
X i. Program 
-x---j. Legislative 
X k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_!_ 
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Name: Methuen Teachers Club 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; chairmen of various 
committees 
34. Number of members on 
board 10 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 1960-61 
? 
36. Main function of board 
TG plan for meetings and 
programs; to determine 
pelicy 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests 
of education and teachers 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1959 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_A_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No...l,_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No_L.. 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Salry increase; scholarship 
Data Sheet 3 
43. lle.jor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Scholarship 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_L. No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher -El ern· 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Teacher 
1959-60 Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
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• 
Name1 Middleton Teachers Club 
1. l!btclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 20 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
19 
5. Number belonging to 
J!'l'A 20 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA o 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. It more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
-~d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
10. 
association 2 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JoiTA 
2 
ll. It mre than one class of 
membership -how many 
belong to NEA 
2 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
_J._a• Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
x c. Teacher Welfare 
x d. Social 
_J._e• Curricular 
__ f. Prof. Impr. 
x g. legislative 
---'h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_ No__lL 
15. Attendance at meetings 
-..-..;a• Excellent 
X bo Good 
c. Fair 
--d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. l!btcellent 
~.Good 
X Co Fair 
d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Interested in salary and 
teacher welfare programs. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Leadership is sometimes the 
reason; age differentials. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
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Name 1 Middleton Teachers Club Data Sheet 2 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 26. Kinds of professional 
for year in advance programs 
Program for library--raise funds 
to buy books for town library 
21. Number of planned programs 27. Kinds of social events 
and meetings scheduled for Social meetings--2 dinners 
1961-62 
Hazu: 
22. Plan programs and meetings 28. Standing committees 
!rom meeting to meeting Yes.....x._ No_ 
Yes_x_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
23. Reason(s) for planning committees 
f'rom meeting to meeting I a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
r'\ When need arises. Co Retirement y-d. Membership 
e. Welfare 
24. Number of unscheduled I f. Social 
programs and meetings ..J.._g• Prof. Impr. 
anticipated for 1961-62 h. Ways and lleans 
~i· Program 
16 x j. legislative 
I k. others 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 30. Special purpose committees 
Social meeting--school committee Yes_ No_x_ 
and new teachers were ~ests-- 31. Carl De Suze, speaker fund- Names of special purpose 
~aising for scholarship); committees 
sponsor a program for needy 
children; business meetings--
concerned with setting up a new 
conetitution; social meeting 32. Accomplishments of special at end of year-b~uet purpose committees 
Name 1 Middleton Teachers Club 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; (all members vote; 
small group) 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-6l 
36. Vs.in function of board 
Te discuss different issues 
and decide pros and cons befere 
presenting to membership 
37. Major purpoe&(s) of 
association 
To promote the welfare of 
teachers; to advance the 
status of education 
38. Last revision of by-
laws Dp no± know 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes~ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_x_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_x_ No_ 
L2. Vs.jor accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
None 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
None 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes....x_No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute · · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf'. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf'. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system _..::2:.....---
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
expo of president in 
local school system 
2 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher 
So. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-6l Teacher 
l959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
• 
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Names Nahant Teachers 
Association 
1. &elusively for teachers 
Yes_ No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 29 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
29 
JITA 2 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 1 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If' more than one class of 
membership - llho belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
X bo Central Office 
staff 
X Co Principals 
X d. others 
9. If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 35 
10. If' more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the JlTA 
11. 
2 
If' more than one class of 
membership - how ll1llllY 
be long to NEA 
1 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
-.:J,_ao Salary 
_L_bo Publicity (P.R.) 
x Co Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
_L...e• Curricular 
X f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. legislative 
h. others _ .... 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_L, No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
--ia. Excellent 
b. Good --::x~-c. Fair 
__ d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
--ia. !txcellent 
b. Good 
---,,--X Co Fair 
__ .d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for higb 
degree of interest 
When something is interesting 
and planned whereby all can 
participate. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Not too interested in 
routine business. 
l9o Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
-
lSO 
Name 1 Nahant Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for planning 
for year in advance 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
None 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes__!._ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Small organization with fairly 
close and fairly well-established 
communication; informal 
Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
10 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Formed committees--salary; intro-
duced new teachers; old and new 
business; selected delegates; 
planned for teachers-parents tea 
at Christmas; routine business 
and scholarship fund plans; 
lecture (Philbrick)--well-attended; 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Program committee plans 3 profes-
sional meetings per year; lecture 
for scholarship 
27. Kinds of social events 
Reception to new teachers (part 
of regular meeting); parent-
teacher tea; cookout 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_L_No_ 
Classification of standing 
committees 
x a. Salary 
x b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-d. Membership 
_ __;e• Welfare 
1 f. Social 
_g. Prof. Impr. 
-~h. Ways and Means 
1 i. Program 
--:j• Isgislative 
y k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_x_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
reports fr0111 committees; funds 32 
appropriated; election of officers • 
(individual ballot); lobster 
Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
cookout 
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Name 1 Nahant Teachers 
Association 
.3.3. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; treas.; 
building representatives(.)} 
.34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 1960-61 
New this year; 
wbole gro¥P involved before 36. Main function of board 
Budgetary allotments; decide 
what will be brought before 
general group. 
.37. Major purpoa&(s) of 
association 
Adapted from NEA: te promote 
within the teachers the highest 
type of professional practices; 
to encourage active particip-
ation of all teachers in the 
solution of school problems(etc.) 
.38. Last revision of by-
laws 1961 
.39. Plans for revision 
Yes...I.,_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes...I.,_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes-4-No_ 
42. llajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Data Sheet .3 
4.3• lrajor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Scholarship fund lecture 
(Carl De Suze) 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes.....1.....No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a; Institute · 
~· Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49• Job of president at 
time of election to 
5o. 
office T•acber - Snpervi aar ~ 
pf Tpdns+ri al A,.te 
None, unless consider the 
scholarship fund lecture (Philbrick). 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-6l Teaeh•r=Sup. 
1959-6o Tepcher 
19.58-59 Teacb-r 
1957-58 Teach-\" 
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Name I Newbury Teachers Club 
1. l!xclusively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 23 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
$. Number belonging to 
llTA 2 
6. Number belonging to 
23 
NEA 2 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
6. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
.......,X,.-...;b. Central Office 
Staff 
c. Principals 
-x-d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the llTA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(1956-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X C• Teacher Welfare 
X do Social 
e. Curricular 
--;;--X f. Prof. Impr. 
-~g. legislative 
h. others _ __. 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
__ .b. Good 
Co Fair 
--d-. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
x a. Sltcellent 
b. Good 
--c. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Highly professional group; 
interested in working for 
profession, 
16. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
Name 1 Newbury Teachers Club 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
In erder to have a function-
ing erganization. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
5 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
As need arises 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
2 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o..61 
Reception for new teachers; 
reception for new superintendent; 
regularly scheduled meetings--
combined business and social; 
acquaintance meetings--to have 
closer ties and to-promote 
friendships 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Scholarship 
27. Kinds of social events 
Receptions; dinner and reception 
for new principal; tea and recep-
tion for departing principal 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_L_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
__ b,. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-x-d:. llembership 
e. Welfare 
_x__;f. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. -~-:h. Ways and Means 
i. Program 
--·j. legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ NO-L, 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Name 1 Newbury Teachers 
Club 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; seer.; treas.; chairman 
of salary cemmittee 
34. Number of members on 
board 4 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
4 
36. Vain function of board 
To set up the meetings 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
The betterment of the members 
of the association; te have social 
affairs; te bring the teachers 
together 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1961 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes....!_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_!_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_L,Mo_ 
42. :Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6<> 
Moae (Held the liae) 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None (held the line) 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes~ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
-
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Iristitute 
----o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
- or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 7 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
7 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-elem.- • 
~eli 
so. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
]96o-61 Teacher-Gr. 8 
l959-6o ifeac!ier-llr. 7 
1958-59 'reacher 
1957-58 Mot orsanizea 
Names Newburyport Teachers 
Association 
1. Bxclusively for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,yed in school 
system 124 
4. NUmber belonging to 
local association 
106 
5. Number belonging to 
ITA 106 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 1 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
X d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association Not broken down 
10. 
ll. 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the ITA 
Not broken down 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
7 
186 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
;a; a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
Co Teacher Welfare 
X do Social 
e. Curricular 
~ f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
.x; ho others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_ No X 
-
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
bo Good 
Co Fair 
X d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. Excellent 
-b. Good 
Co Fair 
-x do Poor 
17. Reason( s) for high 
degree of interest 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Disinterest in association with activities 
of unions (Amesbury next door); hours of 
school different. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes...L_ No,_ 
Name a Newburyport Teachers 
Asseciation 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
Essential, but no long-
range planning 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961...62 
' 22. ·Plan program9 and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yea X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
As things come up; to care 
for immediate business 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o...6l 
Business meetings in afternoons 
(9); 8 social meetings; retired 
teachers' party-tea; banquet; 
lobster roasts (2) in !all and 
spring; chicken barbecue; 
Christmas party--donate gifts 
to Salvation Army. 
187 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
program9 
Not doing much; not much interest; 
lecture-Carl De Suze-!or scholar-
ship fund 
27. Kinds of social events 
Teas for retired teachers; dinners; 
boat trip on Merrimac; trip to 
Sturbridge 
26. Standing committees 
Yes....I..,_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I ao Salary 
x b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
yd. Membership 
e. Welfare 
_x_..:r. Social 
g. Prof. Impr. 
_ __,h. Ways and Means 
i. Program 
--,:-j. legislative 
x k. others 
30o Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No_x_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. AccompUshments of special 
purpose committees 
"" 
Names Newburypert Teachers 
Asseciatien 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; representatives fre 
each schoel 
34. Number of members on 
board 12 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
36. Jlain function of board 
Te settle things that they 
w~t te bring befere the 
meeting. 
37. Major purpoee(s) of 
association 
Te prem.te a prefessional 
erganization ef teachers. 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1 9S2 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No...L.. 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No...L.. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No~ 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Court case instigated against 
merit-lest it. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Nething 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes..1,_No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
-
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
- or workshop 
Co During-school 
cont. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
- or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
13 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Iaagher-loglish-
hi e-h aghotl 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-6l GJl~ da;aca g~ ~:. 
l959-6o !aaGb~D~ gt1DCo 
1958-59 !~acb~~bj&b 
1957-58 :J:~IICbiiJ: 
188 
• 
Names North Andover 
Teachers Association 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes_No X 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 83 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
71 
ll'l'A ?1 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 8 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
-..x-ib. Central Office 
Staff 
-.:;.x_.c. Principala 
-
......llX....:d• others (Nurses) 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the :MTA 
11. If mre than one class of 
membership - how lll!ll'cy' 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how ma~ 
belong to AFT -----
13. Kinds of programs 
(195'8-1961} 
X a. Salary 
--x-b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
--y-' d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
--y-'f. Prof. Impr. 
g. legislative 
-h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes__2L No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. :SX:ce llent 
-..,X,.....,:b. Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. Excellent 
~.Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Progra~ initiated by membe~s; 
action comes from the floor. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
In minority. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
189 
Name 8 North Andover Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
21. Number or planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
22. Plan programs and meet~ 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes~ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Members initiate and carry out 
program. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
Npne 
2$. Special nature or meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Salary progrem (successful) ; 
study of sick-leave schedule; 
discussion of scholarship 
program; art workshop-initiated 
by the association 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Curriculum workshops (art, 
arithmetic, history) initiated 
by teachers 
27. Kinds of social events 
Vaually only one-- the Christmas 
party--all school personnel 
invited 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
yd. llembership 
x e. Welfare 
X fo Social 
....:L-g• Prof. Impr. 
--:h• Wqs and lleans 
x 1. Program 
---\j. Iagislative 
_ __:k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes.....,L_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Scholarship committee; merit 
salary committee 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Preliminary work; made progressive 
reports; recommendations to the 
school committee; conclusions. 
190 
Name 1 North Andover Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; secretary; 
treasurer 
34. Number of members on 
board 4 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]960-61 
6 
36. Jfain function of board 
To direct the agenda. 
37. Major purpol&(s) of 
association 
Welfare of both the children 
and teachers-work tnard that 
38. last revision of by-
laws 1960 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_L_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_No..L-
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No...:L-
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Curriculum study; salary; 
illcreases; improved sick 
leave policy 
end. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Curriculum; salary; sick leave 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes...A,_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
47. 
a~ Institute · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
Co 
or workshop 
During-school 
conf. or workshop 
Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
J..4. 
office Teacher-7th. and 8th~ 
gradeS=JI.ath. &sc. 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher-high 
1959-6o Art supervisor 
1958-59 Teacher-high 
1957-58 Prine1pa1 
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Name1 Peabody Teachers Union: 
Local 1289 
l. Bxclusively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes _____ No X 
J. Total number of teachers 
empla,yed in school 
system 225 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
l!.TA 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 180 
(Approximate) 
B. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
......,X,.-...;b. Central Office 
Staff 
x c. Principala 
-~d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the l!.TA 
ll. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how ~ 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(]956-1961) 
.J..._a• Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
x c. Teacher Welfare 
x d. Social 
x e. Curricular 
X fo Prof. Impr. 
...:t.,_g• legislative 
h. others 
_....; 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_ No_!_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. lb:ce llent 
--;b. Good 
X c. Fair 
__ d .• Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. Bxcellent 
x--b. Good 
Co Fair 
_ _;d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for higb 
degree of interest 
Certain programs, or issues, 
receive support. 
16. Reason( s) for apathy 
Most teachelts are cowards -
take ab:.tse. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes__L No 
19~ 
Name 1 Peabody Teachers 
Union: Local l2S9 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Traditionally se, 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
8 
' 22. ·Plan programe and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
2,3. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Involved with school board-need 
for vote of general membership; by 
constitution. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for ]961-62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-6l 
Social-tea-to introduce new 
members; 2 special meetings; 
elect and install officers; 
social meeting for new super-
intendent; political forum; 
business meetings 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
None, ether than scholarship 
27. Kinds of social events 
Fall tea; spring social; buffet 
supper 
28. standing committees 
Yes_L_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I a. Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
_c. Retirement 
x do llembership 
x e. Welfare 
_ __.f. Social 
x g. Prof. Impr. 
_ _.:ho W~s and 'Ileana 
io Program 
-_ __,j. legislative 
_ _.:ko others 
,30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No-1-
.31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
,32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Name 1 Peabody Teachers 
Union; Local 1289 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; treas.; 
building representatives 
34. Number of members on 
board 15 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
36. Jlain function of board 
Interim cemm. empwered to act 
upon matters; revises and in-
terprets constitution. 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
Professional improvement of 
membership; welfare of the 
teachers and children. 
38. last revision of by-
laws 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes X No 
-.-
40. Revision this year 
Yes_!_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_!_ No_ 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Nothing, except small raise. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
SChool board broke bilateral 
agreement regarding jobs avail• 
able; Follow format now. 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute · 
:::J:>• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system __ .;..7 __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
7 
office Teacher (vice-principal 
now) · 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
]96o-61 Teecher 
1959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
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Names Pentucket Association 
of Teachers 
1. 3x:clusively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 85 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
84 
5. Number belonging to 
KrA 84 
6. Number belonging to 
~ 45 
7. Number belonging to 
AF'l' 
8. It more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
do others 
9· If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the :uTA 
llo It mre than one class of 
membership - how ll!ai\Y 
belong to~ 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(:1958-1961) 
x a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
-x-d. Social 
e. Curricular 
--f. Prof. Impr. 
__L_g• legislative 
x h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent ~xrib. Good 
Co Fair 
_.....;d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. !tx:cellent 
~.Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Better leadership; trying to 
support officers; new organi-
zation. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes_LNo_ 
195 
Name a Pentucket Association 
Qf Teachers 
Data Sheet 2 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 26. Kinds of professional 
for year in advance programs 
To get on school calendar; avoid Panel discussion-merit salary; 
conflicting dates; te involve mere professional standards4!iss Lyman-
people-important MTA;prefer professional programs 
27. Kinds or social events 
Dinner and reception to new 
196 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
].961-62 teachers; picnic at Plum Island; cookout. 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meting to meting 
Yes...L-No_ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
For emergencies only. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and IQ8etings 
anticipated for }961-62 
None 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Poor organization in 1960-61, 
due to inexperienced persons. 
28. Standing committees 
Yes-'- No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committee• 
I a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
- do Jlembership 
1 e. Welfare 
1 f. Social 
1 g. Prof. Impr. ho W~s and Jleans 
1. Program 
-;r--j. Legislative 
k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No....x... 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Name1 Pentueket Association 
of Teachers 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; 2 seer.; 
treas.; 2 members of each of 
four schools. 
34. Number of members on 
board 13 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
10 
36. Jfain function of board 
To make policy. 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
To promote the general welfare 
of teachers; te promote a sense of 
unity; to present a united front. 
(Association represents 3 towba) 
38. Last revision of by-
laws l!j!S!jl 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No-L-. 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No-L-. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No~ 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
None 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes...!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
-- --
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a. Institute · 
----c. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacber-He&d of 
Bua1poss Dent, 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
• 
196o-61 Teacher 
1959-6o Teach!!J' 
1958-59--..JNII.CPIJ:I".III.e -----
1957-58-......JNII.CPID"'•L-----
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Name a Rockport Teachers 
Association 
1. l!b:clusively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 52 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
2 
liTA 2 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
_ __,;a• Superintendent 
_.......;b• Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
__ d,. others 
9· If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - haw many 
belong to the MTA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - haw ma:n;v 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
x c. Teacher Welfare 
x d. Social 
e. Curricular 
-f. Prof. Impr. 
x g. legislative 
h. others 
--' 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
__ b. Good 
c. Fair 
--d'. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. l!x:cellent 
-x--b. Good 
Co Fair 
---: 
_......:d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Size of the community -
want to be among those 
present. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
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Name a Reckp..t Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(a) for, planning 
for ,elll' in advance 
21. HUmber of planned programs 
and meetings achecluled for 
1961-62 
(Req_uired by constitution) ' 
:22. ·Plen programe and 1118etings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes..L.,.IO_ 
23. Reuon(s) for plenning 
from •eting to meeting 
Te attend to business and 
requests of members 
24. HUmber of unscheduled 
programs al¥i meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
2;. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-6l 
Open meeting-dinner meeting; 
salary meetings; final meeting-
banquet and entertaining 
speaker 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programe 
None 
27. Kinds of social events 
Dinner meetings; sponsor Junior 
High School dances; Sunday tea-
childrens art exhibit 
28. Stal¥iing oolllll!ittees 
Yes~ No _____ 
29. Clauifieation of standing 
colllll!ittees 
X a. Salary 
X bo Publicity (P.R.) 
_e. Retirement 
x do Jlembership 
e. Welfare 
-x...;f. Social 
-.......:g• Prof. Impr. 
x ho Ways and ](eans 
1. Program 
-x j. Legislative 
_....,;k• Ot:.hers 
.30o Special purpose colllll!ittees 
Yes_ No_L_ 
.31. Names of special purpose 
eolllll!i ttees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose comml.ttees 
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Name 1 Rockport Teachers 
Association 
.3.3. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; representatives 
from each building 
34. Number of members on 
board 
.35. :Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-61 
8 
.36. Jfain function of board 
Make any and all decisions (vote 
of the association, because of 
platooning) 
37. Major purpcli(s) of 
association 
To promote adjustment of potter 
teaching conditiions; to improve 
school and community relations; 
te improve school curriculum. 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1955 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_!_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_!_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No...L.. 
42. Major accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Raisiag the money for the 
scholarship fund. 
Data Sheet .3 
43. lfajor accomplishment 
in 196<>-61 
Raising the money for the scholar-
ship fund· (pancake appper, basket-
ball game, Jr. High dances) 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes...!.... No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute · · 
-o. Pre-school conf. 
-- or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school cont. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 21 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
21 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teaghor-cJem. 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Toachez:-coMh 
l959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
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Name1 Rowley Teachers 
Association 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
empla,yed in school 
system 16 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
12 
5. Number belonging to 
ITA 12 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 1 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
--...;b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
_.......;d• others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
10. 
ll. 
association 1 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the MTA 
1 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
0 
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Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
1 d. Social 
e. Curricular 
f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. legislative 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
- -
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Ex:cellent 
bo Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. Rx:cellent 
b. Good 
X Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Only fair interest, 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
Conflict of interests - some people 
are anti-social; too much sbhool work, 
during and after school hours. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes No X 
--
Name a Rwley Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for planning 
for year in advance 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
None 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
.from IIJ!Ieting to meeting 
Yes~ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from IIJ!Ieting to meeting 
Mere convenient 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Business meet~s-about one per 
month; plan how to raise mone;y 
for scholarship; salary meetings; 
final social meeting 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
N.ne 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Final banquet; planning a sports 
night for scholarship 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_x_No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I a. Salar;y 
__ b .• Publicity (P.R.) 
Co Retirement 
-d. lolembership 
_ __;e• Welfare 
x f. Social 
--!g. Prof. Impr. 
-~h. Ways and lleans 
_z._io Program 
x j. Legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes...I,_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Publicity (for scholarship 
fund-raising) 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Food sale (publicity in town) 
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Name 1 Rowley Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; secretary 
(principal in advisory capacity 
34. Number of members on 
board 3 (4) 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-61 
. 2 
36. Jla1n function of board 
General management of the 
association between meetings. 
37. Major purpGii(s) of 
association 
Promote the interests of 
teachers; to form a closer 
bond with them; to increase 
the efficiency of education 
as a public service. 
38. last revision of by-
laws 1958 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No_!_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_!_ 
41. Colllllli ttee now at work 
Yes_ No__!_ 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Scholarship-raising money 
Data Sheet 3 
43. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Scholarship-raising money 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes..!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ rristi tute · · 
:::Jl• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system _.-2;._, __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
2 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher 
l959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
l957-58 Teacher 
• 
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n 
Names Salem Teachers 
Association 
1. EXclusively for teachers 
Yes___!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes No X 
3· Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 210 (Approximate) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
91 
5. Number belonging to 
ll.'l'A 91 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 11 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
X d. others 
9· If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the ll.'l'A 
11. If oore than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
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Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
ll: a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
{; c. Teacher Welfare 
ll d. Social 
e. Curricular 
;l; f. Prof. Impr. 
ll g. legislative h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes..L_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
X b. Good 
c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. l!btcellent 
X b. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Professional group and will 
support the association. 
18. Reason{s) for apathy 
Some belong to both the Union 
and the Association. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No_ 
-
Name a Salem Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Te build interest; contact 
speakers; tradition; te meet 
pre gram 
21. Humber of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961...62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from lll!leting to meeting 
Yes--'._ No ______ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from lll!leting to meeting 
Te meet the needs of the 
asseciation. 
24. Humber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961...62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
Salary-majerity of meetings; 
merit rating; constitution; 
planning puppet show for scholar-
ship fund; 2 dinner meetings-
speakers-MTA representatives; 
reception to new teachers and 
school committee; reception te 
retiring teachers; annual banquet 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Panel-merit-self evaluation; 
speakers from MTA 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
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Dinner meetings at yacht club; teas; 
receptions 
28. Standing committees 
Yes-L.. No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
_z..._C• Retirement 
X do lolembership 
x e. Welfare 
X fo Social 
~g. Prof. Impr. 
_ __:ho W~s and loleans 
~i· Program 
x j. Legislative 
_ __:k• others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes..,I_ No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Personnel and Pelioy Committee 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
Exteneien of sick leave; working 
on Longevity 
Names Salem Teachers 
Association 
.3.3o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; supervisor; principal 
.34. Number of members on 
board 6 
.35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
Nona 
.36. Jfs.1n function of board 
Trying to revise our policies 
.37. Major purpoaa(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests of the 
teacher; to form a closer pro-
fessional bond; to increase the 
efficiency of education as a 
public service. 
.38. last revision of by-
laws 1961 
.39. Plans for revision 
Yes X No 
--
40. Revision this year 
Yes_No..,l_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes..,l_ No_ 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
None 
Data Sheet .3 
4.3. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Salary raise 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes..!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
or entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
----o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
--- cont. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system _ _....2<.1"~'----
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
23 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-ki ndergart·eJJ ~ 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher 
l959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 •r+ iupemd sor 
1957-58 •r+ •np-rvi sor 
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Names Salem Teachers Union 
1. '!x:clusively for teachers 
Yes2No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes X No __ 
3. Total number of teaChers 
employed in school 
system 208 
4. NUmber belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
liT A 
6. NUmber belonging to 
NEA 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 125 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
--...;b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principala 
-~d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the MTA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
be long to NEA 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
x-b. Publicity (P.R.) 
x-c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
x-f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. legislative 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes2._ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
-,-...;a• Excellent 
x b. Good 
Co Fair 
--. 
__d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. !bccellent 
b. Good 
---~C· Fair 
-~d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
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Well-informed leadership; members 
highly interested; purposeful 
meetings. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
Name! Salem Teachers Union 
20. Reason(s) for. planning 
for year in advance 
Any good organization plans 
fer meetings in advance. 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961...62 
10 
22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meting to meeting 
Yes _____ No__JL__ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meting to meeting 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
Nape 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Educational; membership; pol-
itical; annual banquet; salary; 
personnel program; professional 
improvement; curricula program 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Scholarship; panel discussion; 
education conference and council 
27. Kinds of social events 
Supper meetings; membership 
dinner; annual banquet 
28. Standing committees 
Yes_x_ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committee!! 
X a. Salary 
-+-b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Retirement 
-I do Jlembership 
X e. 1fel£are 
X r. Social 
X g. Prof. Impr. 
X ho ll'~s and J1ean11 
__!_i• Program 
X jo legislative 
X k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_!_ No_ 
3lo Names of special purpose 
committees 
Scholarship 
32. AccompJJ,shments of special 
purpose committees 
Established and increased scholar-
ship; fund-raising for scholar-
ship 
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Name 1 Salem Teachers Union 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Classroam teachers 
34. Number of members on 
board 22 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in ]96o-61 
]Q 
36. llain function of board 
Expedite policies for the 
regular meetings 
37. llajor purpOII(s) of 
association 
To bring federations of teachers 
into relations of mutual assis-
tance and cooperation. To obtain 
all rights to which they are en-
titled. Etcetera. 
(same as objectives of AFT) 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1~62 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No...L... 
40. Revision this year 
Yes..,x._ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No..._ 
42. llajor accomplishment 
in 19S9-6o 
Salary increases 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Scholarship 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes.....!.._ No_ 
4S. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
--
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
---o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Clasaregm teaghar ~ 
So. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Head teacher 
l959-6o ClaRaregm toacher 
1958-59 Cla5 Breem teacher 
1957-56 Classroom teacher 
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Namer Salisbury Teachers 
Club 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
24 system (Approximate) 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
20 
5. Number belonging to 
ITA 20 
6. Humber belonging to 
NEA 0 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
__,~a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
d. others 
--
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
10. 
11. 
association 1 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the :MTA 
1 
If mre than one class of 
membership - how many 
be long to NEA 
1 
Data Sheet 1 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.} 
__,,__;c• Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
--z-f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
x h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
__ b. Good 
c. Fair 
--d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
___,,_;a• Bxcellent 
X bo Good 
--:c• Fair 
__ .d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Small organization; all want to 
help; good public relations, 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
-
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Name i Salisbury Teachers 
Club 
20. Reason(s} for, planning 
for year in advance 
By tradition; to schedule 
speakers 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
22. 
10 
Plan program and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes_x_No_ 
23. Reason(s} for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
Te take cars ef current business 
Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961..62 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in 196o-61 
General business; salary meetings-
nata Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Meeting with Mr. Stimpson 
of SRA; meetings with MT! 
representatives 
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27. Kinds of social events 
Party-going group; outings; picnics; 
cevered dish suppers; dinners; 
Christmas social 
28. standing committees 
Yes...x._ No_ 
Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-d. Jlembership 
-~e. Welfare 
X f. Social 
...,l_g• Prof. Impr. 
X h. Ways and Jleens 
_x_i. Program 
X j. Legislative 
X k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes X No 
--
teachers not on step 31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Constitution and By-laws; 
Library; Scholarship 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
C.mpletely revised constitution; 
raised meney for books end 
scholarships 
Name I Salisbury Teachers 
Club 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; seer.; treas.; members 
(small group therefore all 
participate) 
34. Number of members on 
board All members 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 1960-61 
36. Main function of board 
To act upon matters of interest 
to the membership 
37. Major purpose(s) of 
association 
To foster better relationships 
among the teachers and cOIIIIIIUIIity; 
to improve the status of teachers 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1962 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_ No...L.. 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No...L.. 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_ No~ 
42. Jlajor accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
Could not say, unless salary 
improvements 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Could not sa;y unless salary 
improvements - to get teachers 
on step 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_.L_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes No 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · · 
~· Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
4 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-elem. 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-6l Teacher 
1959-6o Teacber 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Tea.cher 
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• 
Name1 Saugus Teachers 
Association 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes X No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 197 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
131 
5. Number belonging to 
ITA 131 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 11 
7. Number belonging to 
AF'l' 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
X a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
staff 
X Co Principals 
_ __;do others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
10. 
association 16 
If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the :MTA 
16 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
2 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AF'l' ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
X c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
X e. Curricular 
x-f. Prof. Impr. 
g. legislative 
-h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes X No 
-
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
-x ........ b. Good 
Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. Excellent 
b. Good 
--Co Fair 
--d. Poor 
--
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
Interested in the profession 
and association; loyal group, 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
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Name 1 Saugus Teachers 
Asseciatioa 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
To inform membership; for 
better organization 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961...62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meting to meeting 
Yes X No 
--
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from meting to meeting 
If need arises 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
Welcam:!.ng tea for new members; 
business and salary; annual 
banquet to honor retired teach-
ers snd school committee; 
Eating and Greeting Tea; speaker-
Don Kent (science students in-
vited); election of officers; 
honored retiring teachers with 
candlelight services 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Lectures-speakers 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Teas; folk dancing; banquet-
honoring retiring teachers 
28. standing coiJIIlli ttees 
Yes-L.. No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
I a. Salary 
I b. Publicity (P.R.) 
_x__Co Retirement 
I d. llembers hip 
X e. Welfare 
I f. Social 
_x__g• Prof. Impr. 
h. Ways and )leans 
I i. Program 
I j. Isgislative 
I k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes-L.. No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Constitution; Teacher Improvement 
Betterment; Scholarship 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
New censtitution; merger of 
elementary and high school groups; 
establishment of a jeint ceUDeil. 
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and 
Name 1 Saugus Teachers 
Association 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres. (2); vice-pres. (2); 
seer. (2); treas. (2) 
(Alternate as 4 officers of 
association) 
34. Number of members on 
board _---£a __ 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l$160-61 
36. Jfain function of board 
To determine the goals and 
objectives for the year and 
initiate the carrying out of 
them 
37• Jfajor purpOII(s) of 
association 
To promote the highest 
of professional practices; to 
encourage all teachers in the 
solution of school problems; to 
urge every member to be a 
student of education 
38. Last revision of by-
laws l96l 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes~ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_L_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_L_ No_ 
42. Jfajor accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Progress made on merger in 1959-60 
Data Sheet 3 
43. UBjor accomplishment 
in 1960-61 
Merger; future betterments-
3 days personal leave; sick leave; 
salary raise 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_L_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
:::J>. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
_c. During-school 
conf. or workshop 
_d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47• Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49• Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher 
5 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Teacher 
l959-6o Teacher 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
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Namer Swampscott Teachers 
Association 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes_LNo. __ 
2. :More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3. Total number of teachers 
employed in school 
system 130 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
120 
5. Number belonging to 
ITA 120 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 8 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
X b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
d. others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the ITA 
11. If more than one class of 
membership - how lllll.llY 
belong to NEA 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
e. Curricular 
f. Prof. Impr. 
l g. legislative 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
bo Good 
X c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. Excellent 
x-b. Good 
__ c. Fair 
__ d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
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~fuen things deal with matters 
close to their immediate welfare. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
When things deal with matters close to 
their immediate welfare they are inter-
ested. Some married women satisfied. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
:for yr. in advance 
Yes X No 
--
Name g Swampscott Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
Tradition 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961..62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes _____ No__x___ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
:from meeting to meeting 
There are exceptions. If 
there is an immediate issue 
or problem we cannot resolve. 
24. Number of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
NRPo 
25. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Business meetings; salary meet-
ings; welcoming new teachers; 
receptions to retiring teachers; 
planning testimonial to Mr. 
Ted Sargeant; election of 
officers (We are not a very 
active association.) 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Weak in this area; testimonial 
dinner 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Receptions to retiring teachers; 
welceme to new teachers; square 
dance; testimonial 
28. standing coi!Dilittees 
Yes..L.. No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
coi!Dilittees 
x a. Salary 
__ b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Retirement 
-d. J,!embership 
e. Welfare 
_ __;f. Social 
_ __,g. Prof. I:mpr. 
_.....;h• W~s and )leans 
_ __.i. Program 
X j. Isgislative 
X k. others 
30. Special purpose coi!Dilittees 
Yes X No 
--
31. Names of special purpose 
coi!Dili ttees 
Advanced Imprevement Plan for 
Salaries; Paid Secretaries; 
Testimonial 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose cOJDDiittees 
Decided to have testimonial. 
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Names Swampscott Teachers 
Association 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas.; building represen-
tatives 
34. Number of members on 
board 10 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in 196o-61 
36. Main function of board 
To consider all matters; to 
set policy; to make recommen-
dations; to make decisions 
37. Major purpOii(s) of 
association 
Intended to advance the 
welfare of the teaching 
profession 
38. Last revision of by-
laws --""-? __ _ 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes No X 
-.-
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_!_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_No_l_ 
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
None. Period of decline in 
process in salary and public 
relations 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
Period of decline. On way up now; 
better public relations through 
publicity 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes.....!_ No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute · · 
:::::::?• Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
--- cont. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
- or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 16 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
16 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
5o. 
office Director of Instrnmefntal 
Mn§jc · 
Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-6l:_..~T.cea.ac~:Jhw:e:.tr:::-g.HJ..,· g~:~h~.-__ 
1959-6o~T~e ... ac .. h:.u;e .. r:::=~rra;;.-~H~i ~gh"--195B-59~T~e~a~ch~e~r~~~r~r~--Hg.,..,·g~h~-
1957-58 Superxj sar4fJJ5i c 
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Name a Topsfield Teachers 
Association 
1. l'b:clusively for teachers 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_!_ No. __ 
3. Total number of teachers 
empl~ in school 
system 2 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
5. Number belonging to 
27 
ITA 27 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 27 
1. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - who belongs 
a. Superintendent ----~b. Central Office 
Staff 
X c. Principals 
_ ___;d• others 
9. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 1 
10. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to the IITA 
1 
ll. If more than one class of 
membership - how rna:ny 
belong to NEA 
1 
Data Sheet l 
l2. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT ------
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961) 
X a. Salary 
X b. Publicity (P.R.) 
....,._c. Teacher Welfare 
X d. Social 
__ e. Curricular 
___ f. Prof. Impr. 
X g. Isgislative 
X h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No 
15. Attendance at meetings 
X a. Excellent 
__ b. Good 
c. Fair 
_ __;d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
X a. l'b:cellent 
__ b. Good 
--:C• Fair 
__ .d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
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Size of group and all know each 
other; professional interest. 
18. Reason(s) for apathy 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes.!._ No 
Name t Topsfield Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for, planning 
for year in advance 
To avoid conflicting dates; 
to engage speakers 
21. Humber of planned prog1'81118 
and meetings scheduled for 
1961-62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from meeting to meeting 
Yes~ No ______ 
23. Reason( s) for planning 
from meeting to meeting 
When business comes up that 
needs to be taken care of. 
24. Humber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
5 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-6l 
3 educational meet~s--speakers 
3 social meetings--travelog and 
tea, Christmas social, banquet 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programs 
Educational speakers; represen-
tative of SRA program; plan one 
on creative writing 
2 7. Kinds of social events 
Travelogs; teas; Christmas 
social; banquet; Wenham Museum--
Christmas exhibit 
28. standing committees 
Yes X No 
--
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
X a. Salary 
X bo Publicity (P.R.) 
_c. Retirement 
x d. llembership 
---'e. Welfare 
___ f. Social 
_ __,g. Prof. Impr. 
_ __,h. Ways and Ileana 
x i. Program 
x j. Legislative 
_ __,k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_L No_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
Prefessional Status (thinking of 
a Ways and Means Committee) 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose comm:l. ttees 
Salary gains and professional 
improvement 
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Name 1 Topsfield Teachers 
Association 
33o Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas,; 2 past presidents 
34. Number of members on 
board -~6 __ 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-61 
Not more than 3 
36. Main function of board 
Settle matters that do not 
have to be brought before the 
entire group 
37. Major purpoae(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests of 
teachers; to form a closer 
bond among them; and, to in-
crease the efficiency of 
education as a public service 
38. Last revision of by-
laws 1961 
(Parhai) 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes_!_ No_ 
40. Revision this year 
Yes_!_ No_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes_!_ No_ 
42. Major accomplishment 
in l959-6o 
Salary committee achieved a 
good arrangement with school 
board. 
Data Sheet 3 
43. lrajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
lao% membership in all professional 
associations. Members active on 
county, state, and national levels. 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes_L_No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Iristi tute · 
-c. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
conf. or workshop 
d. Post-school conf. 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
196o-61 Teacher 
1959-6o Superyisgr-rea4lng 
1958-59 Teacher 
1957-58 Teacher 
• 
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,..., 
Name1 Wenham Teachers 
Association 
1. Exclusively for teachers 
Yes No X 
-
2. More than one class of 
membership 
Yes_ No X 
3· Total number of teachers 
emplo.yed in school 
system 23 
4. Number belonging to 
local association 
21 
5. Number belonging to 
Jtl'A 21 
6. Number belonging to 
NEA 1 
7. Number belonging to 
AFT 
8. If more than one class of 
membership - Who belongs 
a. Superintendent 
.....,.,x-""b. Central Office 
Staff 
9. 
10. 
u. 
X Co Principals 
_ __;do others 
If more than one class 
membership - how many 
belong to the local 
association 
If more than one class 
membership - how many 
belong to the MTA 
If more than one class 
membership - how many 
belong to NEA 
of 
of 
of 
222 
Data Sheet 1 
12. If more than one class of 
membership - how many 
belong to AFT 
13. Kinds of programs 
(1958-1961} 
X a. Salary 
b. Publicity (P.R.) 
c. Teacher Welfare 
ll d. Social 
e. Curricular 
f. Prof. Impr. 
g. legislative 
h. others 
14. Support and participate 
in activities 
Yes_!_ No_ 
15. Attendance at meetings 
a. Excellent 
X b. Good 
c. Fair 
d. Poor 
16. Participation in 
activities 
a. !tx:cellent 
X b. Good 
Co Fair 
d. Poor 
17. Reason(s) for high 
degree of interest 
If something in motion 
then members support it. 
18. Reason( s) for apathy 
Jr. High undergoing change; 
regional school in •62; 
personnel c!langes. 
19. Plan programs and meetings 
for yr. in advance 
Yes X No_ 
'Name t Wenham Teachers 
Association 
20. Reason(s) for planning 
for year in advance 
Tradition; to meet seasonal 
dates 
21. Number of planned programs 
and meetings scheduled for 
1,961..62 
' 22. Plan programs and meetings 
from neeting to meeting 
Yes _____ 'No~ 
23. Reason(s) for planning 
from neeting to meeting 
24. NUmber of unscheduled 
programs and meetings 
anticipated for 1961-62 
'en· 
2$. Special nature of meetings 
in l96o-61 
Business meetings--enrollments 
and general business; Christmas 
social; election of officers 
Data Sheet 2 
26. Kinds of professional 
programe 
None 
27. Kinds of social events 
Christmas social--tea--after 
scheol 
28. standing committees 
Yes..._ No_ 
29. Classification of standing 
committees 
x a. Salary 
__ b .• Publicity (P.R.) 
__ .c. Retirement 
_ __;d• llembership 
e. Welfare 
_x__;f. Social 
--!g. Prof. Impr. 
---ch• Ways and Jleans 
i. Program 
--·j. legislative 
x k. others 
30. Special purpose committees 
Yes_ No__z_ 
31. Names of special purpose 
committees 
32. Accomplishments of special 
purpose committees 
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Name 1 WeDham Teachers 
Associatioa 
33. Personnel of policy-
making board 
Pres.; vice-pres.; seer.; 
treas. 
34. Number of members on 
board 
35. Number of meetings held 
by board in l96o-61 
36. Jrain function of board 
General management of the 
association between meetings 
37. Major purpoli(s) of 
association 
To promote the interests of 
teachers; to form a closer 
professional and social bond 
among them; to increase the 
efficiency of education as 
a public service 
38. last revision of by-
laws 1959 
39. Plans for revision 
Yes X No 
-.-
40. Revision this year 
Yes_ No_!_ 
41. Committee now at work 
Yes No X 
--
42. Major accomplishment 
in 1959-6o 
None 
Data Sheet 3 
43. llajor accomplishment 
in 196o-61 
None 
44. Schools closed for 
county convention 
Yes__x_No_ 
45. Alternate plan for meeting 
of entire faculty 
Yes_ No_ 
46. Kind of alternate plan 
a~ Institute · 
----o. Pre-school conf. 
or workshop 
Co During-school 
confo or workshop 
_d. Post-school confo 
or workshop 
47. Total yrs. of service 
of president in local 
school system __ 7 __ _ 
48. Total yrs. of teaching 
exp. of president in 
local school system 
7 
49. Job of president at 
time of election to 
office Teacher-industrial• 
arts and math. 
5o. Jobs held by previous 
presidents at time of 
election to office 
l96o-61 Teacher..Jr. Hivh 
l959-6o Principal::lr. High 
1958-59 Asst. principal 
1957-58 Asst. principal 
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